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Abstract 

SITUATED PLAY DESIGN: CO-CREATING THE 
PLAYFUL POTENTIAL OF FUTURE TECHNOLOGY 

 

by Ferran Altarriba Bertran 

 

In this dissertation I present my participatory design-led doctoral research exploring how to 

co-design technology that playfully enriches the experiential texture of people’s mundane, 

everyday activity. My work responds to the dominance of productivity-focused agendas in 

technology design; it aligns with an existing body of works that foreground the importance of 

designing technologies and experiences that cultivate alternative, less materially productive 

societal values such as social connection, emotional fulfillment, or cultural richness.  

To facilitate a move towards technology futures that are more socio-emotionally sensitive and 

democratic, I present a three-fold contribution. The first dimension is conceptual: I present the 

“Technology for Situated and Emergent Play” “bridging concept” [69], an “intermediate-

knowledge” [132] form that highlights three experiential qualities of play that have socio-

emotional value and provides inspirational examples of how technology might incorporate 

them. My second contribution is methodological: I propose “Situated Play Design” as a novel 

methodology for designing for play from the bottom-up and in contextually sensitive ways, as 

well as an early toolkit of methods to put it in practice. Finally, I contribute domain specific 

knowledge in two specific areas within tech design: by experimenting with the above 

concepts and methodology, I investigated increasingly playful avenues for technology 

innovation in the domains of mealtime and urban experiences.  



 

x 

Overall, my work will provoke, inspire, and empower designers to co-create, from the bottom-

up and in imaginative ways, technology that enriches the experiential texture of mundane, 

day-to-day situations and activities. I hope it serves as the seed for an exciting research 

program exploring how to engage diverse stakeholders in co-designing technology futures 

that realize the playful potential of people’s day to day, in ways that privilege a diversity of 

perspectives alongside the designer’s expertise.  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

This dissertation builds on the idea that play and social connection are key to a life worth 

living. That idea is by no means new—the potential of play to enrich our day-to-day has been 

explored by many, in fields as diverse as sociology [52], cultural studies [134], philosophy 

[122], psychology [42], computer science [246], and design [106], among others. Cutting 

across many disciplines there is a consensus that living a playful life can contribute to the 

wellbeing of both individuals and groups. Though not novel, that idea is very relevant and 

timely in the current era of blooming technological innovation. My doctoral research has 

explored how to make that idea more present in technology innovation and empower 

designers and researchers to incorporate it as a guiding value in their work. In this chapter, I 

begin by characterizing the design research space targeted by my work, Playful Human-

Computer Interaction, as well as the motivations behind it (Section 1.1). Then, I formulate my 

research questions and contribution (1.2). Next, I describe my methodology (1.3). Finally, I 

provide an overview of the contents of the dissertation (1.4). Overall, I hope that this chapter 

helps position the outcomes of my doctoral research for the reader. 

1.1. Research space and motivations 

Technology is increasingly present in our lives. It permeates our daily routines, in and beyond 

the workplace, to a point that it can be hard to find situations where we are not surrounded by 

computation. Even those activities that have traditionally been analog, such as cooking, 

sightseeing, or working out, are now being populated with digital gadgets and services, e.g. 

smart cooking appliances, GPS-based navigation services, or smartphone apps that track our 

moves. All those artifacts add computational augmentations to otherwise analog mundane 
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activities. Whether directly or indirectly, they have a significant influence on what we do and 

how we do it—and, perhaps most importantly, on what we experience in the process.  

The more consumer-level technology mediates our lives, the more important it is to pay close 

attention to how we design it. That is one of the roles of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) 

research: studying the impact of tech use on human life and inspiring future designs. HCI is a 

multidisciplinary field that encompasses a broad range of perspectives, including psychology, 

social sciences, computer science, engineering, arts, and design, among others. While a 

recurrent focus has traditionally been to explore how tech can support us to be productive—a 

focus that is, to some extent, still pervasive [185]—there is a growing understanding that tech 

should respond to a richer and more diverse pool of use cases [1]. Nowadays, technology-

use transcends the workplace and its associated need for efficiency: we use it at home, in the 

streets, when we play, or even when we eat. As such, it plays different roles in our lives and 

must respond to divergent values and expectations. Considering the increasing presence of 

technology in people’s day-to-day, Playful HCI emerged as a proponent of tech innovations 

that incorporate the many qualities of playful experiences to enrich people’s daily lives. Just 

like the larger space of HCI, Playful HCI is a big, broad domain; it encompasses a multitude 

of aims, employs a breadth of approaches and methodologies, and is regulated by (often 

divergent) underlying values with regard to the role tech should play in human life.  

The work I present in this dissertation aligns with, and extends, a body of works in playful 

tech design and research whose underlying agenda is to explore how technology could 

enrich people’s day-to-day in ways that are socio-emotionally rich. Considering the pervasive 

role of computation in our lives—in and beyond the workplace—I see a need to further 

explore how play can be a lens through which we can reclaim our social and emotional needs 

and place them to the forefront of technology design. In the next subsection, I unpack how 

my doctoral research contributes to advancing that agenda. 
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1.2. Research questions and contribution 

Humans are not productivity tools, we are creatures motivated by pleasure, by social and 

emotional connection, by agency, and by positive feelings. Sharing experiences with others, 

expressing our culture, caring for others’ emotions as well as our own, or simply experiencing 

excitement, joy, and fun—these are all fundamental human needs society should cultivate. 

Because I believe in the importance of those unmaterial (yet still relevant) needs, since I 

began my career as a designer, I have had an agenda of responding to them.  

During the years prior to initiating my Ph.D., I was involved in several design and research 

projects at the intersection of play and tech design, in and beyond academia. By designing 

playful artefacts, technologies, and experiences, I explored how play and playfulness could 

help to add socio-emotional value to diverse areas of human life. I learned a lot about play, 

about people’s behavior, and about designing at the intersection of the two. But I also 

experienced struggles that were recurrent in most of my design work: First, I found that in 

technology design, play was often seen as a valuable tool to motivate people to be more 

productive or efficient. It was much less common to see examples of playful designs focused 

on other, less materially productive agendas such as fostering social connection or emotional 

wellbeing—not because play lacks the capacity to tackle these agendas, but because they 

are sometimes seen as less consequential (and, therefore, worthy) outcomes of technology 

innovation. Second, I often found it challenging to design for play that was contextually 

meaningful: I experienced a lack of mechanisms and guidance for designing technology that 

integrated smoothly within people’s ordinary practices and afforded experiences that 

resonated with their desires in the context of their day-to-day.  

This thesis is the outcome of a project aimed at addressing those issues. Generally, my aim 

is to contribute to a body of research that explores the question: How can we design for play 
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that permeates everyday life and supports us socially and emotionally? With this work, I want 

to, first, empower designers to co-create new technologies that afford contextually meaningful 

forms of play and, in doing so, enrich the socio-emotional texture of people’s daily activity. I 

also intend to influence other stakeholders who set agendas in technology design, such as 

funders, managers, or policy makers. Overall, my aim is to contribute to steering the digital 

technology sector in increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sensitive directions. 

 To advance that agenda, I present a threefold contribution. Its first dimension is conceptual 

and addresses the question: Why should designing for play that is not materially productive 

be considered a worthy agenda in HCI? I present an intermediate-level knowledge piece that 

highlights experiential qualities of play that are socio-emotionally desirable—and hence, 

relevant to technology design. My second contribution is methodological: I present a novel 

approach to play design, as well as a set of tools to make it actionable, that I hope will 

empower designers to embrace an increasingly playful, situated, and socio-emotionally 

sensitive approach to technology design. Finally, my third contribution is domain specific: I 

illustrate how the above concepts, methodology, and tools can be put in practice to guide 

technology design in two specific design spaces within HCI: Human-Food Interaction and 

Smart City innovation. In the following pages I unpack these three pillars of my contribution. 

Figure 1 below synthesizes them graphically. 

1.2.1. Conceptual contribution 

The first contribution of my thesis is conceptual (Chapter 3). It responds to the fact that, while 

play is regarded as a fundamental part of human life by scholars from myriad disciplines, that 

body of knowledge is not always embraced in tech design—in part, I argue, because it is not 

necessarily accessible enough for designers. In my own work, prior to my Ph.D., I often found 

it hard to position the design of unproductive playful artifacts and experiences as a worthy 
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design agenda. I usually had to vouch for the importance of everyday play as a source of 

individual and collective wellbeing—often, with little success. That is why I set out to 

contribute to making the design of unproductive playful tech a more present agenda in HCI.  

Why are play and playful engagement a fundamental human need? In what ways can they 

enrich our lives socially and emotionally? How could technology design afford socio-

emotionally desirable playful experiences? And what design features might be useful to do 

 
Figure 2. Summary of the research questions, motivation, intended contribution, and research output of this thesis. 
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that? Those questions have been asked before, from different fields and angles. Yet, as I 

argue in Section 2.1, the answers are often overlooked in HCI. The conceptual contribution of 

my thesis aims to foreground those ideas and make them more accessible to designers, in 

the hope that that will help to shift the HCI community’s attention towards increasingly playful 

and socio-emotionally sensitive approaches to technology design.  

To do that, I present a “bridging concept” [69] that characterizes the design space of 

“Technology for Situated and Emergent Play” and discusses the capacity of these kinds of 

artifacts to respond to people’s socio-emotional needs. My work foregrounds a body of play 

scholarship (from within but especially from outside of HCI) that has investigated the relevant 

role of play in human life. To make that theoretical foundation accessible to HCI designers, I 

use a set of technology exemplars to illustrate it. The resulting “intermediate-level knowledge” 

[159] piece can support a shift towards increasingly socio-emotional approaches to Playful 

HCI: it makes theory tangible and actionable, proposing design qualities that can inspire 

future playful technology designs that better respond to people's socio-emotional needs. 

1.2.2. Methodological Contribution 

The second contribution of this thesis is methodological. As noted above, in prior design work 

I experienced a lack of methods that helped me to design interventions that responded to 

people’s playful desires. That is, perhaps, one of the grand challenges of designing for play 

that intertwines with ordinary life: dealing with and designing for its highly contextual nature. 

While in games and other forms of dedicated play the play experience is markedly separate 

from ordinary life [229], in playful technology for non-play scenarios, the line between play 

and non-play activity is rather blurry [1]. That brings about several challenges for designers, 

as playful interventions must coexist and integrate well with the underlying structures of the 

non-play activity at hand. In my own work, I saw a lack of tools to tackle that challenge.  
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In response, I set out to develop strategies for designing for play that respond to people’s 

idiosyncrasies and contexts. Over the last four years, I asked myself: How can we design for 

play that is contextually meaningful and adds socio-emotional value to people’s ordinary 

practices? How can we learn about, and respond in a designerly manner to, the playful things 

people do and enjoy in their daily lives? How can we design meaningful play interventions 

that respond to people’s playful cravings, rather than proposing extraneous and potentially 

disruptive play experiences? How can we involve diverse stakeholders in shaping the design 

of new playful technologies in ways that respond to their understandings of what is fun? 

To empower myself and other designers to tackle those questions, in Chapter 4 I present a 

novel design approach, Situated Play Design (SPD), that builds on and extends existing play 

design approaches by highlighting the importance of situated and participatory design 

activity. It empowers designers to engage users and context in depth as a means of centering 

attention on the kinds of playful things people already do—what I call “play potentials”—and 

using those to build the foundations of a novel playful intervention. SPD can help designers to 

learn about the playful practices that are already meaningful in a given context, and design 

technology that responds to that playful potential. It supports bottom-up playful technology 

design processes where the playful foundations of a design intervention are negotiated by 

diverse stakeholders rather than being defined by expert designers alone.  

SPD emerged from a series of reflections I made from what worked and did not work in 

design processes I was involved in prior to my doctoral work. The approach was formulated 

in collaboration with some of my colleagues, and hence it was contrasted with and extended 

through their own lived experiences as play designers. To further develop my methodological 

contribution, during my Ph.D. I experimented with the SPD approach in two design cases. 

That allowed me to develop strategies to make it actionable—I present them in Chapter 7.  
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1.2.3. Domain specific contribution 

Finally, the third contribution of my dissertation is domain specific. As mentioned above, my 

conceptual and methodological work was motivated by the struggles I experienced in my own 

design practice. As such, it was a priority for me that my research was grounded in and 

applicable to real, hands-on design work: How can designers implement the concepts and 

methods presented in this thesis to rethink the way we go about technology design? To 

answer this question, I experimented with the proposed Situated Play Design approach to 

design Technology for Situated and Emergent Play in two design spaces that, according to 

recent research, could benefit from a more socio-emotionally sensitive approach: the fields of 

Human-Food Interaction (Chapter 5) and Smart City Innovation (Chapter 6).  

In both design projects, I experimented with the SPD approach to investigate how play could 

be used as a lens through which to reclaim the importance of the socio-emotional texture of 

people’s interactions with and through technology. That allowed me to propose, in both 

cases, exciting design directions that hold promise for affording technology-mediated 

experiences that are socio-emotionally rich. As explained above, the case studies also 

served as testbeds to further develop my methodological contribution. They allowed me to 

experiment, challenge, and concretize the SPD methodology: by using it in real design cases, 

I developed strategies to make it actionable and got a better understanding of how it could 

help us to envision increasingly playful technology futures. Overall, the domain specific work 

of my doctoral research yielded two outcomes: (1) it helped me to produce domain specific 

knowledge relevant to Human-Food Interaction and Smart City innovation, and (2) it allowed 

me to reflect on how the conceptual and methodological contributions of my work can help 

designers to embrace increasingly socio-emotional approaches to technology design. 
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1.3. Methodology 

My work sits at the intersection of play design, design research, and HCI. An important part of 

my contribution, the methodological one, can be considered “research about design” [99]: a 

designerly inquiry [45] into the nature of design [65] aimed at developing new mechanisms to 

support design practice [99]. Much of my work can also be considered a case of “research 

through design” [100][112]; the experiments I conducted were done through reflexive 

engagement with design practice. Following an action-reflection approach to design research 

[212], I used co-design [210] and participatory design [184] processes as the principal 

strategy for producing new knowledge [112]—both methodological and domain specific.  

My methodological contribution emerged directly from reflection about my previous design 

work, as well as from a set of design-led experiments that build on those earlier experiences. 

I used the design cases as testbeds for further developing my novel playful design approach: 

I experimented with, challenged, and concretized what it meant to do Situated Play Design, 

and organically developed new tools to make that approach actionable. That process allowed 

me to make my methodological contribution tangible and actionable. It also deepened my 

understanding of how SPD could add value in playful design and research. Finally, it helped 

me to begin to create a toolkit of strategies to put it into practice, which I hope other 

designers will find useful in their work. My domain specific contribution is also entirely design-

driven: my proposals for playfully rethinking the fields of Human-Food Interaction and Smart 

City innovation are a direct result of a process of participatory research through design.  

Aside from design-led approaches, I also employed other methods. My conceptual work, 

focused on making existing theories more accessible to designers, required a complementary 

approach. While I present the outcomes of this contribution as a “bridging concept” [69]—an 

“intermediate knowledge” form [159] that has its origins in designerly HCI—the path I took to 
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conduct this part of the research was not necessarily design-led: I combined a literature 

review of play scholarship with a close reading of existing playful designs, to make more 

accessible a relevant theoretical foundation that can inspire future designs (see Chapter 3). 

Importantly, the design-led approach I used throughout the thesis shapes the outcomes of 

the research, as well as what can be expected from it. My work is “generative” rather than 

“validative” [112]—that is, it is more concerned with proposing alternative ways of going about 

technology design than positioning those approaches as unquestionably more valid than 

existing ones. I present my work as a necessary alternative that will enrich the design and 

research space of Playful HCI with new and valuable ideas. Overall, my goal is to offer a 

reflexive account of the learnings from my own design practice, in the hope that they will 

inspire other designers doing similar work. In the next section, I give an overview of the 

contents of this thesis to show where the different parts of my contribution are located. 

1.4. Summary of contents 

Here I briefly lay out the trajectory of each chapter of this thesis. It begins with a review of 

related work (Chapter 2). To characterize the design research space my work speaks to, I 

begin by exploring the “why” of playful technology design: I describe the most common 

reasons behind the design playful technology and surface a wide range of agendas in this 

space (2.1). That helps me to position my work in alignment with a specific kind of playful 

tech: that focused on supporting people socially and emotionally in mundane, non-play 

scenarios, regardless of any utilitarian gains. Once the motivation behind my work is covered, 

I unpack the “how” of play design: I discuss existing methodological approaches to designing 

for play (2.3), as well as relevant participatory and co-design techniques that are not 

necessarily play-focused but are still relevant to my practice (2.4). Overall, this chapter allows 

me to highlight that: (1) in HCI, play-related research often gravitates towards making our 
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playtime productive, which is a missed opportunity given the capacity of play to enrich the 

socio-emotional dimension of our lives; and (2) there is a need for new co-design methods 

that support bottom-up and situated playful technology design practices and center on 

affording play experiences that are contextually sound and socio-emotionally sensitive. 

In Chapter 3 I present the conceptual contribution of my dissertation, which addresses the 

first opportunity space identified in my review of related work: it positions the design of socio-

emotionally focused playful technology as a worthy agenda in HCI. To foreground that idea, I 

present a “bridging concept” [69] that makes accessible a broad range of play scholarship to 

highlight experiential qualities of play that can enrich our lives beyond productivity. I illustrate 

those theories through real technology exemplars, hoping to inspire designers to leverage 

play’s capacity to enrich the socio-emotional texture of people’s day-to-day. 

Once the conceptual contribution of my doctoral research is covered, in Chapter 4 I present 

the first part of the methodological one: a novel design approach called Situated Play Design 

(SPD). I begin by describing the foundations of the approach, i.e. how I developed it building 

on my colleagues’ and my own prior experience as designers. Then, I reflect on its potential 

in connection with existing co-design and play design approaches. Finally, I highlight the 

need for new methods, tools and strategies that help to make SPD actionable—a need that I 

began to respond to as part of my doctoral research, as described in Chapter 7. 

In Chapter 5, I present the first case study where I experimented with the SPD approach: a 

project exploring how to design mealtime technology that affords playful, in-person interaction 

among diners. Chapter 6 describes the second case study: a project investigating the playful 

potential of urban spaces and speculating on how future smart cities could help to realize that 

potential. By closely examining the two case studies, I show how I explored, further 

developed, and experimented with techniques for making SPD actionable. The two case 
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studies yielded “intermediate-level knowledge” [132] that can be used to advance design and 

research in their corresponding spaces (Human-Food Interaction and Playable Cities).  

Chapter 7 presents the second half of my methodological contribution: I distill some of the 

processes described in the case studies to highlight three concrete strategies that can help 

designers to implement the SPD approach. First, I present a method for sourcing playful 

inspiration in culture, playing with and learning from the forms of play that are embedded in 

rituals and traditions (Section 7.1). Second, I describe a strategy for leveraging social media 

to empathize with people’s playful desires, using it to capture, store, retrieve, and make 

design use of people’s lived experiences of playful situations occurring in naturalistic settings 

(7.2). Third, I formalize the “Designerly Tele-Experiences” method, which enables designers 

to engage remote stakeholders to co-speculate about the playful foundations of emergent 

design spaces by co-experiencing preliminary prototypes of possible design directions in that 

space (Section 7.3). Overall, this section intends to be a first step towards creating a methods 

toolkit that supports Situated Play Design practice—a first stage of a research program that I 

intend to continue to work on as I move forward with my academic career. 

In Chapter 8, I reflect on my contribution, its value, and its implications. I answer questions 

such as: What can be learned from my work? How does it extend previous contributions to 

Playful HCI? Why is this important for design research, and how can it help designers to 

positively impact society? I also reflect on the limitations of my work and the many questions 

it leaves unanswered—thereby pointing at research directions I will pursue in the near future. 

Finally, Chapter 9 is the conclusion of the dissertation, where I reiterate the aims of my 

doctoral research and the key contributions of my work. I position it as part of an ongoing 

body of research trying to support increasingly socio-emotionally sensitive technology design. 

I hope that the combination of those 9 chapters contributes to my overarching agenda of 

supporting increasingly playful, situated, and socio-emotionally sensitive technology design. 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND 
THE STATE OF PLAY IN HCI 

In this chapter, I characterize the design and research area targeted by my work: Playful 

Human-Computer Interaction. I begin by reviewing the current state of research in this space, 

highlighting different agendas behind it, and showing the dominance of works that focus on 

leveraging the productive and motivational capacity of play rather than its capacity to enrich 

the experiential texture of people’s daily lives. Following, I look at playful tech design from a 

methodological standpoint, to show different approaches to designing for play. I also review 

participatory approaches outside of the specific domain of play and playfulness, wherever 

relevant to my work. That allows me to stress a need for more bottom-up, participatory, and 

contextually sensitive play design methods. Overall, this chapter sets the foundations of my 

Ph.D. research: it grounds my agenda of foregrounding the value of designing playful tech 

that responds to people’s socio-emotional needs, and it highlights the need for new methods 

that support multi-stakeholder co-design of those technologies from the bottom up. 

2.1. Dominant approaches in Playful HCI 

Over the last years, the field of Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) has undergone a move 

towards framing technology as something more than a tool to get tasks done—the so-called 

“third wave of HCI” [33]. Today, it is common that researchers explore how computational 

media can support us experientially and respond to our social and emotional needs—in and 

beyond entertainment domains, e.g. [125][130][140]. In this context, the idea of investigating 

play as a strategy to craft compelling experiences with and through technology is gaining 

traction, both in HCI and interaction design [77][106][128][141][166]. An important subset of 
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play- and game- inspired approaches to HCI has centered on play as focused entertainment, 

or autotelic play and games, focusing on the intrinsic value of play as an inherent, non-

instrumental, self-contained enterprise. But the interest of the HCI community in play and 

games is growing and transcends the scope of pure entertainment. Researchers also 

investigate how to leverage the desirable experiential qualities of play in mundane situations 

(e.g. [142][166]), and how to design porous magic circles where play is intertwined with non-

play activity (e.g. [106]). My work explores that intersection between play and everyday life. 

The design space of playful technology for non-entertainment activity is diverse. It includes 

works that respond to diverging ideas of the value of play and its role in human life. An 

important subset of works in this space explores how to use play in “serious” domains, e.g. 

education, health, or the workplace, to support productive goals. For example, “gamification” 

[46][77] uses game elements (e.g. points, badges, leaderboards) to motivate users to achieve 

productive results in activities that are not intrinsically fun enough by nature, e.g. “Classcraft” 

[209] is an app that motivates students to perform better at school by augmenting the 

learning process through gameful challenges and rewards. Other productivity-focused 

approaches to Playful HCI are “serious games”, i.e. games designed for a primary purpose 

other than entertainment [172]; games that identify with the “Games for X” label, e.g. 

games4Health [240] or “games for learning” [121]. Cutting across those works is the aim of 

using the motivational power of play to achieve tangible results.  

While the idea of instrumenting play to support productivity has important traction, we also 

see works more focused on balancing the quality of the play experience and the productive 

outcomes that are expected from it. For example, Pearce advocates for “productive play” 

[196] that is tied to a tangible purpose yet meaningful to users. “Meaningful gamification” 

[188] affords space for player-generated content that emphasizes the intrinsic value of play 

experiences. Marshall et al. propose an alternative to mainstream “exergames”: "focus[ing] 
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more broadly on the wider positive nature and effects of physical play and to create new and 

exciting exertion gaming experiences which are not bound by the need to count calories or 

measure obesity related results" [171]. This suggestion has been implemented through 

“playification”, e.g. in physical rehabilitation [166]. Playification emphasizes the quality of the 

play experience at least as much as (if not more than) end goals, thereby extending 

mainstream gamification approaches, which have been criticized for their excessive focus on 

productivity to the detriment of the user experience [237]. 

2.2. Transcending productivity: socio-emotional approaches to 
playful technology design 

Humans are not productivity tools. We are creatures motivated by pleasure, by social and 

emotional connection, by agency, and by positive feelings [44]. Play can be a way to bring 

these properties into the systems we build: it is a fundamental aspect of human life [233] and 

culture [52][134] even when it is not materially productive [231]. Sharp and Thomas call this 

the “eudaimonic” function of play: even if it does not yield materially productive outcomes, 

play can be considered socio-emotionally productive [217]. My work builds on this idea that 

there are other values that play design can bring to society beyond performance and 

productivity—an idea that is not new but might need to be reiterated in HCI. 

The idea that consumer-level technology can be playful regardless of a tangible outcome is in 

tension with contemporary trends placing productivity and performance at the core of human 

fulfilment [47][217]. That is a conundrum, as play, “the space within which we experience the 

world above and beyond utility” [217], is known to be an important factor for both personal 

and societal wellbeing [42][52][134]. Too much emphasis on productivity, progress, and 

future rewards may risk not being focused on, engaged with, and enjoying the present [216]: 

“In seeking to spend life as productively as we can, we bring upon ourselves the ultimate 
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ironic punishment: we miss it” [47]. Brown, a medical doctor specialized in play therapy, notes 

the negative aspects of “playlessness”: “When play is denied over the long term, our mood 

darkens. We lose our sense of optimism and become incapable of feeling sustained 

pleasure” [42]. Burkeman argues for the value of play as an “antidote to this disease” [47]. 

Perrin, a clown volunteering in refugee camps, also stresses the importance of daily play: “In 

this world we live in, we really need to squeeze in more play. Play in your workplace, […] in 

your home, […] in the car, […] in the supermarket. At the very least, what you’ll find is a few 

more smiles in a few more faces. But at the very most, you may just change somebody’s 

perspective on who they are and change their lives” [198]. Sicart adds to this with a “call to 

playful arms against technical determinism” [218], stressing the need to design technology 

that enables us to experience everyday play as it responds to basic human needs. 

Despite the vast body of multi-disciplinary research positioning play as a valuable, necessary 

part of our lives, in HCI, using play to motivate, engage, and support productive and tangible 

goals seems to be a more popular research agenda than exploring its socio-emotional 

potential. While this trend has not been demonstrated quantitatively, it has been noted by 

many. Although popular in academia, and especially in the industry sector [247], productivity-

focused approaches to Playful HCI have received criticism for embracing a narrow 

understanding of play [214], for being too designer-centric [188], and for focusing more on 

supporting the productive outcomes of the activity rather than on the experience itself [171], 

which has raised ethical concerns [37][190][200]. For example, focusing on the specific space 

of “exergames”—i.e. games designed to encourage physical exercise—Marshall et al. note 

and criticize that most works use play as a strategy to support measurable outcomes, e.g. 

losing weight [171]. Similarly, Linehan et al. warn that “games4health” often "instrumentalize 

game design to bring about significant [...] change in the behavior of players" [157]—an 

outcome-oriented approach that builds on the "conception of a player as a deficient or broken 
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entity in want of repair" [157]. In gamification, Rey suggests that its "basic appeal […] is that it 

has the potential to spur economic activity by influencing the behavior of producers and 

consumers", thereby "producing ‘playbor’" and "mak[ing] exploitation easier" [200]. Sharp and 

Thomas suggest that such utilitarian approaches to technology-mediated play reflects 

contemporary post-industrial culture: "in a culture that downplays emotions […] it stands to 

reason that the culture as a whole looks down upon play and its affective productivity" [217].  

There is a body of works that have explored alternative ways of designing for play, paying 

more attention to people’s socio-emotional needs. For example, Gaver’s “ludic design” [106] 

advocates for the design of ambiguous, open-ended technologies that elicit curiosity and 

encourage us to be explorative and playful in our ordinary routines, regardless of any 

productive outcomes. Sicart's call for playful alternatives to technical determinism [218] 

follows a similar agenda. Burkeman suggests that we could “allow the spirit of play to suffuse 

our telic tasks” [47]. Along those lines, Bogost proposes re-signifying everyday activities and 

treating “anything with the deliberate attention that produces fun” [38], transforming the world 

into a playground [38]. These works extend productivity-focused Playful HCI as they better 

account for the social and emotional potential of playful technology. They respond to societal 

values that, though unproductive from a material perspective, are highly relevant, such as 

promoting curiosity and exploration, facilitating social connection or, more generally, 

supporting emotional wellbeing. My research aligns with those works and intends to make 

their underlying values more present and actionable in HCI. 

2.3. Designing playful technology: how? 

In the previous sections, I discussed the state of play in HCI and positioned my agenda of 

contributing to strengthening the body of socio-emotionally focused works within Playful HCI. 

Here, a methodological question arises: if we are to design technology that playfully enriches 
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people’s day-to-day, how can we do it in ways that reflect the socio-emotional idiosyncrasies 

of the targeted design scenario? To begin to answer this question, here I discuss existing 

methods that might be useful to support that agenda. I begin with a theoretical description of 

games, play, and playfulness; understanding their differences is key to designing for play that 

intertwines with non-play activity. Then, I review mainstream approaches to play and game 

design, highlighting their potential and limitations. Finally, I echo recent calls for new methods 

in the broader spaces of Participatory Design, Interaction Design, and HCI to reflect on the 

limitations of current approaches and suggest the need for new methods that support the 

design of technology that allows play to permeate (and enrich) our lives. 

2.3.1. Games, play, and playfulness: basic concepts 

The line between games and play is fine and blurry. Yet, their differences are important from 

a design perspective. Games usually rely on a predefined, clear, and well-set structure made 

of goals, rules, and challenges [207]. Play emerges within that structure as players embrace 

the game rules to find their way towards a successful outcome [21][228]. But play can also 

emerge outside of a game: it does not necessarily require the presence of challenges or clear 

outcomes [207]. Play is diverse: it can be simultaneously liberty, invention, fantasy, and 

discipline [52][233]. Although less clear than in games, there is also structure to play [21] 

[239]. For example, when engaged in pretend play, children often come up with house rules, 

such as “you’re out if a bomb (balloon filled with water) explodes on you (and you get wet)”.  

Despite their differences, play and games share traits that are important when it comes to 

design: they are autotelic and self-contained activities. That is, they have a context of their 

own, separated from other non-play activities, where playing is at focus and at stake [52][218] 

and any non-play issues fade out. That separateness is often referred to as the “magic circle” 

[134][207]. Some have argued that the notion of magic circle is obsolete, as play and games 
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cannot be completely separate from the non-play world [60]. Yet this separation can be useful 

from a design perspective [229]: it allows designers to define the interplay between play and 

non-play activities and adjust it by design. When designing an autotelic play activity, whether 

a game or another kind, designers create a new context and a set of meanings, which are 

maintained and negotiated among players during the activity. These context and meanings 

are seen as exclusive to the play activity and separate from anything that is outside of the 

play domain [218]. In contrast, a good integration with the out-of-play world is essential when 

designing for non-entertainment play, where the magic circle of play blends into real life. 

Play does not always need to be separate from ordinary, non-play situations we experience 

in our day-to-day. In fact, play and playfulness often emerge naturally in a variety of everyday 

situations [52][134][218]. Sicart’s notion of “playfulness” characterizes that intersection well, 

i.e. “play outside of the context of play” [218]. It refers to a specific type of play experience, 

“just what attracts us, [...] without the encapsulated singularity of play” [218]. As opposed to 

play and games, playfulness is not an activity in itself, but an attitude other activities can be 

performed with. As such, it can coexist with activities other than play. Playfulness thus affords 

the many benefits of play in situations in which playing is not the only thing at stake.  

The differences between games, play and playfulness are relevant to the design of playful 

technology aimed at activities that are not entertainment-based. When designing a game or 

any other kind of autotelic play activity, designers create a rather self-contained world from 

scratch that the player gladly inhabits. In contrast, this is not the case when designing for 

playfulness and other forms of mundane play. Playfulness moves beyond, or extends, the 

magic circle of a pure game, instead weaving itself into everyday life and activity. Thus, while 

taking the context of play and the users into account can of course be useful in game and 

play design, it is essential when designing for playfulness as situated and emergent within 

day-to-day activity. How can we support that playfulness by design? How can we design 
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“porous” magic circles of play that at the same time support autotelic action and embrace 

players’ contexts and lives? These are key design questions my research explores. In this 

section I review existing methods that can be useful in this space. 

2.3.2. Methodological approaches to designing for play 

Here I look at how artistic, systematic, and player-centered perspectives on play(ful) design 

approach the interplay between designers, players, and the designed interventions. I review 

the repertoire of existing tools available to designers and highlight the need for new methods. 

Game design as artistic expression. Videogames are often discussed as art and the role of 

designers as that of an artist [225]. As such, game design has traditionally followed designer-

centric approaches [145] where design choices are motivated by the designer's desire for 

creative and aesthetic expression and grounded in their expertise and personal preferences 

(e.g. [203]’s approach to making “deep games”). That aligns with “romantic” perspectives on 

design [94], wherein the designer’s creativity and aesthetic judgment is emphasized over a 

methodologically sound, transparent, and well-articulated design process. While participatory 

game design approaches exist (e.g. [72][146][151][172]), they remain exceptions. Designer-

centric approaches leverage the designer’s creative capacity to craft rich self-contained play 

experiences; however, they are less helpful when it comes to accounting for users’ needs 

and desires, let alone the idiosyncrasies of the contexts where they will play. Because of that, 

they might be most useful in the design of autotelic play, e.g. entertainment games, where 

play and non-play activity hardly intersect. 

Systematic approaches to game and play design. While the artistic expression of games 

is undeniable, over the last years we have seen an increased body of works that systematize 

game and play design with the aim of better accounting for users' desires [217]. A clear 
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example of this turn from artistic to programmatic design is [207], which teaches game 

developers how to scaffold their design process and ground it in both best practice and 

empirically validated knowledge. A similar move towards systematizing game design is the 

“MDA framework” [135], which formalizes the components of gameful experiences to make 

game design more actionable. Interestingly, the “MDA framework” is often used beyond the 

space of videogames, to guide the design of non-entertainment playful interventions, e.g. in 

gamification. Another form of systematic play design is player taxonomies, aimed at helping 

designers to understand players and their preferences. Examples abound: Bartle’s taxonomy 

of player types segments MMO players depending on their gameplay preferences [23]; Kim’s 

“social action matrix” provides a list of social verbs relevant to player motivation [148]; 

Marczewski’s player types extend Bartle’s work by including users that are not willing to play 

[241]; Bekker’s and Antle’s developmentally situated design cards provide information about 

the cognitive, physical, social and emotional abilities of children [24]. Other tools formalize 

playful experiences into conceptual models, e.g. Lazzaro's “4 Keys to Fun” [153] sorts playful 

experiences according to their emotional impact. Systematic approaches to play design align 

with a “conservative” view on design [94] wherein the designer takes the role of an expert and 

leverages that expertise to structure the design process around theoretical or best practice 

knowledge. That approach helps designers make high-level, grounded choices about the play 

experiences they want to create. Yet, it can fail to account for the idiosyncrasies of real 

design scenarios and making these theory-motivated ideas meaningful in real life. 

Player-Centered Design. Other approaches take a strong user-centered stance [1], thus 

aligning with a more “pragmatic” perspective of design [94]. They take a step further than 

systematic approaches by including final users in the design process to create bridges 

between abstracted (e.g. theory and best practice) and local (e.g. users' preferences) 

knowledge. In game design, a well-known example is [101], which provides actionable 
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strategies to involve players in the design of games that respond to their needs and desires. 

Similarly, several of the lenses within [211] are prompts to scrutinize games from the players’ 

perspective. Various literature from game UX (e.g. [29][138]) also suggests ways of including 

users in the design process. In play design beyond entertainment games, a few frameworks 

also embrace a more open-ended, less systematic perspective of design. For example, the 

“PLEX framework” [20] presents a combination of a design-oriented taxonomy of playful 

experiences and a series of user-centered strategies to use the taxonomy to conduct user 

research. With a stronger focus on embodiment, the work of [142][168] in the domain of co-

located play for social good is also inspiring. They present valuable “social affordances”—i.e. 

pro-social behavior that is encouraged and supported by design elements—for technology 

design inspired by or targeting play design. User-centered frameworks of play and game 

design provide conceptual tools that help designers rationalize their creative process and 

refine ideas. However, they offer less guidance about how to leverage the context where play 

unfolds in design, especially in early design phases prior to concept design. A noteworthy 

example is the “Four Lenses of Play” [25], a “toolkit for designing playful interactions” that 

offers a series of lenses to inform play design. According to that framework, play design 

starts with ideation, where designers frame the scope of the project. That is followed by a 

middle design phase, where key design decisions are made by designers. Finally, in the later 

phase of the process, interaction rules are refined through iteration with users. Though 

player-centric, in the “Four Lenses of Play”, the “PLEX Framework”, and similar frameworks 

the design process still depends more on theory and designer's expertise than on multi-

stakeholder participation. Users are often involved when design ideas are already defined, 

and a somewhat testable prototype developed—hence, leaning more towards relegating 

multi-stakeholder decision-making to “small” (i.e. superficial [39]) decisions that build on top 

of the “big” (i.e. highly consequential [39]) ones made by designers themselves.  
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Looking at the current landscape of methods available to play designers, there is a need for 

more strategies that help designers to engage stakeholders in more depth and earlier in the 

design process, so that resulting playful innovations are contextually meaningful and socio-

emotionally sound. Including stakeholders late in the design process can work in the design 

of autotelic and self-contained play activity—there, contextual knowledge is less relevant as 

play hardly intervenes in people’s ordinary, non-play world. However, including stakeholders 

early in the design process is essential when designing for play beyond games, in contexts 

where a porous magic circle that intertwines play and non-play activity is sought. That begs 

the question of: how do we engage stakeholders to co-define the very foundations of a novel 

playful technology, rather than allowing them to only polish concrete aspects of in-progress 

designs? In the next section, I discuss how Participatory Design inspires us to do that, and to 

what extent existing PD methods are well suited to support playful design. 

2.4. From participatory design to bottom-up playful design  

As seen above, mainstream play design approaches hardly involve stakeholders as creative 

partners. Even the more player-centered methods, both in game (e.g. [101]) and play design 

(e.g. [25]), relegate user involvement to polishing advanced ideas in late phases of a project. 

If included earlier in the process, users are often seen as sources of inspiration rather than 

active contributors of ideas. That is a missed opportunity when it comes to leveraging their 

creative capacity and drawing on their rich knowledge of their context and needs. 

Play designers could be inspired by Participatory Design’s (PD) [88][184] longstanding 

tradition of using multi-stakeholder engagement as the core driver of design processes [126]. 

PD extends user-centered practices by including users earlier in the design process, before 

ideation starts, and treating them as “creative partners” [85]. It supports multi-stakeholder 

negotiation over foundational aspects of a design, rather than limiting it to minor decisions, 
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and thus enables more bottom-up, contextually sensitive, and democratic innovation. PD 

offers numerous strategies to understand how people act in their day-to-day and involve them 

in the design of interventions that fit their idiosyncrasies, e.g. Druin’s involvement of children 

in technology design [85]. Interestingly, apart from notable exceptions like “cultural probes” 

[103][108], existing participatory techniques do not necessarily focus on designing for play. 

PD has traditionally served other design agendas than crafting compelling play experiences 

[126][184]. That creates a tension when it comes to using it to support play design, where 

designers are primarily concerned with play and playfulness rather than on creating usable 

accessible, or democratic solutions—which has traditionally been the focus of PD [126][184]. 

To better support increasingly situated and participatory play design practices, there might be 

a need for new methods that shift the focus from what users do, to how they engage playfully.  

Recent calls advocate for re-imagining Participatory Design and broadening the set of tools 

available to designers [22][32][34]. The world has changed significantly since the rise of PD in 

the 1970's, and the kinds of issues addressed by technology designers have changed as a 

result—the “third wave of HCI” is a clear example [33]. The breadth of challenges tackled by 

participatory designers is expanding, and PD methods should be updated to reflect that [34]. 

[22] suggests a few directions for methodological advancement: First, enlarging the set of 

tools available to designers to adapt to the increasing diversity of areas of application of PD. 

Second, embracing a more flexible understanding of participation, where users are involved 

in different ways depending on the needs of a design project. Third, reclaiming foundational 

values of PD that have progressively lost traction, e.g. the idea that PD should not only lead 

to tangible innovations or academic knowledge, but also to a transformation in participants’ 

lives. Fourth, creating mechanisms to empower people to appropriate and even modify 

design interventions after the design process finishes—what [32] calls “design after design”. 
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My research echoes those calls, as well as other calls for extending the palette of co-design 

methods available in interaction design and HCI [251]. Building on them, I see a need to 

create stronger bridges between participatory and play design practice and figure out how to 

involve diverse stakeholders as creative partners in the design of playful innovations that are 

contextually sound. Given the inherently situated nature of playful engagement, designers will 

benefit from embracing increasingly participatory and situated approaches in their work. The 

methodological dimension of my contribution (Chapters 4 and 7) aims to support designers to 

do that: I propose new tools and strategies that might help designers involve stakeholders 

and their context as key drivers of playful design process that are more bottom up. 
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Chapter 3 
TECHNOLOGY FOR SITUATED AND EMERGENT 

PLAY: A BRIDGING CONCEPT AND DESIGN AGENDA 

In this chapter, I present the conceptual contribution of my research: an intermediate 

knowledge piece [159] that addresses the question: “How can playful technology support us 

socially and emotionally, and why should technology designers pay more attention to that 

potential?” This contribution responds to one of the struggles I experienced as a designer 

before starting my Ph.D.: I struggled to motivate the design of technology that afforded non-

entertainment play for other reasons than stimulating productivity. As shown in Chapter 2, 

upon review of relevant literature, I realized that other designers have also experienced that 

struggle. Despite the vastly investigated capacity of play to spontaneously emerge in our 

daily life, its scope of application in HCI is generally narrower and dominated by productivity-

focused approaches. Though alternatives exist, I see a need to foreground more the value of 

play as a source of rich socio-emotional experiences.  

To respond to that need, I worked on bringing together, synthesizing, and making accessible 

a body of literature that discusses the value of play as a fundamental aspect of human life. I 

also explored how technology could incorporate some of play’s desirable qualities to better 

respond to people’s socio-emotional needs. The resulting “bridging concept” [69] frames and 

shows the potential of the design space of “Technology for Situated and Emergent Play”, i.e. 

technology design that supports playful engagement that emerges interwoven with our 

everyday activities outside leisure, and that enriches these activities with socio-emotional 

value. It weaves together theories of play and play design and bridges them with concrete 

design exemplars. This work was published at CHI '20 as a full paper [10]; while I am the first 

author of the paper, it was done in collaboration with my advisor Katherine Isbister and my 

colleague Elena Márquez Segura.  
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Below, I present the different components of this contribution: First, I describe the scope of 

the bridging concept and the method used to develop it (3.1), as well as a series of relevant 

related works (3.2). Following, I present the two design articulations: first, a set of experiential 

qualities of play that, according to the literature, are socio-emotionally desirable (3.3); then, a 

set of design features that can inspire future playful technology design in directions that are 

increasingly rich from a socio-emotional perspective (3.4). Finally, I discuss the relevance 

and limitations of my contribution (3.5). Overall, this work will help to foreground the value of 

designing for play that responds to people’s socio-emotional needs, regardless of productivity 

agendas, and will make that agenda more actionable for technology designers. 

3.1. Scope and method 

“Bridging concepts” are intermediate-level knowledge forms residing at a level of abstraction 

between theory and practice. They facilitate the exchange between the two by “articulat[ing] 

untried design opportunities and potential theoretical advancements” [69]. The bridging 

concept I am presenting here, “Technology for Situated and Emergent Play”, is meant to 

make accessible a body of theoretical and design knowledge that can inspire designers to 

create playful technologies that better respond to people’s social and emotional needs, in 

ways that are currently under-represented in HCI. Its name was derived from two important 

traits of mundane playfulness: First, it is “situated” in non-play contexts and intertwined with 

non-play activity, and is therefore contingent on the idiosyncrasies of non-play scenarios. 

Second, it is “emergent”, i.e. it unfolds organically as people playfully re-ambiguate mundane 

situations. To unpack this design space and illustrate its potential, I produced a bridging 

concept that has both synthetic and inspirational value: it weaves together theories about the 

socio-emotional importance of play and a set of concrete, illustrative, inspirational design 

exemplars that represent those theoretical concepts. As a bridging concept, this contribution 

is grounded in the three necessary components according to [69]: 
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Theoretical grounding: it synthesizes a theoretical foundation that highlights the importance 

of play and playful engagement in human life and illustrates how it can contribute to our 

individual and collective well-being. The theoretical foundation weaves together theories from 

within and outside of HCI, including areas such as: game studies, sociology, philosophy, play 

and game design, cultural studies, psychology, and more. 

Design exemplars: it presents a collection of 13 inspiring technology design exemplars and 

uses them to illustrate the theory. These exemplars make accessible the key ideas from the 

literature, i.e. they make tangible some of the positive effects playful engagement can have in 

human life and show how designers can incorporate them in their technology innovations.  

Design articulations: it presents two insights that emerged as I bridged the theoretical 

foundation and the design exemplars. First, three valuable experiential qualities of play that 

can be afforded by technology, which emerged from a review of play scholarship and are 

illustrated through particular technology designs. Second, an analysis of the design 

exemplars that highlights five recurrent design features; we argue they can help to focus 

design agendas for playful technology and inspire the design of Technology for Situated and 

Emergent Play that better responds to people's socio-emotional needs.  

 
Figure 2. The ‘Technology for Situated and Emergent Play’ bridging concept and its constituents: the theoretical 

foundation; two design articulations (experiential qualities of play and design features); and the design exemplars. 
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Bridging concepts can be created bottom-up (i.e. starting with a “strong concept” [132], 

grounded in design exemplars and later linked to theory) or top-down (i.e. starting with 

conceptual constructs, later concretized with design exemplars). Mine was created through a 

top-down approach (see Figure 2), to make accessible a set of relevant theories to designers. 

Consistent with that approach, I deliberately chose exemplars that could help illustrate and 

concretize those theories. I reviewed a diverse range of scholarship related to play that: (a) is 

well rooted in real-life activity and supports—rather than disrupts—going about one’s life 

without having to step out of everyday business; (b) emerges, is flexible, open, and player-

motivated; and (c) enriches mundane activities and has socio-emotional value for the player. 

These foci narrowed down my search of literature and design exemplars.  

To distill the design articulations, the research team began by conducting a thematic analysis 

of the literature, compiling it to identify emerging themes. We clustered our findings into three 

experiential qualities of play that support desirable societal values. Then, we searched for 

inspirational design practice showing how playful technology might support people socio-

emotionally. We selected 13 design exemplars for how they resonated with the experiential 

qualities we found in the literature. Finally, our analysis of the design exemplars surfaced 5 

recurrent design features that can inspire future technology designs that leverage the socio-

emotional relevance of play. In sections 3.3 and 3.4 I present the outcomes of that synthesis 

work, i.e. the design articulations of the bridging concept. 

3.2. Inspirational collections and intermediate-level work 

My contribution resonates with existing works, e.g. “slow technology” [125] or “somaesthetics” 

[130], that explore how tech can contribute to making our lives worth living. In particular, it 

adds to works focused on everyday play (e.g. [6][38][106]) and its socio-emotional capacity 

(e.g. [141] [218]). As noted in 2.1, previous research has explored this space and proposed 
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relevant design features. My work adds to existing contributions by bringing them together, 

weaving them with theories from outside of HCI, and instantiating that corpus of knowledge 

with real design exemplars. Here I highlight existing research that relates to my work: 

Sicart’s “Play Matters” [218] stresses the importance of everyday play as a key part of human 

life. Despite its theoretical focus, it illustrates ways in which play matters through inspiring 

descriptions of real designs. It also shares ideas that are key to understanding the porous 

nature of playfulness, “an attitude that allows us to experience play in activities that are not 

play” [218]. From games and play design, Isbister’s “How Games Move Us” [141] examines 

the socio-emotional relevance of games and shows with examples the benefits of social, co-

located, and physical play on people’s emotions. From interaction design, Gaver’s “ludic 

design” [106] shows how playful interfaces can afford curiosity and exploration and offers 

insights on how to design them. Hobye’s dissertation [128] proposes design-led strategies to 

support explorative and performative play in social contexts. These and other works show 

concrete values of play as a social good, e.g. Isbister et al.’s social affordances of play [142]. 

Some also unpack design strategies to promote specific kinds of playful engagement, e.g. 

Gaver et al.’s ambiguity as a useful resource in interaction design [107]. My work builds on 

and synthesizes these contributions, in combination with others from outside of HCI, to 

highlight a series of desirable experiential qualities of play that are relevant in this design 

space. The design cases, and the recurrent design features they present, concretize those 

theories and make them more tangible so that they are actionable from a design perspective.  

3.3. Experiential qualities of play: how can playful technology 
afford socio-emotionally desirable experiences? 

In this section, I present the first design articulation of the bridging concept: a series of 

experiential qualities of play that are socio-emotionally desirable. As discussed in 2.1, Playful 
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HCI often gravitates towards leveraging the motivational power of games and play in service 

of productivity [217]. But there are other values that play design can bring to society beyond 

performance and productivity—they have been vastly investigated, in but especially outside 

of HCI. To make that theoretical foundation more accessible and actionable for designers, 

here I look at play scholarship to foreground, unpack, and illustrate three qualities of play that 

can be considered socio-emotionally desirable: (1) it brings joy to otherwise unstimulating 

situations; (2) it empowers us to have agency on whatever we do; and (3) it promotes social 

connection. To ground these qualities and make them tangible, I introduce a series of design 

exemplars, i.e. concrete technology designs that serve to illustrate these qualities. 

3.3.1. Play brings joy to otherwise unstimulating moments 

One of the most obvious effects of play is that it generates positive emotions [42]: it is 

intensely pleasurable; it speaks to our inner desire of joy and stimulation; it can be a source 

of fun and laughter; it can make us thrive. Here I discuss three ways in which playful 

technology could bring us joy: i) turning serious spaces into playgrounds; ii) disrupting socio-

cultural norms; and iii) re-signifying activities into playful ones.  

It is commonly said that, when playing, “time flies.” Play is a “cure for boredom” that “eases 

our burdens” [42]: it puts us in a state of flow where we profoundly enjoy whatever we are 

doing [66]. Playful technology can help us season the countless playless situations we often 

experience every day by turning spaces into playgrounds. An example is “StreetPong” [91] 

(Figure 3A), a touchscreen device attached to traffic light poles that allows pedestrians to 

play Pong with one another while waiting for the green light. It turns a seemingly long wait 

into an opportunity for fast-paced social competition. Similarly, “What If You Were In…” [2] 

(Figure 3B) can make waiting at train level crossings more enjoyable by offering passersby a 

chance to escape and travel elsewhere. People can send a text choosing a place where they 
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would rather be, and a screen will feature them at the desired location. Both designs show 

how playful technology can re-signify “serious” spaces, turning boring situations into 

stimulating experiences that “enliven us” [42] and make time fly. They create a porous magic 

circle of play that, while not removing players completely from the situation, is experientially 

rich and gives them a chance to detach from feelings of boredom and frustration.  

Playful tech can also help us re-frame the social norms that regulate our routines. “Serious” 

contexts, e.g. workplaces or a medical settings, tend to not only discourage play, but at times 

also self-expression and social bonding—both considered basic human needs [42]. Through 

play, we can reclaim those needs, create space for self-expression [171], and “personalize 

the world, making it ours while still acknowledging that it has a purpose other than playing” 

[141]. An example is “Mood Squeezer” [103] (Figure 3C): it allows people to express their 

mood by squeezing colored balls, which light up a colorful LED floor. Designed to “provide an 

injection of playfulness” into the workplace [103], it brought about relevant results: it improved 

the quality of conversations, becoming an “ice-breaker in awkward situations”; it helped 

people be “more open about how they felt”; and “it liven[ed] the place up” while keeping it 

productive. In fact, inviting frivolous play [233] in serious settings can lead to more productive 

and satisfying work [173]. In “PhySeEar” [166] (Figure 3D), a robot designed to assist in 

rehabilitative physical exercises was also used to improve the experience of inpatients and 

physiotherapists. Building on the robot’s behavior, they could playfully re-signify the sessions 

by siding together and antagonizing the robot, blaming it for the negative aspects of their 

 
Figure 3. Playful technologies that are a source of positive affect. A: StreetPong [91]. B: What If You Were In... [2]. C: 

the Mood Squeezer [103] spheres and LED floor. D: inpatient and a caregiver interacting with PhySeEar [166]. 
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personal roles and performance. For example, the robot (rather than the therapist who had 

ultimate control over it) was playfully blamed for being too strict when providing feedback; or 

the robot (rather than the inpatients whom it mimicked) was playfully blamed for negative 

aspects of the physical performance. A study [166] revealed that playing with the robot led to 

positive physical and socio-emotional results: it strengthened bonds between inpatients and 

therapists and brought about intensified engagement with the therapy.  

The above design exemplars illustrate the relationship between play and emotional wellbeing: 

it can make our lives more joyful, make otherwise meaningless activities worth experiencing, 

and help us engage fully with the world [42]. As “PhySeEar” and “Mood Squeezer” show, that 

does not need to be at odds with productivity. Stimulating rich socio-emotional experiences 

can lead to increased motivation as a side effect.   

3.3.2. Play gives us agency 

Another relevant experiential quality of play is that it gives us agency—it allows us to choose, 

act, and express ourselves in ways that are meaningful [217][218]. That can be very valuable 

in a world where people are increasingly busy and reliant on larger structures, which can 

provoke a feeling of lack of control of one’s life [232]. Here I surface 4 ways in which playful 

technology can afford agency: i) encouraging us to explore; ii) promoting critical thinking; iii) 

empowering us to act creatively; and iv) supporting self-awareness.   

Re-framing situations as playful can spark curiosity, help us embrace uncertainty, encourage 

us to explore the unknown [153][228], and open new avenues of action [52][224]: “as we toy 

with things and ideas, as we chat and daydream, we find new perspectives and new ways to 

create, new ambitions, relationships” [106]. “Ludic design” [106] achieves that through the 

design of ambiguous [107] technologies that invite open-ended, self-guided exploration. For 
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example, the “Drift Table” [109] (Figure 4A) is a table that displays moving aerial footage 

mapped to the weight distribution of objects on its surface. Users can navigate across the 

footage by positioning parts of their body on the table. This design is not meant to serve any 

productive agenda—it simply offers a chance for people to explore freely without an apparent 

purpose. A study revealed that people used it “as an occasional break from their routine 

household activities” to “satisfy their curiosity and to wander, without feeling that it should be 

useful or utilitarian”. It augmented the experience of being around the table, “encourage[ing] 

the exploration of new activities and appreciations” [109].  

The “Speaker Prototypes” [241] (Figure 4B) were also designed to explore how to promote 

self-guided playful exploration, in this case in public spaces. The speakers respond to human 

presence and produce sounds that create “a situation that is clearly out-of-context” to “evoke 

curiosity through novelty” and invite people “to make sense of the situation” [241]. A study 

showed that “passers-by tried to find out ‘how the system worked’ and while doing this they 

discovered additional ways of interacting” [241]. People “started discussing what they thought 

about the system, what they had heard from others, and so on” [241]. The “Speaker 

Prototypes” show how playful tech can prompt people to explore, individually and collectively, 

and experiment with new ways of engaging with space and with others.  

 
Figure 4. Playful technologies that afford exploration. A: the Drift Table [109]. B: the Speaker Prototypes [241]. 
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By affording exploration, play can also promote critical thinking [122]: it help us re-claim our 

desire to act in non-formulaic ways and break up entrenched social and cultural norms [76] 

[118][229]. That is a desirable value that society should cultivate—it empowers autonomous 

thinking and gives us a chance to disrupt the state of affairs [218][228]. Playful technology 

can afford that: “Newstweek” [191] (Figure 5), as described by Sicart in [218], promotes 

critical thinking by enabling users to hack into wireless hotspots and manipulate the content 

of the news feeds read by people around them. It offers average citizens a chance to “have 

their turn to manipulate the press; generating propaganda or simply 'fixing facts'” [191].  

But play not only promotes exploration and critical thinking, it can also empower us to act 

upon the world that surrounds us [218]. Play cultivates creative ideation [144]: “as we play, 

we think about thinking, and we learn to act in new ways” [253]. That is, in part, because it is 

both appropriative and disruptive: it takes over the context where it happens and challenges 

the state of affairs [218], allowing players to appropriate situations to suit their needs [21][74]. 

Playfulness brings freedom to a context without disrupting it completely [218], which brings 

about the right conditions to create [228]. “Pinsight” [158] (Figure 6) is a playful technology 

that supports citizens to create and curate the content of tourist information points within their 

city, allowing them to have a (playful) say in their city’s public image [158]. A study showed 

 
Figure 5. A news outlet, hacked through Newstweek [191]. 
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that allowing people to become content creators led to richer connections between them and 

audiences (visitors): “participants were able to put themselves in the shoes of the public who 

might come across their content” [158]. Although they were not asked to write playful 

messages, that happened naturally: “most dialogues [...] had elements of wit and humor, for 

example, one person wrote a question: ‘Do you know who lives next door?’ with two possible 

answers: ‘Can’t get rid of them!’ and ‘Never seen them’” [158]. “Pinsight” shows how play 

“renews our natural sense of optimism and opens up to new possibilities” [42]: it prompted 

neighbors to collaborate by sharing “ideas, jokes, local history and local knowledge” [158].  

Play’s capacity to promote critical thinking is a wonderful way to connect with, be aware of, 

and reflect upon ourselves and our actions. It has significant power over our character [122]: 

it exposes us to our contradictions, reveals “the truest expression of our individuality” [42], 

and exposes parts of ourselves that we often take for granted [218]. As such, it is deeply 

relevant to human flourishing. Through play, we temporarily become whoever we want and 

act however we like, and by “being outside of [ourselves] amongst the movements of play” 

[64] we reveal our desires and instincts [109] from a “dimension of experience that’s between 

the subjective and the objective” [64]. By making us curious, play helps us to be proactive 

[173] and make sense of the world we live in [228]. It affords a safe space where we can re-

ambiguate life and learn about it without putting ourselves at risk, transforming uncertainty 

into opportunities for learning and development [228]. That potential of play to promote self-

awareness is very relevant to HCI—it can help us design technologies that not only improve 

 
Figure 6. Basic functioning of Pinsight [158]. Left: how to add content to a Pin. Center-left: a Pin. Center-right: Pin 

locations on a map. Right: someone interacting with a Pin. 
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experience, but also support reflection [106]. The “Emotion Regulation Toy” [223] (Figure 7) 

illustrates that: it helps children calm down when they are anxious and learn to manage their 

own emotions through a subtle haptic that mimics a rapid heartbeat. The toy invites children 

to soothe it, hugging and patting it through simple fidgeting interactions [223] that are known 

to contribute to positive emotions and relaxation [102][243]. A study demonstrated that play-

acting taking care of the creature invited figuring out what is “wrong” with it, which helped 

children to better identify, understand, and deal with their negative emotions [223].  

3.3.3. Play supports social affordances 

A third experiential quality of play is that it supports pro-social behavior [142][168]. This is 

relevant to HCI, as “social interaction is deeply consequential to human flourishing” [141]. It is 

also particularly important in a contemporary society that suffers from an increasing lack of 

meaningful social connection [147]. Some argue that technology might contribute to that 

issue, e.g. through screen-based interactions that distract people from co-located social 

interaction [127]. But technology does not necessarily need to isolate us. In fact, it can—and 

should—support and enrich our social lives. Play can be a useful strategy to do that, as it is 

known to have “a positive impact on the well-being of both individuals and groups” [134]. 

 
Figure 7. The Emotion Regulation Toy’s [223] components. 
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Here I discuss three ways in which technology can support social affordances: i) promoting 

coordinated action; ii) bringing people together; and iii) initiating meaningful connections.  

Coordinated action makes people feel more connected and leads to mutual liking [141]. Tech 

can promote that, e.g. “Keep-Up-With-Me” [178] (Figure 8) enriches shared meals by 

promoting synchronized eating. Based on the amount of food left on the plates, these are 

lifted and lowered by a mechatronic table, augmenting cues people often use to pace their 

eating and balance it with social communication. The table creates a playful disruption that 

invites (rather than forces) diners to be more aware of each other in a bizarre yet fun way.  

Play can also help people to get together [141]. That can be desirable in many situations 

where we share a physical space but do not interact directly, where we are alone, surrounded 

by strangers, and could benefit from the pleasure of social connection. “Bonding Buffet” [222] 

(Figure 9A) is an interactive installation designed by KLM Airlines to bring people together at 

airports. It consists of a dinner table surrounded by 20 chairs that can detect when people sit 

on them. When seats are not occupied, the table is lifted off the ground, making it difficult to 

see what is on it, and even to realize it is a table. As more people sit, the table lowers down, 

reaching the optimal height when all chairs are used. Bonding Buffet aimed to help strangers 

connect and enjoy each other’s presence: “Every day, KLM flies thousands of passengers to 

all corners of the world […]. But how do you ensure that people really sit down at a table 

 
Figure 8. The Keep-Up-With-Me table [178]. The left plate is lower because the owner is eating faster. 
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together, engage with one another and share with each other?” [222]. According to a report, 

the mystery of discovering what was going on with that weird structure, the challenge of 

bringing together enough people to lower the table, and the reward of a shared dinner 

prompted people to come together: “People really enjoyed their time together at the table, 

with all sorts of new contacts emerging. It was so much fun that we had to remind some of 

the guests that they had flights to catch!” [222]. “Bonding Buffet” shows of how playful tech 

can bring us together and focus our attention on each other, instead of adding social barriers, 

which is a common criticism of technology use during meals [127]. “Pixel Motion” [201] 

(Figure 9B) is another installation designed to bring people together, in this case at a 

museum hall. It consists of a projection displayed on one of the walls of the hall, showing an 

opaque image overlaid to (and hiding) another. The image reacts to presence and 

movement: passersby can interact by wiping off areas of the opaque layer. Once the 

underlying image is uncovered, a photo of participants is taken as a reward. A study showed 

that the installation connected strangers: “out of the 240 rounds observed, only a few were 

solo play, and approximately 85% of these in the presence of others” [201]. Seeing others 

play drew people to join: “when […] visitors were standing to watch the display, their 

presence would tend to encourage other visitors, related or otherwise, to follow suit” [201]. 

 
Figure 9. Playful technologies that bring people together. A: people sitting around the Bonding Buffet table [222], 

inviting others to sit. B: two persons playing with Pixel Motion [201]. 
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Play not only brings people together: it also creates the right conditions to initiate meaningful 

connections. “True Colors” [67] (Figure 10) is a social wearable used in the diegetic universe 

of a “live action role play game” (LARP). The wearable gives special abilities to the wearer 

(e.g. stunning others), but it periodically puts them into a diegetic state of vulnerability (i.e. a 

“health crisis”) that can be alleviated by co-present others through social touch on the back 

(i.e. reducing the time of “crisis”). A study revealed that this mechanism resulted in rich and 

unexpected social interactions [67]. Wearers barely used their attack function; instead, they 

enjoyed the moments of crises as they urged non-wearers (even those taking antagonist 

roles in the LARP world) to initiate contact and gather and help in times of need. That was 

perceived by players as an important tool to initiate and deepen relationships.  

“Keep-Up-With-Me”, “Bonding Buffet”, “Pixel Motion” and “True Colors” share a trait: they 

create the right conditions for social situations to emerge [141], inviting positive social and 

emotional action, and allowing those involved to enjoy the pleasure of meaningful social 

connections. These are desirable social goods technology should cultivate. 

 
Figure 10. A wearer of True Colors [67] experiencing an overload (left) and a non-wearer helping overcome it (right). 
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3.4. Design features: designing technology for situated and 
emergent play 

Here I present the second design articulation: 5 recurrent design features I found in the 

analysis of the collection of exemplars described above. I present them as actionable advice 

that can inspire the design of future “Technology for Situated and Emergent Play”.  

3.4.1. Playing beyond traditional game elements enriches the social experience 

A recurrent quality in this collection of exemplars is that they hardly make use of traditional 

game elements (points, levels, etc.). They avoid the “aesthetics of meaningful choice” [217], 

or play-as-progress and play-as-problem-solving models that are common in Playful HCI. 

Instead, they embrace a broader and more flexible idea of play. Even “Pixel Motion” [201], 

framed as a “public digital game,” proposes a short and fast-paced experience that focuses 

players on moving their bodies together rather than on progressing through a game. Instead 

of using scores or progress-oriented rewards, it focuses on “shaping relationships between 

players”, which is known to be a powerful way to craft rich collocated play experiences [142]. 

“StreetPong” [91] also moves the focus away from progress to emphasize the social quality of 

the situation. Like in “Pixel Motion”, the experience does not transcend the scope of a round 

(e.g. through a ranking); instead, the reward is the very act of crossing paths with a stranger 

with whom you just played. These examples illustrate how playing beyond traditional game 

elements might be an interesting strategy to promote joyful moments of social interaction.  

3.4.2. Playful objects re-signify “serious” spaces and norms 

Many exemplars in the collection inhabit mundane spaces and integrate into contextual 

objects. Embedding playful artifacts in “serious” spaces can support re-signification of those 

spaces and their inherent cultural norms [128]. That re-appropriation can take different forms:  
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First, some exemplars disrupt the state of affairs in “serious” situations by augmenting key 

infrastructure to turn a space into a momentary playground, e.g. “StreetPong” [91] adds a 

game interface to traffic lights to prompt passersby to act playfully. Others augment everyday 

objects to re-signify mundane activity, e.g. the “Keep-Up-With-Me” table [178] turns the action 

of putting food into one’s mouth into a playful and social act. Its creators stress the potential 

of building on existing actions to playfully reframe a situation: “the activity of collecting food 

from the dish was the point of departure. This very aspect is crucial to successfully empower 

or enrich existing practices of eating, in contrast to imposing technology or augmenting 

objects with additional functionalities” [178]. My methodological proposal to identify play 

potentials (i.e. existing contextual interactions that are, or have the potential of becoming, 

playful) and use them as design material aligns with this idea (see Chapter 4).  

Second, we see technology-augmented objects that promote playful behaviors without 

directly disrupting the activities taking place in those situations. For example, “Mood 

Squeezer” [103] promotes playful behaviors to encourage rethinking cultural norms, but it 

does that at times of the participants’ choosing, in a way that it does not interfere directly with 

the ordinary activities taking place at the office. The “Drift Table” [109] follows a similar 

principle: it allows people to interact with the virtual footage whenever they want, but it does 

not prevent them from ignoring the technological augmentation if they choose to.  

Finally, we see designs where promoting a playful re-appropriation of an activity supports the 

“serious” actions expected in that activity. Those examples introduce technology as an object 

that is instrumental for the activity. For example, in “PhySeEar” [166] the robot plays a key 

role in the therapy (e.g. guiding and giving feedback about movements) while also supporting 

collective playful re-signification (e.g. its anthropomorphic looks and strict behavior support 

antagonizing and taking sides, or its clumsy movements support teasing [166]). 
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3.4.3. Flexibility of interaction diversifies the play experience 

Flexibility of interaction can lead to a richer palette of play experiences. It affords multiple 

ways of engaging with—and through—technology and gives people a chance to experience it 

in different ways. It also allows play to transpire alongside, or within, non-play activity, 

supporting and augmenting—rather than disrupting—the in-the-moment engagement with 

that activity in a playful way. In the collection of exemplars, that can take different forms: 

First, affording the emergence of user-driven, contextually meaningful interactions. Rather 

than imposing specific ways of interacting, “Keep-Up-With-Me” [178] allows people to find 

their own ways of being playful (e.g. collaborate to eat comfortably, compete to finish first, 

prank each other...). The “Drift Table” [109] can also be interacted with in different ways, even 

when people use it simultaneously. That flexibility facilitates appropriation: “people found their 

own means to accommodate the table to their own routines” [109]. Creating space for playful 

appropriation can help promote “improvisation and performance” [142]. Empowering people 

to playfully appropriate the experience rather than imposing a specific way to play allows 

them to engage in ways that feel meaningful and align well with their ordinary tasks.  

Second, allowing players to jump in-and-out of the play experience easily. “Pixel Motion” 

[201] blurs the difference in the roles of players and spectators by allowing people to 

participate by simply being present in the space. It creates a porous magic circle that allows 

people to engage in different ways and with varying levels of commitment. According to a 

study, that “fluid boundary between player and observer [...] seemed to reduce the barrier to 

participation” [201]. Porous magic circles create the right conditions for exploration, e.g. 

“What If You Were In...” [2] allows passersby to choose between walking closer and being 

featured on screen or staying at a distance and watching others “travel where they would 

rather be”. Both “Pixel Motion” and “What If You Were In...” create opportunities for different 
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levels of engagement depending on people’s intentions and allow them to modify their role as 

the experience unfolds. By embracing varying levels of commitment, they increase the 

chances that not only those who are naturally attracted to play participate. They also make 

the experience visible to (and intriguing for) spectators, which is known to be an interesting 

strategy to attract new participants in co-located play experiences [142]. 

3.4.4. Ambiguous interfaces elicit curiosity 

Ambiguous interfaces promote explorative engagement [107] through internal complexity 

[128]. This design feature has been extensively explored before in HCI, especially by Gaver 

et al. [107], who proposed different ways ambiguity can be used as a design resource. In my 

collection of playful technologies, there are different kinds of ambiguity represented:  

First, the “Drift Table” [107] creates “ambiguity of relationship” [107] between users and 

technology, disrupting the common uses of a table and offering new ways of interacting with 

it. As a result, it affords playful engagement: “in deliberately withholding a clear interpretation 

or narrative of use,” it allows “people to find their own meanings and uses for it” [109]. “Mood 

Squeezer” [103] does not provide clear instructions either: it invites people to express their 

mood by squeezing a colored sphere of their choosing. That ambiguity allows people to 

interpret freely, which creates opportunities for casual social interaction: “the deliberate open-

ended mapping between mood and color often acted as a point of discussion” [103]. “Mood 

Squeezer” also uses “ambiguity of context” [107]: it brings an object that is clearly playful—

the squeezy spheres—to a “serious” context, creating a tension that draws people to interact 

and facilitates a playful re-signification of the space. Finally, playfulness can also derive from 

“ambiguity of information” [107], e.g. “Newstweek” [191] allows people to disrupt the contents 

of online news feeds and create inconsistencies in the information, prompting others to 

interpret the causes behind those inconsistencies and reflect on their own position. 
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3.4.5. Unexpected disruptions encourage people to let go 

The last recurrent design quality in the collection is the use of spontaneous disruptions to 

facilitate the emergence of play, make people curious, and encourage them to participate. 

The “Speaker Prototypes” [241] illustrate how estrangement can stimulate playfulness and 

spice up otherwise unstimulating scenarios: “by creating a situation that is clearly out-of-

context” it “evokes curiosity through novelty.” The idea of using a strange, unexpected 

situation to attract people is also key to “Bonding Buffet” [222]. In this case, the playful 

disruption has additional effects: it brings people together and encourages them to initiate 

contact. That is also true for “True Colors” [67], which periodically puts the wearer into a 

diegetic state of vulnerability that opens a window of opportunity for social engagement: non-

wearers can offer their help as a starting point for a connection. “Mood Squeezer” [103] also 

uses oddity to bring people together, attracting people through a series of out-of-context 

spheres that can be squeezed—an interaction that can be seen as pleasurable. The spheres 

disrupt the common setup of the office and call to action by presenting themselves as a new 

and exciting thing: “They reminded [people] of childhood toys [and] engendered feelings of 

being light-hearted. It encouraged them to spontaneously be playful” [103]. 

3.5. How can this bridging concept inspire design? 

The experiential qualities in this bridging concept are in alignment with important societal 

values. They synthesize ideas, extensively discussed by play designers and theorists, that 

might not have yet been fully embraced in HCI. The bridging concept positions play as a 

desirable social good, and illustrates ways in which playful technology can add value in many 

areas of human life by positively impacting both individuals and groups. In a world where 

technology is increasingly present, designing to exclusively respond to productive agendas 

can have profound negative effects, as it neglects experiences that are key to our well-being.  
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While being productive is an important dimension of human life, it is (at least) equally 

important to take care of our socio-emotional needs [47]. Surely, technology can help us be 

more productive, but it should also augment the in-the-moment experience of our daily lives. 

That leads us to back Burkeman’s concern that rejecting productivity in favor of play can be a 

radical act [47]—while that might be true today, why should it be? Brown argues that 

“remembering what play is all about and making it part of our daily lives are probably the 

most important factors in being a fulfilled human being” [42]. This bridging concept suggests 

that Technology for Situated and Emergent Play can help us to do that, encouraging and 

supporting us to be playful every day, in and beyond the realm of entertainment games.    

Importantly, when aiming to support people to be playful, we face the question of whether 

technology is needed. Indeed, technology is not necessary for play to emerge—people can 

be playful with and without it. But technology is increasingly present in our lives, and it 

shapes our attitude towards, engagement with, and experience of the world. This bridging 

concept complements other contributions focused on dedicated technology-mediated play: it 

moves the focus towards technology that fits well with our everyday activities, seasoning 

them through supporting the emergence of playful engagement that can be socio-emotionally 

desirable. Designers have the opportunity—and, arguably, the responsibility—to design 

technologies that help us flourish individually and collectively. To that end, I argue that the 

qualities foregrounded in this bridging concept should be considered more in HCI.  

This bridging concept shows different ways in which technology for play can escape the 

productivity hype. It unpacks design strategies to afford playful engagement for its inherent 

positive effects, regardless of specific productive gains. Yet, it also shows that playing “just 

because” does not need to be at odds with productivity [171], like “PhySeEar” [166] shows. In 

fact, play can be a catalyst whose benefits “spread throughout our lives, actually making us 

more productive and happier in everything we do” [42].  
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As a bridging concept, this contribution is generative, unstable, transitional, and incomplete: 

First, it does not offer a solid understanding of all possible socio-emotional effects of 

playfulness, nor does it provide a definitive set of relevant design features to play design. 

Second, it does not cover the full breadth of literature on play either, or all types of playful 

technologies. Finally, it does not directly unpack the differences between the contributions of 

the different authors’ referenced in it—differences that could be important, or even productive 

in the design of Technology for Situated and Emergent Play and that should be explored in 

detail in future work. Despite those limitations, the value of this bridging concept is that it 

unpacks salient aspects within a specific design space in order to make accessible, relevant, 

and actionable a relevant theoretical foundation that can inspire the design of playful 

technology in ways that are currently underrepresented in HCI. Another limitation of this work 

is that it focuses on the positive socio-emotional effects of playful engagement. As pointed 

out by a reviewer of our CHI '20 paper, play can also have negative effects—even the 

exemplars described above could lead to interactions that are socio-emotionally counter-

productive. For example, being able to make humorous remarks about one’s neighbors 

through “Pinsight” could provide a platform for toxic social behavior. More research is needed 

to understand all the effects—positive and negative—of “Technology for Situated and 

Emergent Play”.  

It also remains future work to investigate how exactly the design articulations above can drive 

design processes. While some of the design exemplars in this collection clearly aimed for 

certain experiential qualities and/or used concrete design features as starting point (e.g. 

[109][201]) many others highlight experiential qualities and design features that emerged, and 

were found particularly useful, in interaction. This is quite common in Research through 

Design work, wherein design research knowledge is produced while designing and in 

interaction [112]. It is also common—and productive—in the design space of Technology for 
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Situated and Emergent Play. I conclude reinforcing the call for works that explore how 

designers can embrace the emergent, dynamic, and often unpredictable nature of play 

design practice [6]. In the methodological contribution of my thesis, introduced in Chapter 4 

below, I worked to set the first steps in that direction.  
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Chapter 4 

TOWARDS AN INCREASINGLY SITUATED AND 
PARTICIPATORY APPROACH TO PLAY DESIGN 

In this chapter I introduce the methodological contribution of my dissertation. This research 

responds to the second struggle I found in my work as a play designer: too often, despite the 

many theories and frameworks of play design available, I struggled with designing for play 

that was meaningful in the scenario and for the users I was targeting. I found a lack of tools 

and strategies that helped me to understand what people found fun in their context, so that I 

could design experiences that interwove well with their ordinary practices. As discussed in 

2.3 and 2.4, a review of related literature validated my lived experience: we need methods 

that better support play design that intertwines well with non-play activity. In response to that 

need, I set out to create new play design strategies and tools that are more situated, i.e. that 

enable a more intimate connection with the design context, and participatory, i.e. that allow 

relevant stakeholders to have a say in foundational aspects of the design process. My aim 

was to answer the question: How can we design for play that interweaves well with non-play 

activity, is contextually meaningful, and responds to the playful cravings of stakeholders? 

To respond to that question, I began by looking at examples of my own prior work where I felt 

I had successfully responded to the playful desires of my target users. Using an action-

reflection approach to design research [212], I reflexively engaged with my own practice to 

unpack what did and did not work, understand its underlying mechanisms, and distill that into 

knowledge that could inform future design work—mine and others’. That allowed me to find 

an opportunity for methodological innovation: designing for play from the bottom up, starting 

by looking closely at the playful things people already do in a particular context and—instead 

of taking theory or my own intuition as a point of departure—using those existing forms of 
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contextual play as building bricks of a playful design. Those existing, highly contextual 

manifestations of playful engagement, which I call “play potentials”, are at the cornerstone of 

the methodological approach I propose here: Situated Play Design (SPD). This proposal was 

presented at DIS’19 as a full paper; while I am the first author, I acknowledge the contribution 

of my advisor Katherine Isbister and my colleagues Elena Márquez Segura and Jared Duval. 

Overall, this chapter sets the foundations of my methodological contribution. It is structured 

as follows: First, I describe the design case that served as a seed to develop SPD to illustrate 

the origins of my proposal (Section 4.1). Then, I introduce the design construct of “play 

potentials”, which stem from a reflexive analysis of that case study (4.2). Following, I talk 

about a set of conversations I had with other designers about their experiences with bottom-

up play design (4.3), which allowed me to formalize Situated Play Design as an approach that 

provides a flexible structure for making designerly use of “play potentials” (4.4). Finally, I 

share my early thoughts on the potential of SPD to support bottom-up play design practices 

(4.5) and reflect on the need for new methods that make it actionable (4.6). 

4.1 “Playing with food”: the design case that motivated SPD 

Here I present the project that instigated the development of Situated Play Design: a design-

led exploration into the design of playful gastronomic experiences [3]. The dominant idea of 

playful eating embraced by chefs is often narrow and does not necessarily reflect the desires 

expressed by other stakeholders [4]. In response, I decided to explore other forms of playful 

eating that were appealing to broader audiences. I conducted a series of hands-on, design-

led experiments with diverse stakeholders, e.g. chefs and other restaurant staff, gastronomic 

critics, fine dining aficionados, and people with little or no experience with fine dining. Here I 

describe one of those experiments where the unfolding of events ignited the reflections that 

eventually brought me to formalize Situated Play Design.  
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The experiment involved two food enthusiasts. I began by joining them in a meal at their 

home, to observe their eating practices in a naturalistic setting. I used two methods: “design 

ethnography” [63], to study their behavior during the meal; and “tangible conversation tools” 

[59], to facilitate a post-meal discussion about the idea of incorporating play in gastronomy. 

Interestingly, throughout the session, participants often talked about play as an unnecessary 

and undesirable distraction in gastronomic experiences. Their actions, however, conveyed 

quite the opposite. Combining interviews with observation of their behavior while eating, I 

identified a playful interaction the food enthusiasts enjoyed: challenging and teasing each 

other. They did this in different ways; in particular, around the act of guessing ingredients.  

That finding seemed promising from a design perspective, so I decided to design a meal 

around it. Until that point in my career, my design process had mostly been guided by my 

expertise. I sourced inspiration in a combination of theory and intuition to design experiences 

people found surprising. In this project, I asked myself: if these food enthusiasts already 

enjoy challenging, teasing, and guessing the ingredients of a dish, why would I design a meal 

that affords other kinds of playful experiences? Why not taking those play forms as a starting 

point and designing a meal around them? Intrigued by the idea of experimenting with a 

different design process, I designed a 4-course meal building on the observed interaction of 

“guessing ingredients”; each dish built on the observed interaction in a slightly different way. 

To add nuance to the dishes and make more exciting the core playful mechanism of guessing 

the food’s ingredients, I drew inspiration from play design theory, e.g. the “PLEX framework” 

[20]. I chose not to include participants in this part of the process, to maintain a surprise 

factor that I previously found key to gastronomy [4]. Here I describe two of the resulting 

designs, to illustrate how they built on the playful interaction I had observed before: 

“Discovery” (Figure 11, left) was a side dish in the form of an evolving bread and olive oil 

tasting. Each diner was served six small plates: five empty and one filled with oil infused with 
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a mystery ingredient. Diners had to guess the ingredient that infused their oil before being 

served a new oil, until all six plates had been filled. Each time a diner guessed an ingredient, 

they could choose whether to share the answer with their fellow diner (or not). That way, the 

discovery process could be collaborative or competitive, depending on the diners’ choice. As 

“discovery” was a side dish, it stayed on the table for the entire dinner and could be combined 

with other elements of the meal, allowing the diners to dip in and out without the limitation of 

a specific time frame in which the dish should be finished.  

“Competition” took the form of a dessert (Figure 11, right) comprised of nine bowls with sweet 

condiments and a plate of “recuit” (a fresh cheese typical of Catalunya). One of the diners 

was directed to close his eyes, while the other prepared a small portion of “recuit” with her 

choice of condiments. If the first diner could guess the combination, he would continue being 

fed. If he was wrong, diners exchanged roles. The dessert ended when the “recuit” ran out. 

To investigate the impact of my design choices, I invited the food enthusiasts to a dinner 

where I served the dishes. At the end of the meal, I facilitated a reflection using “tangible 

conversation tools” [59]. Both my observations and the post-meal conversation indicated that 

the food enthusiasts enjoyed all the dishes as well as the play experiences they afforded. 

That was surprising: when I first engaged them, they clearly positioned themselves against 

the idea of playing with food. Yet, contrary to their beliefs, the combination of challenge, 

competition, and physical play—both with food and with each other—ended up being a 

source of laughter, spontaneity, and fun. According to participants, an important quality of the 

 
Figure 11. Left: The “discovery” dish, featuring the center plate, with sample ingredients and a participant tasting an 

infused oil. Right: the “competition” dish, featuring the nine sauces and participant being fed by another. 
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experience was that the dishes allowed them to behave in ways that felt comfortable and 

familiar. Far from being disruptive, the playfulness integrated smoothly into their eating 

expectations, offering them chances to be casually playful with one another, and therefore 

enhancing their overall experience of the meal.  

A key success factor in this experiment was that the meal I designed was strongly inspired by 

a playful thing I had learned my target audience already enjoyed doing, naturally, in the 

context I was designing for. While I used theory and my expertise as play designer to refine 

some of my choices, the core of my design intervention was motivated by a set of eating 

behaviors I had seen the food enthusiasts spontaneously enjoy. This case study helped me 

to uncover the opportunity of designing for play by building on play forms that are already 

meaningful in context—that is, designing to enhance, rather than substitute, the playful 

behaviors people already engage with and enjoy. As such, it planted the seed for my later 

reflections around the potential of situated and participatory practices in play design: it began 

to hint at how engaging stakeholders early in the design process, and looking closely at the 

ways they already behave playfully in their day-to-day, might inspire the design of playful 

interventions that are more contextually meaningful. In the next sections, I describe how the 

reflections from this case study evolved into the Situated Play Design methodology. 

4.2 Conceptualizing “play potentials” as a design construct 

Early in my doctoral studies, I began to reflect on the methodological learnings from the 

“Playing with food” case. There was something about the way the design process worked that 

seemed very interesting to me. I tried to unpack what could be learnt about it that could foster 

increasingly bottom-up, contextually sensitive play design. I found an aspect of that process 

very relevant considering my prior struggles with designing for contextually meaningful play: 

throughout the experiment, my thinking and actions were situated in and focused on the 
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context I was designing for, as well as on the ordinary activity that took place within that 

context. In other words, my design process was highly situated, and by the looks of the 

outcomes, that brought about positive results. 

Why was that process situated, and how? How could I, as a designer, use a similar approach 

in the future? That question was of paramount importance to me—I got into graduate school 

to investigate how to support bottom-up and contextually sensitive play design. Upon 

reflection, I understood that at the core of my process in the “Playing with food” project was 

the designerly use I made of a playful behavior I found in the interaction with stakeholders, in 

the context of their mundane activity. By surfacing and using as design material that form of 

emergent contextual play, I could design an intervention that participants found compelling.  

The learnings that surfaced from those reflections seemed very relevant to me. They held 

promise of guiding designers’ attention towards contextually meaningful play forms that might 

have great inspirational value. Therefore, I decided to find a name for those play forms, to 

formulate them as a design construct that could be easily appropriated and used by other 

designers. I chose the term “play potentials”, to reflect the inspirational potential behind the 

design-oriented knowledge they encapsulate. “Play potentials” are existing manifestations of 

playful engagement that emerge naturally in ordinary, day-to-day scenarios, and that seem to 

be contextually meaningful and socio-emotionally productive. As such, designers can source 

them and use them to inspire playful interventions that are contextually grounded. Play 

potentials can help designers build on play forms that are already meaningful, and enjoyable, 

in a specific context, and therefore increase the chances that their interventions will adapt 

well to the idiosyncrasies of the context and activities targeted by the design. They extend 

existing play theory constructs, e.g. “modes of play” [78] by focusing on play forms observed 

in people's in-the-wild, spontaneous activity within a targeted design context—they represent 

contextual playful practices that carry valuable and situated design knowledge. 
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4.3 Contrasting my experience with other designers’ 

To further explore the methodological opportunities emerging around the construct of play 

potentials, I engaged in conversations with other designers to see if they had had similar 

experiences that could help me to work towards articulating a novel play design approach. 

Those conversations allowed me to add nuance to my early understanding of what play 

potentials could be, how could they be sourced, and what uses could be made of them.  

An example of a colleague’s experience that helped to advance my thinking is the design 

process behind “PhySeEar”, a project led by Elena Márquez Segura focused on improving in-

person physical training in an assisted living facility for the elderly. As described in a paper 

that was published about this project [166], its underlying design challenges were: First, 

inpatients hardly found the training exercises motivating. Although necessary, they were 

repetitive, tedious, and physically tough for most of them. Second, many inpatients could not 

expect to see any physical improvement from their exercises, which is often a powerful 

extrinsic incentive of rehabilitative therapy [133]; instead, the therapy’s goal was to slow down 

the worsening of their condition and skills, rather than to increase capability. “PhySeEar” 

explored how technology could help improve the training sessions. 

Early in the project, to better understand the needs of the potential users of the technology, 

the designers conducted interviews and on-site observations of training sessions. In those 

sessions, they found that socializing with the therapist was an important incentive for the 

elderly. Building on that finding, the designers developed a first prototype (Figure 12, left)—

designed as a “provotype” [36] to provoke new and unexpected situations—that helped them 

to further explore the potential of stimulating socialization between inpatients and therapists. 

The prototype built on inpatients’ desire to socialize with therapists and tried to leverage it to 

focus attention on the exercises. It consisted of a set of LEDs—one mounted in a stand in 
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front of the patient; others attached to the body part they were training—remotely controlled 

by the physiotherapist through a “Wizard of Oz” system [84]. Green lights indicated correct 

performance; orange, minor movement flaws; and red, incorrect performance. By observing 

the prototype in action, designers confirmed that social interaction between patients and 

therapists could add value to the therapy, as it kept patients motivated and entertained.  

Interestingly, designers found unexpected ways in which both patients and therapists made a 

playful use of the prototype: For example, a therapist spontaneously started using the lights 

as a strict external judge, while roleplaying a supportive and friendly role. Whenever patients 

were slipping, he would start vocalizing a warning, interrupting it halfway through as he 

changed lights (to orange or red), which he would play act empathically, surprised, or jokingly 

annoyed or frustrated, e.g. “Watch your… [lights change to orange] Oh, yeah... elbow. It was 

slightly bent”. This type of siding against the technology was very much enjoyed by patients: 

many started to make jokes about the strictness of the technology, teasing it, and coming up 

with funny names for it. That finding added nuance to the play form the designers had seen 

earlier in the process: it crystalized the idea of “patient-therapist socialization” into the more 

specific dynamic of “siding to mock the technology”. Building on that finding, designers 

created a new prototype inspired by that new play form. Drawing from social robot research, 

and in consultation with the therapist, they decided to use the NAO robot [226]. With the help 

 
Figure 12. Different iterations of PhySeEar [166]. Left: a physiotherapist roleplaying a supportive role while using the 
remote control to provide more strict feedback on performance through the LEDs. Right: the NAO Robot, an inpatient 

and a physiotherapist performing a rehabilitation exercise. 
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of the therapist, they pre-programmed a set of exercises for NAO to model before and during 

the inpatients’ performance, and the most common errors they used to make, which NAO 

would exaggerate. The robot’s eyes used the same color system to the prior prototype. When 

an error happened, NAO stopped its “ideal” performance, switched eye color (to orange/red), 

and exaggerated the movement flaw. To explore the impact of the second prototype, they 

used “Wizard of Oz” again, with therapists triggering NAO’s responses in ways that allowed 

them to roleplay and take sides with patients (Figure 12, right). As anticipated, similar siding 

and contending dynamics between therapists, patients, and the robot emerged. Therapists 

also used NAO to “take the blame” for the flaws in patients’ movements, to which they would 

refer when explaining movement issues. Patients were able to grasp these movement flaw 

references and made relevant corrections while joking about NAO’s mistakes. They also 

teased the robot when it was too slow or clumsy; some even bragged about their own 

performance as opposed to the robot’s. The robot’s limitations were also picked on by 

therapists, who used them to set up playful challenges for the patients, e.g. moving faster 

than NAO. Patients found that amusing, and many intensified their engagement.  

Arguably, like in the “Playing with food” case, a key success factor in “PhySeEar” was that 

the prototypes enabled playful and social behaviors patients already enjoyed prior to the 

interventions—behaviors that, as such, reflected their playful desires, e.g. socializing with 

therapists as confidants, as somebody to tell jokes to, and occasionally tease. Although these 

forms of contextual play were identified in a project that took place way before I formalized 

this design construct, in our reflexive conversations Elena and I agreed that they could be 

seen as “play potentials”. Consequently, as described below, the “PhySeEar” case also 

played an important role in the articulation of SPD. 
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4.4 Situated Play Design: a methodological proposal 

My colleagues’ play design experiences allowed me to advance my thinking around the idea 

of “play potentials”. For example, from the PhySeEar case I learned that play potentials can 

be found both in observation (as in “Playing with food”) and by introducing playful disruptions. 

I also learned that play potentials can be sought iteratively, in ways that the designer’s 

understanding of the underlying playful desires is enriched over time as ideation evolves. 

Building on our conversations about our similar experiences of designing for play that built on 

emergent expressions of contextual playfulness, and using the construct of play potentials as 

a point of departure, my colleagues and I decided to formalize our experience into a novel 

play design approach, to make these kinds of practices more actionable.  

We decided to call our approach Situated Play Design (SPD), to reflect “situatedness” as one 

of the most distinctive qualities of our proposal. Overall, SPD supports designers to uncover 

existing manifestations of contextual play and use them as foundations of a playful design. It 

proposes three flexible steps that can be conducted iteratively: First, designers chase 

emerging forms of play when interacting with users in (semi-) naturalistic settings. Second, a 

design intervention is created to support and enhance those forms of play. Third, this design 

intervention is deployed in the wild, where its impact can be evaluated. Here I unpack each of 

those steps in detail, hoping that they will inspire others to put them in practice. 

Step 1: chasing play potentials. Our interactions with others, with objects and with space 

are often—more or less explicitly—imbued with play [218]. That offers great opportunities for 

design: the playful experiences that emerge through the creative initiative of users are likely 

meaningful to them. These emerging playful acts, i.e. play potentials, can be used as 

foundations of a design. “Chasing play” means engaging stakeholders and their context to 

better understand the kinds of playful things they naturally do and enjoy, how these practices 
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emerge and unfold, and what they mean to them. This inquiry can uncover opportunities for 

realizing the inherent playful potential of a non-play activity or situation. To chase play, 

different known methods in design and HCI can be employed, chosen to fit the project, 

stakeholders, and context at hand. Strategies my colleagues and I found useful range from 

active interventions in direct interaction with stakeholders (e.g. “embodied sketching” [165]) to 

more passive non-disruptive methods (e.g. “design ethnography” [63]), and strategies with 

diverse degrees of designer involvement in between (e.g. “cultural probes” [105] or “tangible 

interviewing tools” [59]). At this stage of SPD, theory should not be used to drive ideation but 

rather as a lens to make sense of the emergent playfulness designers observe in the wild.  

Step 2: designing to realize the observed play potentials. Once play potentials are 

identified, designers can conceptualize and develop prototypes that help to realize them. That 

intervention should incorporate, or take as inspiration, the observed playful interactions, play 

challenges, or rules of play that stakeholders found meaningful in the targeted context of use. 

Here, the designer’s expertise and repertoire of tools—including play, game, and general 

design theory—becomes relevant, to craft a compelling play experience that incorporates and 

enhances the play potentials. Design choices should not be primarily theory-motivated, 

though—expertise and theory are used to add to, take in, or augment the play potentials 

observed in the first stage of SPD. At this stage, it is also important to keep design 

interventions open-ended and ambiguous, to enable user appropriation [188][215].  

Step 3: deploying, evaluating, and iterating. The third stage of SPD is performed when 

design solutions start to materialize. Drawing on the notion that a design project does not end 

with an artifact being produced [245], SPD encourages designers to deploy and iterate their 

work in naturalistic settings, to assess their impact in context and envision future directions. 

In this step, SPD aligns more with traditional game and play design approaches: it involves 

continuous iteration and exposure with users in the wild as a way of progressively bringing a 
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playful design to its final form. Here, knowledge in playtesting or user studies is useful, as 

well as play and game design theory (e.g. [20][25][211]): they provide lenses to understand 

the design’s impact. This phase of SPD may lead to different outcomes besides an improved 

version of a design, e.g. the formation of “intermediate-level knowledge” [132].  

4.5 The potential of SPD to support bottom-up play design 

While some game and play design works may already be using similar strategies to shape 

their design processes, e.g. works in “playification” [166], a method articulating how this can 

be done had not yet been proposed by the time my colleagues and I published our DIS’19 

paper [6]. We saw a lack of methodological discourse around the idea of using play potentials 

to design for situated and emergent play. In response, we decided to propose a novel 

approach to address it, to visualize the need for methodology contributions in this space and 

offer an open frame where participatory play design practices can be shared, combined, and 

critically reflected upon. By formalizing the Situated Play Design approach, my colleagues 

and I articulated a series of user involvement practices that we found useful in our own work, 

hoping to make them actionable for others. The main contribution of SPD is that it empowers 

designers to identify and understand emergent playful dynamics that already exist in 

context—and are thus likely to be meaningful to users—and to respond to them by design.  

Importantly, SPD does not exclude, but rather builds on, complements, and extends many 

design strategies often employed in User-Centered Design (UCD), Participatory Design or 

game and play design. For example, it builds on UCD by including users in the design 

process, but considers them active contributors rather than inspirations or testers. SPD 

positions stakeholders as creative partners [85], while in UCD their role is to indirectly 

influence the designer’s work. Instead of limiting user input to playtest sessions or refinement 

of existing prototypes, SPD leverages stakeholders’ tacit knowledge of their own realities 
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from the moment a design process starts. It is thus inspired by Participatory Design [88][184], 

a longstanding tradition of leveraging multi-stakeholder engagement as the driver of design 

processes [126]. Yet, instead of focusing on accessible, usable, or democratic solutions, 

Situated Play Design is primarily concerned with play and playfulness. Participatory Design 

offers strategies to better understand how users act in their everyday, e.g. Druin’s insights on 

children’s participation in technology design [85]. Following recent calls to rethink 

Participatory Design, Situated Play Design adds a nuance to traditional PD approaches by 

proposing co-creative strategies to surface existing manifestations of contextual play—i.e. 

play potentials. The focus shifts from what users do, to how they engage playfully in their 

everyday. Further, while in SPD users take a prominent role, solutions do not always reflect a 

fully transparent and democratic process, which is often the case in Participatory Design.  

SPD shares with play and game design a focus on playfulness as a design outcome. Yet, 

instead of focusing on stakeholders’ play preferences per se, SPD extends those approaches 

by offering actionable tools to surface existing manifestations of contextual play that people 

already enjoy in their ordinary practices. This is a novel approach to user involvement in play 

design: studying and making design use of “play potentials”—existing playful dynamics that 

are already meaningful in context—as the cornerstone of a playful intervention. SPD helps to 

realize, rather than disrupt, the inherent playful potential of existing non-play activities, 

enriching them by enhancing ways of interacting that are already common in those activities. 

Thus, it facilitates the design of interventions that afford the emergence of contextually-

meaningful playfulness—i.e. the attitude that allows us to experience play within activities that 

are not play [218]—as a way of reframing mundane, non-play activities into playful ones. 

Importantly, SPD is an open methodological frame aimed at supporting emergent playful 

design practices. Inspired by previous calls for new methods in design research [251], it 

formalizes play design to afford actionable strategies to design for non-entertainment play, 
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but it does so in an open and flexible way. Rather than enforcing a unique set of practices, 

SPD gives pointers to a diverse set of malleable tools that can help designers design for 

situated and emergent play. SPD aligns with a generative understanding of Research through 

Design [112]—it structures design “just enough”, to make it approachable. It does not attempt 

to simplify design or eliminate uncertainty. Instead, it empowers designers to navigate—and 

leverage—that uncertainty. SPD is an evolving framework that encourages designers to 

share best practices and thus diversify the set of tools available to the community.  

4.6 Towards making SPD actionable 

In the paper where my colleagues and I formalized Situated Play Design [6], we shared tools 

we found useful to put it in practice. However, we also acknowledged that there might, 

should, and will be many more. As with any emergent methodological space, there is a need 

for further research on methods that make it actionable in a diversity of scenarios and for a 

diversity of purposes. In a subsequent, shorter paper [9] (presented at the Halfway to the 

Future ‘19 symposium), we outlined five unaddressed challenges we encountered in our 

work. Here I present them as opportunities for developing new methods under the umbrella of 

SPD, some of which I addressed during my doctoral research (see Chapter 7): 

Challenge #1: How do we talk about play? Play is an abstract, elusive concept. It is often 

difficult to talk about it—not only do we lack a robust language for the aesthetic experience of 

play [217], but we also lack mechanisms to facilitate multi-stakeholder conversations about it. 

Designers have long been using “tangible tools” to facilitate conversations [59]. Yet, these 

tools often address issues other than play (e.g. business innovation [50] or stakeholder 

empowerment [28]) and focus more on people’s pragmatic needs than on their playful 

desires. There is a need for tangible conversation tools that focus specifically on play by 

bridging current tools with play-focused theories, frameworks, and taxonomies.  
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Challenge #2: How can we chase play potentials in the wild? Play potentials are often 

spontaneous and hard to predict. Their ephemeral nature makes it challenging to chase them 

and realize them by design. We need mechanisms that help us to respond effectively to the 

emergence of playful engagement in naturalistic settings. Inspired by existing methods for 

first-person research [161] and embodied ideation [244], we can create tools that empower 

us to capture the play potentials emerging around us. I also suggest it might be interesting to 

crowd-source that process. Given the ubiquitous nature of social media, I wonder: could we 

use it to capture personal accounts of playful activity, and share those play potentials so they 

can be discussed through, and cross-referenced with, other people’s lived experiences?  

Challenge #3: How can we find playful inspiration in culture and traditions? Culture and 

traditions are rich areas for chasing play potentials that have not yet received much attention. 

That is a missed opportunity, as play shapes and is shaped by culture, everyday practices 

are imbued with play [52], and societies can be understood by looking at how their members 

play [134]. I see a lack of actionable tools that enable chasing and making designerly use of 

play potentials embedded in traditions and other kinds of cultural rituals. I propose to explore 

how to leverage such latent knowledge: how might we identify interesting manifestations of 

play that are culturally embedded, and unpack them into inspirational design material?  

Challenge #4: How can we design for playful engagement within future activities and 

scenarios? The role of interaction design is not only to design for today, but also to envision 

the technologies of the future. Speculative methods help designers and other stakeholders to 

co-imagine technology futures and reflect on the human-technology interplay in those future 

scenarios. They typically result in design concepts that critique aspects of mainstream tech 

design. Although there are exceptions (e.g. [90][175]), speculative methods are often more 

critical and rhetorical than experiential—they are better suited to raise controversial issues 

than to explore the potential of technology to support novel and rich playful experiences. I see 
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a need for adapting existing speculative methods to better respond to the idiosyncratic needs 

of play design, i.e. to focus on projecting increasingly playful futures. That move can build on 

existing design methods that put the focus on embodiment, improvisation, and materiality, 

e.g. “embodied sketching” [165], “object theatre” [205], or “LARPing” [67][167][168].  

Challenge #5: How can we realize the world’s play potentials here and now? One of the 

limitations of contemporary play design research is that its outcomes are mostly disseminated 

within academia. That is at odds with the notion that designers have the opportunity and the 

responsibility to address important social issues through play [113]. Recent calls to rethink 

PD [34] remind us about the importance of doing research that has a direct impact on 

people’s lives, here and now, and not only within academia. If we want to realize the world’s 

playful potential, promoting playful transformations in the communities involved in our 

research should be as important as publishing academic work. Existing HCI dissemination 

forms hardly serve that purpose; even “annotated portfolios” [159], highly visual and 

inspirational, target researchers and designers as audience. Inspired by experimental forms 

of knowledge transfer in art and design, e.g. “cultural commentaries” [110] or “participatory 

exhibitions” [221], I see an opportunity for experimenting with new forms of dissemination that 

make accessible to the general public the outcomes of SDP, e.g. through public annotated 

exhibitions of multi-stakeholder play design processes and the resulting designed outcomes. 

While this list does not cover all the gaps within SPD, I hope it illustrates the need to enhance 

the palette of strategies available in this novel methodological space. The list calls for new 

tools that support multi-stakeholder involvement in the idiosyncratic space of play design and 

encourages other designers to share strategies they found useful in their work. As described 

in Chapters 5 and 6, throughout my Ph.D. I experimented with new ways of responding to 

some of the above challenges. In Chapter 7 I present the outcomes of that process, in the 

form of an early toolkit of strategies I hope will make it actionable for others to use SPD.  
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Chapter 5 

CASE STUDY #1: 
DESIGNING PLAYFUL MEALTIME TECHNOLOGY 

As part of my doctoral research, I worked on two design projects where I used Situated Play 

Design to co-design playful tech that adds socio-emotional value to people’s day-to-day. The 

two case studies played a dual role in my research: first, they enabled me to produce domain 

specific knowledge in the design spaces they targeted (mealtime technology and smart cities, 

respectively); second, they allowed me to experiment with, challenge, and further develop the 

SPD approach. In this chapter, I present the first case study, where I investigated how to 

design technology to enrich in-person mealtime experiences playfully and socially.  

Aside from my advisor, Katherine Isbister, several people were involved in this project. First, 

it was partially funded by Google’s Digital Wellbeing group, whose members Lauren Wilcox 

and Reeta Banerjee contributed as wellbeing technology experts. The project also involved 

four research assistants: Alexandra Pometko and Muskan Gupta helped with play-chasing 

and ideation, while Benjamin Sihota and Jatin Alla were part of prototype development and 

the user study. Other researchers were part of a specific play-chasing activity I led as part of 

a CHI Play ’19 workshop (see 5.3.2): Jared Duval, Elena Márquez Segura, Laia Turmo Vidal, 

Yoram Chisik, Marina Juanet Casulleras, Laia Badal León, Oscar Garcia Pañella, and 

Danielle Wilde. The work done with the “Feeding Food Futures” group 

(https://foodfutures.group)—in particular, with Markéta Dolejšová, Danielle Wilde, and Hilary 

Davis, my co-founders—also influenced my research. Although I spearheaded this project 

and the resulting publications, I acknowledge the importance of my colleagues’ contribution. 

The chapter is structured as follows: I begin by characterizing the design and research space 

targeted by the project, Human-Food Interaction (Section 5.1). I look at existing literature to 
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highlight trends, challenges, and opportunities emerging in this space, and I build on that 

landscape to position my agenda of exploring increasingly playful and socio-emotionally 

sensitive avenues for food-tech design. Following, I describe the methodology I used in the 

project (5.2). Then, I present two initiatives I took to chase play potentials during people’s 

mealtime, i.e. to identify contextually-grounded opportunities for playfully re-signifying 

mealtime (5.3). Building on those play potentials, I present a catalog of mealtime tech ideas I 

developed to speculate on how the kinds of playful behaviors I observed in the play-chasing 

phase could be translated into novel design concepts (5.4). Following, I describe a multi-

stakeholder co-design initiative I took to experiment with, challenge, and further advance the 

ideas in the catalog (5.5). I then present a fully functioning prototype I designed, building on 

the outcomes of that co-design process, as well as a study of its impact in use (5.6). Finally, I 

reflect on the outcomes of this design research project (5.7). Overall, this chapter: (1) 

highlights desirable design qualities of playful mealtime tech, (2) provides tangible examples 

of how the Situated Play Design methodology can be used, and (3) describes a set of 

processes that I later formalized into an emergent toolkit of SPD methods (see Chapter 7). 

5.1 Human-Food Interaction: from techno-solutionism to playful 
approaches 

Human-Food Interaction (HFI) is an emergent, dynamic, and heterogeneous research space 

that studies the growing presence of technology in people’s food lives to propose desirable 

design directions. In a systematic review I conducted early in my Ph.D. I found that, though 

there are exceptions, HFI research often seeks to scale up, automate, or make otherwise 

more efficient our food practices. Less attention is put to exploring how to make those 

practices more ecologically sound, culturally stimulating, socially connected, or emotionally 

rich [5]. That trajectory can have negative implications: privileging utilitarian views of the 

human-food-technology interplay compromises the socio-ecological sustainability of food 
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systems, local and global [81]. We need “food experiences that are socially engaging, 

culturally aware, and playful by taking inspiration from diverse local food knowledges and 

traditions […] rather than deliver quick-fix solutions aimed at consumer convenience” [82].  

In this design project, I turned to play and playfulness to respond to that call. Eating is known 

to be far more than a biological need [83]—designing tech that neglects the multifaceted 

nature of food practices can compromise their ability to holistically contribute to our wellbeing. 

Building on my conceptual contribution (see Chapter 3), which highlights the capacity of play 

to afford pleasure, social and emotional connection, agency, and positive feelings [10], I set 

out to explore how playful technology could help to fulfill those needs. I explored how play 

can help to rethink food-tech innovation beyond productivity and embrace (and cherish) the 

social, cultural, and emotional function of mealtime. 

The use of play-inspired strategies in Human-Food Interaction is not new. Works in this 

space are often referred to as Playful HFI. In a review of Playful HFI literature, my colleagues 

and I found that, just like the broader field of HFI, Playful HFI often gravitates towards making 

our play-food time productive by helping to optimize it [7], e.g. promoting healthier habits 

[195], supporting dietary change [192], or teaching food safety regulations [163]. While there 

is value in that approach, my work centered on an equally relevant agenda: exploring how 

technology could enable socio-emotionally rich food experiences regardless of a productive 

gain. As my co-authors and I proposed in [7], echoing [106], “ludic design can support values 

such as curiosity, play, exploration and reflection, which are not only important, but are 

essential to wellbeing”. I argue those values are highly relevant in the context of mealtime.   

The idea of designing technology that enhances the experiential texture of mealtime is not 

new. “Celebratory technology” [120] was introduced over a decade ago as a provocation to 

inspire the design of technology that affords joy and wonder while eating. Some works have 
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explored that idea in practice, e.g. Mueller & Khot el al.’s technology designs that enable 

novel ways of interacting with and around food. They have produced several exemplars (see 

[183] for a compilation), such as: “Arm-a-dine” [176], a robotic arm that feeds diners in bizarre 

ways to stimulate social interaction; or “iScream” [247], a technological ice cream cone that 

plays hilarious sounds when the ice cream is licked. Behind these designs is the idea of using 

tech to enable surprising ways of playful eating—an idea that inspires my work. Yet, the play 

forms foregrounded by those exemplars are not explicitly contextually grounded: they explore 

interesting ways of designing for food-play, without necessarily involving stakeholders in the 

decision-making process. There is an opportunity to expand upon this work by engaging 

diverse stakeholders in discussions about why playing with food is fun (and how).  

In my master’s, I picked up on that opportunity to explore how to playfully enrich mealtime. I 

investigated how to reconfigure the experience of eating in gastronomic restaurants in ways 

that are disruptive yet contextually sound, e.g. the “Mad Hatter’s dinner party” [13]. Unlike 

Mueller & Khot et al., I took a bottom-up approach to shaping food futures [248]; I involved 

both expert (chefs) and non-expert (average diners) stakeholders to co-design experiences 

that resonated with diverse playful desires and sensitivities. But that work focused specifically 

on fine dining, so the play forms it explored may not apply in more mundane scenarios. 

However inspiring, existing Playful HFI works are often: “productivity focused”, i.e. play 

responds to utilitarian agendas; “de-contextualized”, i.e. the play forms explored may or may 

not be grounded in stakeholders’ desires; or “out-of-the-ordinary”, i.e. they target exceptional 

food experiences that are out of the scope of people’s day-to-day. If we want to design tech 

that playfully enriches mealtime in ways that are contextually sound, we need to transcend 

those limitations. We must better understand the inherent playful potential of mealtime and 

investigate how to realize it by design. In this project, my aim was to advance that agenda. 
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5.2 Method: using Situated Play Design to explore increasingly 
playful and socio-emotionally sensitive mealtime futures 

This project used the Situated Play Design methodology (see Chapter 4): I learned about and 

empathized with people’s existing playful eating practices; ideated tech that responded to 

them; co-experienced and -iterated those design ideas with stakeholders; and developed and 

studied a fully functioning prototype. I began with contextual research (i.e. play-chasing) with 

the aim of identifying “play potentials” of mealtime: playful things that people already do while 

eating and contribute to the quality of social mealtime experiences (Section 5.3). To do that, I 

conducted two explorations: First, I circulated an online survey and a cultural probe to explore 

people’s playful and social mealtime habits, with and without technology (5.3.1); Second, I 

ran a workshop where people from diverse countries shared, played with, and analyzed food 

traditions from their culture—to identify forms of playful eating that were ingrained in them 

(5.3.2). That uncovered play potentials of mealtime that inspired my subsequent design work. 

Building on the play-chasing results, I produced a “Speculative Catalog of Playful Mealtime 

Tech”: a collection of early, half-baked design ideas that embodied my main learnings about 

people’s playful mealtime practices (5.4). I then experimented with lo-fi prototypes of these 

design ideas at a series of remote co-design sessions (5.5): inspired by a combination of co-

design methods (e.g. “wizard-of-oz” [68] or “design fiction” [235]), I engaged diverse people to 

co-experience and rethink my ideas. That helped bring my speculations back to the domain 

of people’s ordinary routines. I sensed which ideas did and did not resonate with people’s 

playful cravings; better understood how they might work in practice; explored how they might 

be different if participants could re-invent them; and, more generally, gauged people’s 

thoughts on the value of using playful tech at mealtime. From my co-design engagements I 

distilled 5 guidelines for designing playful mealtime technology. Building on those insights, I 

designed and evaluated a playful technology that built on one of the early ideas in the catalog 
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(5.6). I deployed and studied a prototype of that idea, in-the-wild, and extracted some 

additional insights that added nuance to the learnings from earlier phases of the project. 

5.3 Chasing play: exploring the playful potential of mealtime 

The first phase of the project focused on chasing play potentials, i.e. identifying forms of 

playful engagement people already enjoyed while eating. Here I report the findings of my two 

play-chasing explorations: a survey and follow-up cultural probe focused on day-to-day eating 

practices; and a workshop exploring playful food traditions from different parts of the World. 

5.3.1. Exploring people’s playful eating practices through a survey & cultural probes 

Play-chasing began with an online survey about people’s experiences with tech use at 

mealtime. The survey1 included 29 questions (both quantitative and qualitative), and covered: 

• Demographics, e.g. “How would you describe your knowledge of technology 

related to internet, computers, and smartphones?”, formatted as a 5-point Likert 

scale between “far less than average” and “far above average”.  

• Mealtime habits, e.g. “On a scale of 1-5, how important is it for you to feel socially 

connected during a meal?” 

• Technology use during mealtime, e.g. “Can you think of a meal you experienced 

where technology improved social interaction around food? Please explain.”  

 

1 Survey: https://forms.gle/XkTomTDhzewN4cLs9; dataset of unfiltered responses: https://bit.ly/3AoBC10  
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To recruit participants, my research assistants and I shared the survey via social media and 

mailing lists and distributed 200 flyers in local cafes and restaurants. 35 people answered: 

54.3% were 25-34 years old; others were 35-49 (22.9%), 18-24 (8.6%), and 50-64 (8.6%). 

One participant was older than 65; one chose not to disclose. 18 countries were represented: 

respondents were originally from Spain (11), the US (9), the UK (2), Portugal (2), and Israel, 

Colombia, Ukraine, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Mexico, Germany, and Russia (1); they were 

currently based in the US (14), Spain (9), Portugal (3), the UK (2), Denmark (2), and Sweden, 

Italy, New Zealand, Russia, and Canada (1). Different household configurations were 

accounted for: 28.6% lived with their partner; a same amount with friends; 22.9% with their 

family (including children); 17.1% alone; and one with a host family. We analyzed the data 

using “inductive thematic analysis” [40] and identified several relevant lived experiences 

related to mealtime, from which we produced a report highlighting a set of design 

recommendations, accessible at: https://bit.ly/3zw5pDE.  

Following, we conducted a “cultural probe” [105] intervention to further investigate people’s 

food, play, and tech use practices and identify forms of playful and social eating they enjoyed. 

We distributed a digital booklet2 with 7 playful activities (Figure 13), one for each day of the 

week; the timeline could be adapted if needed. Activities involved reflecting on people's 

eating and tech use habits, e.g. one prompted them to recall past food experiences and enact 

them in a video; another invited them to put phones aside for a day, decide punishments for 

those who did not, and reflect on how a day without phones went. We invited survey 

respondents to participate and shared a call for participation on social media (Figure 14).  

 

2 Link to the full cultural probes booklet: https://bit.ly/3EFwb07  
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Figure 13. Some pages of the cultural probe booklet we sent out to 12 households, including: the day 2 activity, 

which invited participants to performatively overplay their phone use habits and reflect on them (left); and the day 6 
activity, which prompted participants to design a food-based game (right). 

 
Figure 14. Sequence of Instagram story posts we used to recruit participants for our cultural probe intervention. 
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12 households participated (37 total participants). 45.9% were 25-34 years old; others were 

35-49 (21.6%), 50-64 (21.6%), 18-24 (5.4%), and 3-8 and +65 (2.7%). They were originally 

from Spain (15), the UK (7), the US (5), New Zealand (2), France (3), Ukraine (2), Germany 

(1), and Vietnam (1); they currently lived in Spain (15), the US (8), the UK (6), France (4), and 

New Zealand (4). To analyze the data, we combined “inductive thematic analysis” [40], for 

textual data (e.g. a written reflection), and “visual content analysis”, [27] for visual data (e.g. a 

photo of a food game). After a first round of analysis, we held a meeting where we negotiated 

a final list of codes to ensure inter-coder reliability in our second round of analysis. The 

combination of the survey and cultural probes surfaced a set of playful food practices people 

enjoyed at mealtime. Here I present a selection3 of these play potentials, focusing on those 

that might inspire the design of tech that responds to people’s desire for shared experiences 

around food. To refer to the data, I use the conventions S (e.g. S1 means survey participant 

1) and CP (e.g. CP1 means cultural probe household 1).  

Play potential #1: Mimicking each other’s anti-social behavior to make everyone laugh. 

CP1 and CP11 enjoyed teasing, imitating, and making fun of one another while eating. They 

playfully mocked each other’s excuses for using their phone at the table, turning a potentially 

negative behavior into an opportunity for shared laughter. Designers could think about how to 

encourage people to playfully mimic each other’s anti-social behaviors at mealtime, in ways 

that are fun yet at the same time respectful.  

Play potential #2: Competition with custom-made rules and real-life consequences. 

CP1 turned the phone detox activity into a competitive game and teased each other to lose. 

That helped them to be more present and pay more attention to their actions. A key part of 

 

3 The complete list of play potentials we identified in our contextual research can be accessed at: https://bit.ly/3tVXGh0  
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that experience was creating punishments and house rules, e.g. the loser would do the 

chores the next day (see Figure 15, left). Designers may want to explore ways of allowing 

people to improvise lightweight competitive challenges at mealtime, in ways that they can 

regulate their underlying structure (i.e. the rules and outcomes) to their own will. 

Play potential #3: Exploring and learning new things together while eating. CP2 shared 

an interesting family ritual: his “originally British family gave kids placemats with maps on 

them […]. Kids would take turns thinking of a city in the map and others would guess what it 

was”. S32 talked about the potential of tech to turn meals into fun educational experiences, 

and S17 suggested that it would be fun to learn things by “eating/sharing food based on a 

game’s outcomes”. Designers may want to consider affording open-ended experiences 

where people can explore and challenge one another to learn new things while eating. 

Play potential #4: Silly miscommunication. CP2 experienced a hilarious situation where 

two of the household members who did not speak a common language tried to communicate 

during mealtime by using Google Home as a translator. The translation algorithm made silly 

errors, which led to playful reactions, laughter, and a spontaneous sense of connection 

between participants. Designers could explore how, by constraining communication 

channels, they might be able to provoke funny types of misunderstandings during a meal. 

 
Figure 15. Some of the cultural probe responses we received, including: CP1’s custom competitive rules to spice up 

their meals (left) and edible board game they designed to make exploring new ingredients and flavors more fun 
(center); and CP7’s photo of a past mealtime experience where they enjoyed disrupting social norms. 
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Play potential #5: Playfully disrupting social roles and power structures. CP7 shared a 

delightful mealtime experience where people dressed up and behaved in ways that were in 

stark contrast with their social status, e.g. a college dean wore a holiday costume, which 

brought about playful estrangement and changed the social dynamics (Figure 15, right). 

Similarly, CP9 noted how much they enjoyed family traditions where each person had their 

own role in preparing food. In both stories, people reframed their social role performatively— 

sometimes, in silly ways. Designers could explore how to create opportunities for disrupting 

power structures to help people to loosen up and be spontaneous while eating. 

Play potential #6: Letting technology be the judge. CP11 enjoyed using phones to settle 

arguments, to pull up information to clarify who was right and who was wrong. That brought 

about thrill and, depending on the outcome, laughter. S12 proposed a similar mechanism for 

a different purpose: “an app that shames you for using non-communal tech too much in social 

situations”—helping co-located eaters to call out each other’s behavior while minimizing the 

risk of offending someone by putting the blame on a somewhat funky device might help to 

make the situation less serious. Designers could be inspired by these examples to explore 

how technology could embody the role of a judge that playfully mediates between diners. 

Play potential #7: Taking over the technology to create interesting social situations. 

Participants proposed using tech to create interesting social situations. S12 shared their 

experience of “‘pranking’ others by changing smart speaker settings”. On a less sneaky note, 

S14 reported using tech to create “the right mood for people [to] be more cheerful and open 

up to a social experience”. Designers may want to enable people to appropriate technology to 

craft custom provocations that enhance their and their peers’ experience of a meal.  
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5.3.2. Enriching the list of play potentials through an exploration of food culture 

To complement the play potentials found through the survey and cultural probes, and to 

explore novel ways of chasing play potentials, I decided to experiment with culture as a 

source of playful inspiration—one of the underexplored methodological opportunities I 

highlighted in 4.6. Interestingly, play is an important factor in many traditions and rituals [233]; 

as I will show in the following pages, food traditions are a clear example of that. In those 

traditions, play is deeply and seamlessly integrated into culture, to the extent they embody 

play potentials relevant to people from that culture. Hoping to extract playful inspiration for my 

work, I co-organized a workshop [8] where 18 academics and practitioners from different 

countries shared, played with, and made design use of a collection of food traditions. 

Participants came from or had lived in Spain, the US, Canada, Australia, Denmark, France, 

Germany, Israel, Colombia, Philippines, China, Turkey, Portugal, Belgium, the Netherlands, 

and the UK. They practiced in areas like interaction design, design research, gamification, 

computer science, business development, and HCI.  

Prior to the workshop, participants submitted photos and short descriptions of food traditions 

from their culture, community, or family. At the workshop, we experienced, discussed, and 

analyzed these traditions using food and food-related materials, as well as a diverse set of 

design research strategies (Figure 16). These strategies included both analytical tools, to 

examine traditions through theoretical frameworks of play (e.g. [20][52][134][154][207][217] 

[218][229]) and HFI (e.g. [5][7]), and embodied design research methods, e.g. modifying the 

 
Figure 16. Workshop participants, using our play-chasing toolkit to playfully experience and make sense of the 

collection of food traditions we collectively produced. 

1  
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traditions through “embodied sketching” [165]. The tools allowed us to explore what made the 

traditions fun and how they facilitated interesting social experiences. We worked in small 

groups, then shared insights and collectively clustered our findings into play potentials. After 

the workshop, I thematically analyzed the workshop recordings and used that to challenge 

and solidify the outcomes. Here I report these in the form of an annotated portfolio of play 

potentials (published as a pictorial at DIS’20 [12]) highlighting interesting design qualities that 

afford playful and social engagement in food practices. I present the resulting play potentials 

divided into 4 categories that emerged from the analysis.  

Playing with the materiality of food. There are different ways in which traditions leverage 

the material richness of food to support playful activity. Some traditions are fun because they 

challenge and allow us to (#1) “get messy”. For example, in “La Calçotada” (a tradition from 

Catalonia) people gather to grill and eat a type of onion called “calçot”. Eating them is difficult: 

their size and elongated shape make them hard to put in one’s mouth. Quite often, the sauce 

they are dipped with ends up dripping and falling onto one’s face or clothes (Figure 17A)—

making the whole party laugh. Playing with food can also give us chances to be subversive 

and (#2) “mess with others”, which allows us to laugh together and strengthen bonds. “La 

Calçotada” exemplifies this play potential too: as people’s hands get dirty from removing the 

burned peels of “calçots”, they can sneakily paint each other’s faces (Figure 17D). Fun can 

also derive from the capacity of food and drinks to (#3) “alter our physiology”. For example, 

“Touhu” is a game with origins in traditional Chinese archery rituals (Figure 17C) that requires 

players to throw arrows from a set distance into a large vase. If the arrow misses the vase, 

the player must drink some wine. Drinking is not only the reward but a key element of the 

experience: the more drinks, the less dexterity, and therefore the more laughter and fun. 

Another play potential enabled by the capacity of food to affect our senses is (#4) “messing 

with our sense of taste”. For example, “Pimientos del Padrón” (Spain) is a snack made of 
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small peppers with a special trait: only some are spicy (Figure 17E). That creates an 

opportunity for social play: a “Russian roulette” situation where the thrill of not knowing 

whether the selected pepper will be spicy is combined with the excitement of seeing others 

experience the bad luck of eating a spicy one. Finally, other traditions play with the materiality 

of food by (#5) “using food as a play prop”, as a silly-looking object that can be used to dress 

up and decorate, e.g. a highlight of “The Kale Tour” (Germany), which celebrates the kale 

harvesting season, is to see the Kale King wearing a crown made of kale (Figure 17, C).  

Playing with inedibles: utensils, vessels, and props. Inedible food-related items are often 

integral to how we play and eat. Several traditions use inedibles to afford playful food 

experiences. For example, (#6) “sharing utensils and vessels” as we eat, drink, or cook can 

lead to emergent playful interactions between people. In “Kamayan” (Philippines) people 

 
Figure 17. Food traditions that play with the materiality of food to deliver fun experiences. 
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gather around a table and share a meal with their hands (Figure 18C). Using hands to eat 

from a shared vessel inevitably leads to social interaction, e.g. it is not uncommon for family 

and friends to feed each other. Utensils and vessels can also be used to (#7) “challenge or 

estrange” while eating or drinking—especially fun when one is in the spotlight. For example, 

“El Porró” (Catalonia) is a tradition of drinking wine out of a special vessel that streams the 

wine out of a small nozzle (Figure 18B), a challenge that results in many stained shirts. This 

tradition is brimming with opportunities for playful engagement, including: racing to be the first 

to finish the wine, singing or talking while drinking, or spilling the least wine as one becomes 

inebriated. Another example of playing with inedibles is hiding and (#8) “finding surprises in 

food”, which creates expectation about when the hidden item will be found and by whom. For 

example, “The King’s Cake”, otherwise known as “Roscón de Reyes” (Spain) or “Galette des 

Rois” (France), is a tradition that is enjoyed at epiphany, a celebration that honors the biblical 

figures of the Three Wise Men. In this tradition, a king figurine (and often a bean) is hidden 

inside a cake (Figure 18D). Whoever finds the king figure in their slice of cake will be treated 

like a Royal Highness all day. Depending on the regional variation, the king is immune from 

washing dishes, will have food and drinks brought to them, and/or will get to wear a paper 

crown. The recipient of the hidden bean becomes the butt of all jokes for the rest of the day 

and often must pay for the cake. The addition of these hidden objects in a cake opens up 

many opportunities for social play, including: competing for pieces, placing bets on who will 

find them, abusing the king’s power, or teasing the bean recipient. Inedible materials can also 

allow us to (#9) “play with inedible food remains”, both before and after eating. “Las Tabas” 

(Spain), is a throwing game using the 4 sides of lamb’s astragalus bones (Figure 18A). The 

four possible rolls—"hoyo”, “panza”, “pico”, and “fondo”—are used in luck and ability games 

such as trying to roll sets of the same orientation or tossing the bones in the air and 

manipulating others on the table before catching the tossed bones as they fall. 
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Playing with the physical space. Food play can also derive from the physical configuration 

of the space in which food activities take place. That includes not only the physical properties 

of the space, but also people’s movements within it, or the placement of the food materials 

and diverse food-related objects. Some traditions elicit fun by inviting people to (#10) “sit and 

act strangely”, bringing them together in an uncommon space and prompting them to act in 

unconventional ways. For example, in “La Castanyada” (Catalonia), people sit around a fire 

pit or fireplace to bake and eat chestnuts (Figure 19B). They sit on the floor (as opposed to a 

chair, as is common in Catalonia) around fire (as opposed to a table); they eat chestnuts (as 

opposed to a full meal), baking them directly on the fire (as opposed to cooking with modern 

kitchen equipment); sometimes people even dress in traditional clothes, though this is less 

 
Figure 18. Food traditions that use inedibles such as utensils, props, and food remains to play. 

 

2  
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common. These unusual actions lead to playful estrangement and invite people to commit to 

sharing a unique experience for the night. In other traditions, fun comes from (#11) “setting 

up a visually exciting table”: placing food and utensils in decorative ways to inspire awe, 

plentifulness, and wonder. For example, in “Hot-pot” (China), a boiling pot of broth is laid out 

in the center of a table with an abundant selection of uncooked meat and vegetables (Figure 

19A). The combination of foods and food-related objects creates a table configuration that is 

colorful and exciting and encourages diners to be playful: it invites them to explore and 

experiment with their food choices to personalize their dining experience. Further, the shared 

pot of broth brings diners physically together, inviting them to cook together and share food. 

We also see traditions where the table is not deliberately set up to be playful from the onset, 

but people playfully appropriate the meal space. This is the case of emergent games and 

contests where people (#12) “create a play space with meal-related items”, re-signifying the 

table, the floor, or another food-related surface. For example, “Las Chapas” (Spain) is a 

game people play with bottle caps (Figure 19C). It can take different forms, e.g. inspired by 

football, players create an improvised football pitch with the objects they have at hand and 

 
Figure 19. Food traditions that the physical space as a platform for playful interaction. 

3  

4  
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use bottle caps as the ball to score goals with their fingers; or inspired by car races, players 

create a racing track and compete to knock their bottle cap to the finish line. Other traditions 

expand the boundaries of the meal space by extending it to the outdoors and inviting people 

to (#13) “go out on an adventure and earn their well-deserved feast”. For example, in “Kale 

Tour”, the meal where the new “Kale King” is elected is the culmination of a hiking tour 

through the local forest organized by the former king (Figure 19E). The tour involves several 

stops where people typically play ball games, eat, and drink; they carry a cart with a food and 

alcoholic beverages, adding a performative dimension to the hike. “Trick or treating” (North 

America) requires people to go out and earn their food too: they knock on neighbors’ doors to 

receive candy. Play comes both in the stops and in the entire festive route (Figure 19D). 

Playing with rhythm and social norms. In several traditions, fun derives from changes in 

the rhythm and social norms that regulate the food activity. On occasion, that takes the form 

of short, fast-paced activities where people (#14) “experience thrill and humor”, which often 

leads to bloopers and laughter. For example, in “Las Uvas” (Spain), which celebrates the new 

year, people eat 12 grapes in the last 12 seconds of the old year, one every second (Figure 

20D). This is a challenging task—people often struggle with it, especially as they approach 

the last few grapes. Eating the 12 grapes successfully is supposed to bring luck for the new 

year, which adds mysticism to the task and makes it relevant. That often leads to emergent 

social playfulness in the form of teasing, as people try to disrupt each other’s grape-eating, 

e.g. by trying to make each other laugh. Thrill, fun, and laughter can also come from (#15) 

“receiving ambiguous rewards” either as a prize or a punishment. For example, in the 

drinking game “El Duro” (Spain), players drink if a tossed coin falls into their glass (Figure 

20E)—a reward that is often seen as a playful punishment that players might look forward to, 

but also might try to avoid to not become more inebriated than others. In other traditions, fun, 

laughter and, more generally, social bonding emerge as people (#16) “do things together”, 
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cooking, eating, moving, or saying things in coordination. For example, in “Cookie-making” 

traditions (various cultures), sharing a table, the ingredients, and the cookie-making tools 

brings people together and can lead to emergent social play (Figure 20A). Other traditions 

follow a similar principle: In the drinking games played with “El Porró”, people synchronize 

bodily movements, drinking while assuming a strange body posture motivated by the shape 

the drinking vessel (Figure 20C). In “Pimientos del Padrón”, the thrill of not knowing whether 

a pepper will be spicy is highlighted with a rhyme that sets the mood and expectations for the 

social situation (Figure 20B): “Pimientos del Padrón, unos pican y otros no”, which translates 

roughly to “Padrón peppers, some are hot, others are not”. Another recurrent source of fun 

playful food traditions is (#17) “celebrating a special occasion” that is unique, themed, and 

somewhat magical. For example, in “Las Uvas” people celebrate the arrival of the new year 

by wearing silly costumes and props, cheering with cups full of champagne, or setting off 

fireworks (Figure 20D). In “La Calçotada”, people wear large bibs that, besides helping to 

avoid stains on their clothing, add to the aesthetics of the meal (Figure 20K). “The King’s 

Cake” highlights the arrival of the Three Wise Men with a king figurine and a king crown, and 

gives a lucky diner the chance to become a one-day king (Figure 20J). “Halloween” is 

celebratory and performative too: people decorate their houses, dress up in costumes, and 

carve pumpkins with spooky faces (Figure 20H). In these kinds of traditions, fun can also 

derive from (#18) “taking roles”, sometimes with the possibility of appropriating, adapting, or 

even transgressing them. For example, “Cookie-making” allows for different roles and shares 

of responsibility, e.g. adults can push the process forward by preparing the dough, while 

telling children what to do and what not. These roles can afford playful transgressions. For 

example, in a participants’ family cookie-making ritual, children found ways to sneak around 

adults to eat cookie dough as it was being prepared, something the adults had told them not 

to do. In another participant’s family tradition, teenagers often decorated the cookies in ways 

that they knew would provoke, and perhaps discomfort, the adults in the family (Figure 20F).  
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Figure 20. Food traditions that play with the rhythm and social norms regulating a meal or food preparation process. 
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In “Trick-or-treating”, the multiplicity of roles is also key, as it structures interaction between 

children and neighbors (Figure 20G). Other traditions involve (#19) “going through different 

phases” that afford different forms of playful engagement, e.g. “Krembo” (Israel) is a light 

meringue resting on a cookie, topped with a thin layer of chocolate, and wrapped in a thin 

aluminum foil (Figure 20I). It affords a three-step experience: First, removing the wrapping in 

one piece without damaging the foil or the thin layer of chocolate is popularly challenging. 

Second, the material properties of the sweet afford creative ways of eating it, leading to 

various theories and intense debates on which is most pleasurable. Finally, the wrap is 

commonly used to create tinfoil artworks, which can be used as tokens in ad hoc games. 

The traditions featured above have become ingrained in people’s lives as expressions of 

culture. They illustrate how play-food engagements can: (1) afford enjoyable interactions with 

and through food materials; (2) leverage inedible food-related objects to promote social 

connection; (3) create new play spaces where social engagement takes place; and (4) 

regulate the rhythm and social norms of a social situation to enrich our shared experiences 

around food. The play potentials inspired by the traditions (synthesized in Figure 21) have a 

strong cultural grounding: they present playful experiences and interaction mechanisms that 

have evolved over time and have become, in different ways, part of people’s lives. Most 

importantly, they extend the current state of play in HFI: they show different ways in which 

people enjoy playing with food beyond the “aesthetics of meaningful choice” [217], e.g. 

exploring the ingredients, flavors and textures in a “Hot-Pot” table setup; being creative in a 

“Cookie-making” contest; laughing while eating “Pimientos del Padrón”; or strengthening 

bonds as we paint each other’s faces with the ashes that remain in our hands after eating 

“calçots”. These and other playful interactions illustrate how play-food experiences can 

facilitate social bonding in ways other than challenging ourselves and competing against 

each other, which seem to be valuable yet often overused play form in Playful HFI [7].  
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5.4 A speculative catalog of mealtime technology 

Building on the findings from the play-chasing interventions above, I set out explore how 

technology could respond to the kinds of playful eating experiences people seem to long for. 

Originally, my plan was to structure the ideation process as a series multi-stakeholder co-

design workshops where participants built lo-fi prototypes that responded to their ideas of 

how play might enrich their mealtime. I envisioned the workshops to be in-person, to build on 

embodied and situated design methods (e.g. “embodied sketching” [165], “object theatre” 

[205]…) to enable stakeholders to come together and iteratively prototype design ideas. I 

wanted participants to not only envision and build, but also co-experience the prototypes in a 

shared space, so that their ideas would come not only from rational thinking but also from 

their direct lived experience. However, right before initiating this process, the COVID-19 

pandemic broke out, and hosting in-person workshops was no longer a possibility. 

 
Figure 21. Synthesis of the 19 play potentials that emerged from our workshop exploring playful food culture and 
traditions. An online repository including a full table of food traditions and the play potentials they inspired can be 

accessed here: https://bit.ly/3akecwQ  
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Though social distancing measures made it impractical, I still wanted involve stakeholders to 

ensure my designs resonated with their playful cravings. I considered doing the workshops 

online, e.g. through “Miro”, but discarded that idea: First, participants would have to become 

familiar with online tools that might not be straightforward to non-designers. Second, it might 

make the task of co-imagining tech concepts in embodied ways too confusing for them. Most 

participants would likely not be trained designers, and therefore might have little experience 

with embodied methods to begin with. While that would also be true in in-person workshops, 

being co-located would allow me to demonstrate the methods in detail—a luxury I would not 

have in a virtual setting. Third, an online workshop would hinder our ability to use the space, 

tangible materials, and our bodies as co-design material, and detach us from the naturalistic 

context we were targeting. Fourth, it might prevent us from co-experiencing the prototypes 

created throughout the session, making it hard to be on the same page at an experiential 

level and privileging rational thinking over ideation based on lived experience. Here I describe 

the alternative strategy I took to respond to those issues. In Chapter 7, Section 3 I formalize 

that strategy into a new Situated Play Design method: “Designerly Tele-Experiences”. 

In the earlier cultural probe exchanges, I noticed that participants felt more comfortable with 

generating ideas when presented with provocations they could experience. For example, it 

was easy for them to expand food-based games I proposed to them, or to even create new 

ones if they did not like my suggestions. In contrast, they struggled with ideating new 

activities from scratch, when only provided with abstract design recommendations. Their 

creative capacity was better supported by experiencing something playful first-hand than by 

learning design principles rationally. Consequently, I thought that the process would benefit 

from introducing my prior research outcomes (i.e. the play potentials) in ways participants 

could not only learn, but actually experience them. Thus, I decided to create an initial pool of 

design ideas to crystalize the key findings from the play-chasing phase of the project.  
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My goal at this stage was not to produce well-defined ideas people could only respond to with 

feedback. Rather, inspired by “provotypes” [36], I was after early, ambiguous concepts—ones 

that could be used as provocative starting points that helped people to creatively contribute 

ideas in a design space they likely were unfamiliar with. Four designers were involved in idea 

generation: my advisor, two research assistants, and myself. First, working individually, we 

produced a collection of 23 ideas inspired by the list of play potentials. We then clustered 

them by affinity to find interesting design directions and brainstormed to narrow down to a 

final set of 11 ideas. Throughout, we kept track of how the ideas related to the play potentials, 

to ensure that the resulting collection represented the breadth of our play-chasing results4.  

Inspired by “design fictions” [235], e.g. the “Future IKEA Catalogue” [43], I decided to create a 

catalog to communicate our early ideas—not only to get people to understand what the ideas 

were so they could provide feedback, but to get them excited, help them relate to our tech 

speculations, and imagine how it might be to try them out. I wanted people to imagine what 

similar products they would like to see in the future, so they could help us carve this emerging 

design space. The resulting “Speculative Play-Food Technology Futures catalog”5 was both a 

recruitment tool and a provocation to stimulate people’s creative response. I wanted to see 

which ideas (and hence, which underlying design qualities) brought about more excitement, 

and hear people’s thoughts on how such future-oriented concepts did or did not respond to 

their playful desires. Here I present the ideas in the catalog as speculative concepts that build 

on play potentials that emerged from my play-chasing work. Though we did not include 

stakeholders in the ideation process, the resulting ideas are sensitive to their food-play 

practices: rather than building on our own expertise or personal preferences, they instantiate 

 

4 A table linking early ideas, shortlisted concepts, and the play potentials can be found here: https://bit.ly/3CxsAiV  
5 The full catalog can be accessed here: https://bit.ly/2XzE8ms  
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playful things they did or said in our exchanges. Importantly, at this point I was not concerned 

with technical feasibility; I was after a broad range of ideas (some viable, some further in 

future if feasible at all) that made for a rich palette of possible mealtime tech futures. In 5.6 I 

describe the co-design process that was enabled by the catalog, where I brought my ideas 

back to real mealtime scenarios and confronted them with stakeholders’ perspectives. 

“FoodLand” (Figure 22, top-left) is a table centerpiece that allows diners to build a virtual 

ecosystem with the food they eat over time. When users take a photo of their dish, food will 

come to life in the centerpiece as a hologram. To decide what their next meal will be, users 

can have a look at their centerpiece and see the foods they ate recently. If they do not keep a 

balanced diet, their “FoodLand” ecosystem will progressively decay. 

“Food Bingo” (Figure 22, top-center) is a table centerpiece that suggests a food combination, 

a (probably strange) way of eating, and a person who will eat it. To use this funny food 

recommender, diners simply need to yell “bingo!”—the device will take care of the rest.  

“Screen-ED” (Figure 22, top-right) is a mobile app that teaches people not to use their phone 

at mealtime. When someone uses it, an integrated projector displays funny messages on 

their face. Other diners can customize the messages. Thus, diners must beware of their 

behavior: if they use their phone screen, they will become a screen for their peers. 

“PlaceMap” (Figure 22, center) is a tablecloth full of food culture knowledge. During the meal, 

it highlights countries and sends prompts to the diners’ phones with fun food rituals from 

these places, so they can try them out. That way, diners can experiment with new and fun 

ways of eating while learning about foreign customs. Diners can choose different modes for 

their experience: random, if they want “PlaceMap” to decide what to feature; or themed, if 

they want to see rituals of a specific type or from a specific origin, to pair well with the meal. 
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Figure 22. The first six design concepts included in the speculative catalog of playful mealtime technology: 

“FoodLand” (top-left), “Food Bingo” (top-center), “Screen-ED” (top-right), “PlaceMap” (center), the “Table Manners 
Bomb” (bottom-left), and “YouPhone” (bottom-right). 

4.  

5.  

6.  
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Figure 23. The last five design concepts included in our speculative catalog of playful mealtime technology. First, the 

components of the “Playful Tableware Series”: the “Sassy Cutlery” (top-left), the “Talky-talky Cups” (top-right), the 
“Bossy Plates” (center-left), and the “Anxious Plates” (center-right). Then, the “Lonely Coffee Machine” (bottom). 

 

7.  

8.  

9.  
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The “Table Manners Bomb” (Figure 22, bottom-left) is a table centerpiece that allows people 

to call out their co-diners—or to just mess around with them if they prefer. Whenever 

someone does something wrong (or ridiculous, or...) diners can call that person out on their 

phone and their name will appear on the screen next to a punishment. After a while, the 

bomb will “explode”, and whoever’s name is on the screen will be duly punished. Then, a new 

punishment will appear, and the cycle will start over again. The 360º camera on top of the 

bomb will record the diners’ reactions throughout the meal. 

“YouPhone” (Figure 22, bottom-right) is a table centerpiece that serves as a phone charging 

station. It looks like a cute tiny replica of a dining table. To charge their phone, diners simply 

need to make it “sit on the table”. But that comes at a cost: as soon as they are connected, 

the phones will begin to imitate their owners, amplifying and exaggerating their actions to 

make them aware of their behavior throughout the meal. 

The “Playful Tableware Series” is a collection of plates, cutlery, and cups that can be used to 

customize playful mealtime experiences. Using a phone app, diners can activate the devices 

they want to use in each meal, and set the parameters of their experience: Would they like an 

explorative one? Or would they rather laugh a lot? Or maybe it is a good day for messing 

around with one another? Whatever it is they are craving, the unfolding of the meal will be up 

to the diners. This collection includes four gadgets: the “Sassy Cutlery” (Figure 23, top-left) 

have a personality of their own and react to people’s eating interactions, either by making 

sounds that add amplify those actions or by talking to them. “Talky-talky Cups” (Figure 23, 

top-right) allow people to signal their current mood to other diners and use a flickering light to 

send subtle cues when their owners are talking too much. “Bossy Plates” (Figure 23, center-

left) project secret messages prompting diners to act in ways that will be fun or silly, e.g. 

feeding one another, imitating someone else, eating strangely... “Anxious Plates” (Figure 23, 

center-right) get nervous when their owners do not participate in the conversation. When 
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diners are not talkative, their plate starts shaking. If the owner does not react, the movement 

accentuates, making it difficult to eat. If the owner does not change their attitude, the plate 

moves to another diner’s area, in the hopes of finding someone who is more fun. 

Finally, the “Lonely Coffee Machine” (Figure 23, bottom) is the last concept in the catalog. As 

its name indicates, this machine easily feels lonely and nostalgic. The only way to cheer it up 

is to have lively conversations in front of it. If diners want to enjoy delicious coffee after their 

meal, they must do their best to contribute to a delightful, shared mealtime; the quality of the 

coffee they get at the end of the meal will depend on the quality of their conversation. If the 

conversation gets stuck, the machine will provide fun facts diners can use as ice breakers.  

5.5 Co-designing mealtime technology futures with stakeholders 

Once the catalog was ready, I set out to explore diverse perspectives on the early design 

ideas. I wanted to engage diverse stakeholders to collectively imagine how the technology 

speculations might afford mealtime experiences that responded to people’s socio-emotional 

needs. To do that, I conducted a series of remote co-design sessions where I allowed co-

located participants to experience malleable prototypes they could easily appropriate and 

rethink, hoping that that would help them to contribute to a (likely unfamiliar) design space. 

My research assistants and I recruited participants by distributing the catalog on social media 

(Figure 24). We presented the catalog as a collection of ideas of future food-tech, showing 2-

3 examples in each post and inviting interested people to see the full catalog. Those who 

reached out were sent the catalog and invited to playtest some of the ideas. We scheduled 

one-on-one video calls with them to (1) answer questions, (2) describe the co-design activity, 

(3) ask which ideas they liked most and least, and (4) schedule the co-design sessions. We 

asked participants to recruit a group of their acquaintances to co-design with—we offered our 

support to make it easier for them to have that participant-ambassador role.  
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In the co-design sessions, participants were co-located. Researchers attended via video call. 

Sessions were ~2h long and unfolded as follows: First, we had an introductory conversation 

(~15 min.). We described the project, ensured participants understood the procedures, and 

answered questions. We also invited participants to share their early ideas about the catalog, 

so we could begin to gauge their reactions.  

After the introduction, we moved on to a meal (~1h) where participants experienced their 

choice of a technology from the catalog. During the meal, we moved behind the scenes to 

enact the prototype and allow the meal and social interactions to unfold more naturally. We 

muted our microphones, turned off our camera, and used screen-sharing to turn the 

participants’ computer into a representation of the prototype. For example, to prototype 

“PlaceMap”—a smart tablecloth displaying a world map that highlights parts of the map and 

sends playful food traditions from those locations to participants (see Figure 22, center)—we 

did not build a technological tablecloth. Instead, we shared our computer screen displaying 

Google Maps, to indicate location changes, and used “WhatsApp” to send playful food 

traditions to participants’ phones (Figure 25). Once participants decided the meal was over, 

we moved on to the third phase of the session: a conversation (~30 min.) focused on 

unpacking how participants experienced the prototype. Here, we stopped enacting the 

prototype and returned to our facilitator role. To use people’s fresh experience of the 

 
Figure 24. Sequence of Instagram story posts used to recruit participants for our co-design sessions. 
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prototype and stimulate a creative response, we invited participants to share their thoughts 

about the mealtime they had just experienced. Then, we encouraged them to build on and 

rethink the prototype—or to discard it and come up with new ideas altogether if they 

preferred. We took notes throughout the sessions, which we later analyzed through “inductive 

thematic analysis” [40]. We also video recorded the sessions and analyzed them using an 

“interaction analysis” approach [143].  

Overall, we conducted 13 co-design sessions and involved 37 participants. 9 countries were 

represented: Spain, India, USA, France, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, Russia, and 

Mexico. Participants had different relationships: friends, couples living together, families with 

older children, or housemates. 6 of the catalog ideas were selected by participants to be play-

tested: “PlaceMap” (6 times), “Table Manners Bomb” (2), “Talky-talky Cups” (2), “Sassy 

Cutlery” (2), “Screen-ED” (1), and “YouPhone” (1). Below, I share the most relevant findings 

from this process, using the convention S to refer to the sessions (e.g. session 7 is “S7”). The 

findings, as well as the speculative catalog and the contextual research insights that 

motivated it, were published as a full paper at CHI Play 2021 [16]. 

 
Figure 25. “PlaceMap” in action. Left: Screenshot of the view from the designer’s side, including a Google Maps 

interface (also visible on the participants’ end) and a small window displaying the feed from the participants’ camera. 
Right: Screenshot of the shared WhatsApp channel where some of the food traditions were sent. 
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5.5.1 The playful potential of “fun facts” to promote pro-social activity  

We observed that, by delivering relevant information, some of the prototypes stimulated lively 

conversations. When prompted with relevant “fun facts”, people reacted in pro-social ways, 

e.g. when “PlaceMap” provided food traditions, people often talked about them (S9), used 

that as an opportunity to share stories or traditions of their own (S3&4), or responded more 

actively by enacting the traditions (S4) or inventing new food games inspired by them (S6). 

Overall, “fun facts” showed great potential for stimulating social food-play—which aligns with 

findings from related literature that suggest technology can add value in social food situations 

if it delivers communal experiences [56][73][95][96][97][182]. However, some participants had 

concerns with the delivery channel. Many of our ideas used phones as the interface, which 

created tensions: even when used to deliver facts to stimulate conversation, phones tempted 

people to individual uses that were socially disruptive (e.g. checking social media). S3&9 

suggested avoiding individual technology use, e.g. only using one phone at the center of the 

table or substituting phones for dedicated device that only affords collective use.   

5.5.2 Who should drive the rhythm of a play-food experience? 

In many ideas in the catalog, technology played an important role in setting the rhythm of the 

experience. We quickly realized that people might prefer to have more agency on that front, 

especially regarding pace and timings. When it came to those qualities, our prototypes fell 

short in many ways. For example, S3,4&9 thought “PlaceMap” was too invasive: it imposed a 

rhythm that was too intense and forced diners to constantly jump from one food tradition to 

another, even when they did not want to. They suggested alternative approaches, where 

diners (as opposed to the technology) could choose when (and when not) to request a playful 

prompt. S2 were also critical about the role of technology as a driver of food experiences. 

After trying “Screen-ED”, they proposed to frame technology as an invitation to social play 
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that diners may or may not pay attention to; one that should not be seen as an imposition but 

as something that sits on the background and can be paid attention to only when the diners 

want. S5 discussed the implications of disrupting ongoing conversations: building on their 

experience of “Sassy Cutlery”, they stressed the risks of interruptions that are not 

contextually sensitive. They suggested paying close attention to: How is the technology 

disruption fun? What meaningful conversations might it displace? Is that tradeoff desirable? 

Interestingly, we found that misalignment in the rhythm of play-food experiences did not only 

occur between diners and the technology; it also emerged between the diners themselves. 

For example, in S12, a diner felt that the pace set by “PlaceMap” was too slow, while others 

appreciated the time between prompts to enjoy their food. We also observed situations where 

participants enjoyed concrete ways in which technology took the initiative. For example, S4 

visibly enjoyed themselves when “PlaceMap” interrupted with new food traditions that were 

relevant to the conversation topic. Other participants enjoyed when technology playfully 

teased them, e.g. in S8 there was an occasion where the “Table Manners Bomb” arbitrarily 

(rather than prompted by another diner, as was the usual mechanism) punished a diner, to 

the enjoyment of others; or in S3 “PlaceMap” sent a tradition that involved “making the drink 

last longer” right when a diners’ cup was almost empty, which initiated an unfair competition 

that made the party laugh. In S7, some technology-driven prompts also contributed to the 

quality of the social experience, e.g. in moments of awkward silence, they appreciated that 

the “Table Manners Bomb” “decided” to explode and revitalize the conversation. 

An important take-away from our work is that, rather than being told when to play and when 

not to, people appreciated to have a degree of control over the unfolding of events. They 

proposed ways of reclaiming that decision-making capacity, e.g. through a button for asking 

“PlaceMap” to move on to the next tradition (suggested by S4,9&12). While some people 

enjoyed being guided more than others, it may be a good design decision to provide agency 
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when it comes to the rhythm of food-play experiences. It may also be interesting to create 

strategic moments for tech-driven interventions, in situations where it is technically possible 

to read the social situation and intervene in contextually meaningful ways (e.g. when there is 

a prolonged silence). Importantly, current technology may not yet be capable of sensibly 

intervening in scenarios of a more complex nature; I suggest the need for more technical 

research that enables food-tech designs to better read a social situation and intervene in 

ways that do not disrupt, but rather enrich, people’s ongoing conversations and interactions. 

5.5.3 Towards technology that plays an active role and is socially aware 

Participants seemed to enjoy interacting with technologies that appeared as not neutral, i.e. 

that seemed to have an agenda and/or a personality. For example, S4 wanted “PlaceMap” to 

be a sassy character they could tease: they often taunted it, daring it to propose traditions 

that were crazy enough to discomfort them. They also pretended to be able befriend the 

device, as if it were a living thing. After receiving more individual prompts than their partner, 

one of the diners celebrated “oh, I got a personal one!”; the other answered “you got another 

one?”, to which she responded “yes, I’m special”. In S8, participants quickly became used to 

playfully blaming the “Table Manners Bomb” for being partial, and tried to entice it to punish 

others, as if the tech had its own agenda. Similarly, in S7, a diner felt that the “Table Manners 

Bomb” was deliberately targeting him, and reacted by flipping the middle finger to it. I was 

operating the prototype behind the scenes and reacted by increasing the punishment, which 

led to a hilarious moment all the diners enjoyed (including the participant who was punished). 

Importantly, the technology’s involvement as an active “being” only made sense when it was 

contextually sound. Several participants noted that they wanted the technology to be context 

aware. For example, S12 appreciated that, at the beginning of the experience, “PlaceMap” 

prompted them with food traditions that made sense in the context of the beginning of a meal, 
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e.g. clinking glasses. Similarly, S13 proposed that “Sassy Cutlery” was attuned to people’s 

emotions to enhance them. From a technical perspective, it may still be complicated to 

develop technologies that are able to read a social situation and actively participate in it; I 

highlight the need for technical research that provides designers with new possibilities in this 

space. In the meantime, I suggest designers focus on designing technologies that carefully 

intervene in concrete situations they can control or, alternatively, leave it to the diners to 

decide when they should participate, rather than carelessly disrupting people’s conversations. 

I also suggest that there is a huge opportunity to further explore how to design tech that can 

be perceived as a living thing with the capacity to intervene in the social space; it is a largely 

underexplored design space that may unveil interesting opportunities for playful intervention.  

5.5.4 The importance of encouraging messy, embodied, hands-on food interactions 

In the spirit of focusing people’s attention on their in-the-moment engagement with the meal, 

we found it important to encourage them to get hands-on and experiment with their food. S12 

noted that “PlaceMap”’s prompts of eating with their hands made the meal more satisfying 

and argued that this design can help people to find ways of eating that are more fulfilling and 

sensual. Yet, they also talked about the importance of being aware of cultural idiosyncrasies 

and designing for diverse levels of (dis)comfort, e.g. they noted that they all felt comfortable 

with eating with their hands because it was common in their culture, but thought that others 

with different lived experiences might not; they also noted that one of them felt grossed out by 

the idea of burping as a show of appreciation (as is common in many Asian countries), while 

others found it extremely fun. In S6, the embodied and messy nature of the prompts delivered 

by “PlaceMap” contributed to bringing people together: by inviting the diners to eat in strange, 

unusual ways, it helped them to focus on enjoying each other’s company and brought about a 

great deal of laughter—often, by allowing the diners to act in performative, silly ways. 

Interestingly, participants also highlighted the potential of technology to create moments for 
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pause where they could take a break from eating. Recalling a “PlaceMap” tradition that 

prompted people to throw paper into each other’s cups, S12 suggested that creating a pause 

in eating opened a window of opportunity for both socializing and helping their bodies to 

digest. Food-play technology might benefit from inviting diners to fluctuate between eating 

and resting, to the benefit of both the social and the bodily mealtime experience. 

5.5.5 Engagement depends largely on the idiosyncrasies of diners and their context 

Finally, we observed differences between people’s ways of approaching, experiencing, and 

reflecting on our proposed food-play experiences. Different groups leaned towards different 

forms of play, e.g. while S9 preferred open-ended prompts that privileged explorative and 

conversational play, S8 called for robust game-like rules that allowed them to compete, tease 

one another, make each other struggle. Likewise, some groups responded actively to the 

technology prompts (S4,6,7&8) while others took a more conversational stance (S2,3&9). 

Even within a group we observed different ways of reacting to the prototypes, e.g. in S1, 

some people actively enacted the traditions proposed by “PlaceMap” while others simply 

commented on them. From a design perspective, a useful strategy for responding to such 

diversity of approaches might be to allow space for appropriation: framing technology as an 

invitation rather than an imposed experience, a tool that allows diners to craft their very own 

play experience in ways that feel meaningful to them. In my experience, allowing people to 

“finalize” the technology and have a say in their functionality led to contextually meaningful 

fun and laughter, e.g. when S7 came up with their very own way of telling us that their “Table 

Manners Bomb” meal was over: “screw the bomb!”. Existing works have explored how to 

design tech that is flexible and allows space for interpretation (e.g. [107]‘s “ambiguous 

design”) and user appropriation (e.g. [139]‘s “suppleness”). Designers should consider how to 

leverage those principles to create technology that acts as a graceful facilitator: an 

appropriable device that allows people to project their very own playful cravings. 
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5.6 “PlaceMap”: an app designed to support collective food-play 

Building on the outcomes of the above co-design process, I decided to iterate on one of our 

early design ideas and develop a fully functioning prototype. I chose the “PlaceMap” idea as 

a starting point as in the co-design phase it was the best received by participants. My team 

and I noted that in two ways. First, quantitatively: 6 groups decided to test “PlaceMap”, while 

other ideas were only selected twice or less. Second, qualitatively: most people (including 

participants who chose to experience other concepts) reacted positively to it. Such good 

reception encouraged us to continue with this design direction: on the one hand, it signaled 

people found the idea appealing, which was in and of itself a good reason to further develop 

it; on the other hand, having done more co-design sessions centered on this idea gave us 

more information about it that we could use in our subsequent concept design iterations. 

5.6.1 Rethinking “PlaceMap” based on the co-design learnings 

We embarked on a series concept design iterations where we modified, extended, and 

concretized “PlaceMap” to get it ready for prototyping. Two designers were involved in this 

phase: a research assistant and I. We began by thinking about how to apply, where useful, 

the learnings from the co-design phase to extend the original concept—to ensure that the 

second iteration of the concept was grounded in our stakeholders’ contributions. Our first co-

design learning indicated that delivering fun facts was a powerful mechanism for stimulating 

pro-social activity. That design quality was already present in our original idea, so we did not 

have to make significant changes to reflect it. The second learning suggested it might be best 

to allow people to dictate the rhythm of the experience. Here, we had margin for adaptation: 

In the original concept, it was the technology who chose when to intervene and what prompts 

to deliver. Participants suggested to shift the roles and enable people to determine the 

unfolding of the events. We decided that in the next iteration of “PlaceMap” people would 
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have more control over both the pace and contents of the experience. That choice was also 

motivated by the last finding from our co-design sessions, which told us that engagement 

depends largely on the idiosyncrasies of diners and their context. By handing the control of 

the pace and contents of the experience over to diners, they would be able to appropriate the 

technology to fit the idiosyncrasies of their own meal. Rather than delivering a closed, well-

defined experience, we would provide a tool for people to craft their own—a move that we 

hoped would support more contextually-meaningful forms of emergent playful engagement. 

The third of our co-design learnings was trickier in the context of “PlaceMap”. It suggested 

that technology should play an active role in food-play experiences by showing some degree 

of agency and being socially aware. In our play-test sessions with the original “PlaceMap” 

prototype, we found that it was even hard for us (humans with better and more nuanced 

social skills than today’s state-of-the-art computational artifacts) to intervene graciously 

during someone else’s meal. To avoid interventions that felt like disruptive interruptions, and 

building on the above decision of transferring the decision-making power from “PlaceMap” to 

people, we decided not to provide the new prototype with a personality or a capacity to 

actively participate in a social situation. In contrast, the fourth co-design learning was both 

relevant and applicable: it suggested that playful mealtime tech should encourage messy, 

embodied, hands-on food interactions between diners. While the original “PlaceMap” 

prototype already did that via provocative text messages, we wanted to further stress this 

quality. To that end, we decided to shift the balance between textual and visual 

communication and try to communicate the food traditions more through illustrative, visceral, 

funny, replicable images than through text. Our hope was that, by looking at how other 

people engaged in the traditions and enjoyed them (rather than just reading about it), diners 

would be more compelled to get their hands dirty and try them out. 
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5.6.2 The final “PlaceMap” prototype 

Building on the findings described above, we redefined the “PlaceMap” concept, both in form, 

function, and structure, to better respond to our stakeholders’ ideas. Here I describe the final 

design6 as well as a set of relevant design choices we made based on the findings from our 

co-design work. I developed the final prototype in collaboration with two research assistants. 

The final version of “PlaceMap” is an app7 that allows co-located diners to learn about and 

experiment with playful food traditions from all over the world. It functions like a repository of 

food culture (Figure 26A): whenever people want to check out a tradition, they get a selection 

of three options, from which they can choose one (Figure 26B). Then, a minimalistic screen 

(Figure 26C) delivers basic information about the tradition: an evocative full-screen image, 

the name and origin of the tradition (on text), and a short description of the tradition (via 

 

6 A flow diagram featuring the full UX design of the app can be accessed here: https://bit.ly/3ztOh1x  
7 A fully functioning prototype is available, both for iOS (https://bit.ly/placemapios) and for Android (https://bit.ly/placemapandroid).  

 
Figure 26. How to navigate through traditions in the final “PlaceMap” iteration. A: main screen, where diners can 

request a food tradition. B: diners get a choice of three traditions to choose from. C: basic tradition screen, featuring 
the name and origin, and an evocative image. D: screen with additional information about a tradition. 
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audio). We decided to privilege audio-visual output over textual information to avoid 

prolonged individual phone use, while still delivering all the necessary information. 

Information on the screen should be enough to get a grasp of the tradition, and to discuss or 

experiment with it. Yet, if people want to learn more, they have the option of accessing 

extended information about the tradition, in the form of a more traditional screen featuring a 

longer text description and a series of photos and/or videos (Figure 26D).  

Once diners feel they know enough about the tradition, they can press a button to let the 

system know (Figure 27A). Then, information disappears and the app prompts diners to put 

their phones aside for a while and do something related to the tradition (Figure 27B), e.g. talk 

about it, try it out, share similar experiences… Once they are done, diners have three 

options: First, they can choose to find a new tradition, in which case they will get a choice of 

three traditions and the whole cycle will start again. Second, they can choose to take a break 

and stop using the app for a while, in which case they will open an idle mode screen. Finally, 

they also have the option of rating the tradition they just learned about, in which case they will 

 
Figure 27. What to do about traditions in the final “PlaceMap” iteration. A: a red circle highlights the button to let the 

app know you already know enough about a tradition. B: screen prompting diners to do something about the 
tradition. C: rating screen. D: screen featuring all the diners’ votes. 
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be given the option of choosing an emoji that best describes their thoughts about the tradition 

(Figure 27C) and will then see what their co-diners voted (Figure 27D). We decided to 

incorporate this optional rating mechanism because both in the play-chasing and co-design 

phases of the project we observed that some people enjoyed playful confrontation; we 

thought enabling them to vote on the traditions in a playful way might occasionally bring up 

conflicting opinions and lead to playful teasing among diners. 

That covers the basic functionalities of the new “PlaceMap” iteration. In short, the app allows 

people to navigate at their own pace through a collection of playful food traditions, to take 

their time to do whatever they please related to those traditions (e.g. learn, talk, play with, or 

share stories related to them), and to rate those traditions if they want. A controversial design 

choice we made was to use phones as the cornerstone of this design idea. In our co-design 

sessions, we learned that some participants thought phones were not a desirable interface 

for shared food-play experiences, as they afforded individual uses and tempted people to use 

them for other purposes than the shared activity (e.g. checking social media). Thus, it may 

seem counter-intuitive to use them as interfaces for a design centered on promoting hands-

on, communal food-play. However, we thought phones have qualities that are relevant to our 

design context: they are accessible and virtually universal (i.e. most people have them 

already), they are transportable and adaptable to any dining scenario, and they do not involve 

producing new artifacts or generating any unnecessary material waste. We also thought 

trying to design a communal play experience using devices that are often seen as 

individualistic was an exciting challenge; we decided to take it on. Hoping to deliver a phone-

based experience that was nonetheless group-oriented, we decided to add two other 

functionalities to our app to better support food-play behaviors that were performed in group: 

First, we decided to make the navigation of content collective. When a player performs an 

action within the app (e.g. choosing a new tradition) everyone’s phones react accordingly 
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(e.g. featuring the same tradition on everyone’s screen). That way, even if people use their 

phones individually, they are all consuming the same information, and hence they have a 

shared experience. We thought that such unusual collective navigation of information might 

also lead to emergent playful situations, e.g. people having to negotiate who takes the lead, 

or competing over who chooses a tradition first. To synchronize phones, we incorporated a 

screen where, right when opening the app, people can create a shared session (Figure 28A).  

Second, we decided to propose some kind of “social pact” to players, i.e. the agreement to 

not use any other app than “PlaceMap” during the meal. To allow players to play with that 

social pact at their own convenience, we decide not to enforce it by design. That is, we did 

not hard code a lock that disabled closing the app. People are free to jump in and out of it if 

they want to, e.g. to check their social media or email apps, but that goes against the social 

pact we propose and therefore is at odds with the implicit rules of the meal. To give the group 

a way of discouraging those kinds of behaviors in ways that do not feel uncomfortable, we 

designed a mechanism for people to know when someone is using an app outside of 

 
Figure 28. Functionalities of the final “PlaceMap” iteration meant to stimulate communal uses. A: the mechanism to 

synchronize phones. B: a red circle highlights the number indicating the amount of active players. C: an alert 
received when a player leaves the app. D: a notification prompting someone to go back to “PlaceMap”. 
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“PlaceMap” and to playfully prompt them to come back. First, at the top-left of the screen, 

players always see a number indicating the number of active players with the app open 

(Figure 28B); if someone leaves, the number will decrease. Second, if a player leaves 

“PlaceMap” to do something else on their phone, that sends an alert to all the other players 

(Figure 28C). They then have a chance to send a funny message to the player who just left, 

who receives it as a push notification along with a funny meme related to the themes of 

“coming back” or “ignoring people” (Figure 28D). With that rather unusual design choice—an 

in-app mechanism for playfully policing people who used phones for individualistic reasons—

we wanted to discourage people from the temptation of using phones individualistically. Most 

importantly, we wanted to provide the group with a playful, gracious, and easy mechanism for 

re-engaging (rather than punishing) people in case they could not avoid breaking the rules. 

Finally, to make sure people understood the basic functioning of “PlaceMap” and to clarify 

some of our rather unusual design choices, we created a tutorial players go through at the 

beginning of the experience. The tutorial describes the social pact and the functionalities 

around it and introduces players to the basic idea of what the app is trying to achieve.  

 
Figure 29. Sequence of Instagram stories we used to recruit participants for the user study. 
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5.6.3 User study design 

To test the new, fully-functioning “PlaceMap” prototype, and to explore the impact of our 

design choices, we designed a user study in the wild. The aim was to see how people would 

use and experience the app in their own mealtime, without my presence or influence of any 

kind. My research assistants and I recruited participants on social media, following a similar 

approach to that of previous phases of the project (Figure 29). Once people showed interest, 

we held one-on-one videocalls with them to describe procedures, help to download the app, 

and guide them through the basic functionalities. We also sent a digital postcard (Figure 30) 

with basic information about the user study and links to download the prototype. We did not 

enforce a specific way of using “PlaceMap”; rather, we introduced it as a technology they 

could use at their own convenience at mealtime, to do whatever they pleased with it and to 

pay attention to it only whenever they wanted.   

 
Figure 30. Postcard with information about the user study. 
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After the informational videocall, we gave participants some weeks so they could playtest 

“PlaceMap” whenever they thought was appropriate. They played with it on their own, at least 

once, and then answered an online survey8 to report on their experience of the prototype. We 

asked all participants to answer a separate survey, to ensure we collected different views on 

each playtest. Some participants also accepted to be interviewed afterward, over videocall, 

while others preferred to answer some additional questions via e-mail. We used those semi-

structured interviews to ask additional questions that may have not been fully answered yet, 

and to add nuance to some of their interesting survey comments. To analyze the data, we 

used an “inductive thematic analysis” approach [40]. Three researchers had a first exposure 

to the data (both the survey responses and the interview transcriptions) and identified a 

emerging themes. We then had a group conversation, where we discussed our themes and 

agreed on a shared list of codes. Then, we did a second round of analysis where we 

clustered the data based on these codes.  Below I share our most relevant findings, hoping 

that they will inspire other designers interested in developing similar systems to “PlaceMap”. 

5.6.4 Results 

7 households participated in the user study, with a total of 14 participants. They were from, 

were living in, or had lived in 17 different countries, including: the US (7 participants), India 

(2), Germany (2), Belgium (2), the Netherlands (2), Spain (2), Finland, Canada, Ukraine, 

Czech Republic, Sweden, China, Australia, the UK, Singapore, Oman, and Taiwan. One 

participant chose not to disclose the countries they had lived in. Most participants (8) did the 

playtest with their partner, although some did it with friends (4) or with their family (2). All 

participants but one answered the survey; 2 participated in a follow-up interview and 2 

 

8 The survey can be accessed here: https://bit.ly/placemapsurvey 
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answered our follow-up questions by e-mail. The results of this study have not been 

published yet; they will be submitted as a full paper to a special issue journal focused on 

experiential factors of Human-Food Interaction. Here I present the most relevant findings, 

focusing on those that are most relevant from the perspective of design. I use the convention 

S to refer to the different playtest sessions the data comes from, e.g. S7 means session 7: 

Learning new food traditions can enliven conversations and stimulate the social 

dimension of a meal—if not delivered in excess. Many participants noted positive effects 

from using the app. First, it prompted some to approach the meal as a celebratory event: “it 

was an excuse to make dinner an occasion rather than just snacks” (S1). For others, it had a 

deeper impact as it helped them to “bond over [the] app” (S2). In particular, the mechanism of 

accessing fun traditions from all around the world seemed to engage participants and enable 

interesting social dynamics. That happened in different ways: Some traditions stimulated 

lively discussions, e.g. “I must confess, the burping thing triggered a conversation on cultural 

differences in politeness and rudeness.” (S2). Others simply provoked a situation that allowed 

participants to be playful with the social situation, e.g. “[I enjoyed the] elder one eating first. I 

am the elder one so I could show some dominance, that was funny” (S4). There were also 

times when people engaged with traditions more actively, especially when they found them 

relatable, e.g. “it was fun eating with my hands and clinking our asparagus (because we didn't 

have drinks)” (S1). Finally, participants also enjoyed building on the traditions proposed by 

“PlaceMap” to “shar[e] some traditions from [their] own country” (S6). Even if they found it fun 

and socially stimulating to learn about traditions, participants noted that structuring the whole 

meal around it could be too much, as centering too much on the traditions might push people 

to “focus on the app instead of on the actual social interaction” (S2). 

The importance delivering relatable, actionable, and playable information. Though 

participants generally enjoyed traditions as a catalyzer of social interaction, there were 
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several instances when “the app wasn't really applicable to the situation. It didn't seem like 

everything we had to do to play test the game kind of detracted from the meal” (S5) and, as a 

result, it felt “distractive to use an iPhone to do something irrelevant to [the] meal” (S3). That 

mostly happened when the information provided by the traditions was not actionable enough 

and it was unclear “how [they could] perform these traditions” (S4). On occasion, that was 

because the very traditions “were not really applicable to the meal” participants were having 

(S5), which made them feel they were “very random and intrusive” (S5). As a result, some 

ended up limiting their engagement to reading (rather than experiencing) the traditions: “just 

swiping or being like, okay, let's see a tradition, rather than trying to engage with one 

tradition, fully, besides just reading what's there” (S4). For some, “it was also easy to get into 

the route of ‘Okay, this tradition. Let's see. Next one. Let's see. Next one’” (S4)—something 

diametrically opposed to the intended experience. Participants provided suggestions to 

address this issue, mostly geared towards providing “more guidance on what should be on 

the table, and how [they could] perform these traditions” (S4). One of the suggestions had to 

do with helping participants to be prepared for the experience, before the meal, by providing 

a list of foods/utensils that might be necessary to enact the traditions: “if we had all the tools a 

priori needed to take part in the different traditions, [they] would have enjoyed it more” (S4). 

They suggested that list should not be too long or exhaustive, but rather allow participants to 

have the bare minimum that would allow them to play with the traditions: “like here, have 

these three kinds of dishes on your table for this meal... It doesn't have to be very specific, it 

can just be very generic meals, like a salad or a protein, something that people can play 

around with” (S4). Another suggestion made by participants had to do with helping users 

figure out how to appropriate traditions and enact them in their own mealtime, as “not every 

tradition is easy to just instantly incorporate into your meal, so you have to get creative or 

give up” (S1). Even when people pressed the “learn more [button], it didn't really clearly tell 

you what the app wanted [them] to do” (S5). In response, (S7) proposed to provide “more 
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questions, making people act, start trying out the traditions instead of mostly informing”. (S5) 

suggested a way of achieving this: getting rid of so much content about each tradition and 

present users with a “comic style ‘how-to’” instead, to make it easy and actionable to play 

with the traditions. Overall, those changes might allow us to implement (S7)’s request to 

“have some more interaction [and] assignments”. 

Content should be carefully curated and interactive. Participants thought the app 

provided too much content, especially in the tutorial: "it took too long for users to get into the 

real session (food traditions)” (S3). As a result, they “felt a bit lost at beginning” (S3). Some 

suggested to get rid of the tutorial and start directly with the actual experience, “as with or 

without it will not change too much how [they] would use the app, [they can figure out just by 

trying, and if [they] need help [they]'ll look for a ‘help’ button” (S3). Participants also thought it 

“[took] too long to listen to and read traditions” (S5), as there was too much content: “The 

presentation is playful. The explanations are very long though!” (S7). Long videos were also 

described as “highly distracting” (S1), as they “made for an awkward pause in chatting” (S1). 

However, paradoxically, that abundance of content did not help them to appropriate the app 

and get onboard the experience: “It was not clear what to do and what users would expect 

with the app” (S3), and “it was hard to understand how much of an involvement [they] could 

have” (S4). The excessive amount of content, paired with its failure to encourage participants 

to act, made some participants overlook the playful dimension of the app: “reading a lot of 

instructions and pressing buttons did not really feel playful” (S2). 

Phones might not be the best interface for mealtime technology, especially in meals 

involving two participants only. Many participants did not enjoy the way the app facilitated 

the meal because they “[didn’t] like using tech during dinner” (S5) to begin with. They noted 

they “usually don't use [their] phones during meal times” (S1) because it “disrupts mealtime” 

(S5). Some participants framed that tension as more specifically linked to phone use: “I don’t 
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like to touch my phone when eating” (6). According to them, the app generally distracted 

them from the actual conversation: “we focused on the app instead of on the actual social 

interaction” (S2). The experience felt too individual, “required a bit too much attention” (4) and 

prompted people to “keep looking back at the screen” (S5). That was, in part, a consequence 

of the fact that the experience was delivered through phones: it “made [people] focus on the 

phones” rather than on each other (S2). As a result, participants felt they were not “able to 

have a personal conversation”, that they “couldn’t discuss [their] own topics” (S3). Some 

participants suggested re-designing the app so all participants shared a single screen: “if it 

was sharing one screen, then it would be better, because then we could all look over it” (S5). 

They also argued that this tension was exacerbated by the 1 on 1 meal situation, a “during a 

1on1 dinner, it was very disruptive” (3), and that “it would be more fun with more people” 

(S4). On a similar line, (S7) “would only use it in larger groups as I often have a really good 

conversation with my partner and I cherish that”. Unfortunately, we could not corroborate that 

as all participants decided to playtest the app in a group of 2 people only.  

Participants appreciated having their phones be connected. Initially, they were “a bit 

‘shocked’ that [their] phone was not completely under [their] control as [they were] being 

watched” (S3). Yet, they thought that “the linking of all phones is one of the greatest values of 

the game, because you know what everyone else is seeing and that nobody is able to do 

something else (without a notification appearing)” (S6). Some pointed out that this is an 

increasingly common mechanism in phone games, which we only brought one step further: “I 

had no problem with my phone responding to someone else's actions. I already got used to 

that with JackBox games” (S3). A participant found the shared information consumption to be 

playfully frustrating: “It was funny although a bit frustrating, because sometimes we would 

already go to the next tradition whereas I wasn't done yet. It becomes more this game of 'who 

is in control' then 'let's find out more information about tradition'” (S6). Another participant 
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noted how that brought about playful teasing between them and their partner: “it was easier 

for me to tell him, you're not going to touch anything on your screen [laughs]” (S4). 

Participants also enjoyed “sending messages when someone got out” of “PlaceMap”; it was 

not only “fun”, but it also “provided a topic to talk about” (S6). A participant suggested an 

alternative mechanism: “maybe it would be fun that the game shows the screen of the person 

who is doing something else, so that we can all follow why that person is distracted” (S6). 

Designs like “PlaceMap” might be better suited for situations where a larger group 

comes together; or to energize first-time encounters. Some participants thought that “if 

there wasn't much to talk about it would probably be more useful” (S1). Others suggested “it 

would be more fun with more people” (S5) than in a one-on-one meal, e.g. “at a big family or 

friend get-together” (S1) Participants also noted they would be interested in playing with 

“PlaceMap” with people with whom they did not have a strong relationship, to create an 

opportunity for shared activity: “I think because that my partner and I are too familiar with 

each other, it felt a bit unnatural to use an additional app to facilitate conversations for us... 

Maybe it’s more useful for first date or at parties with new friends” (S3). Participants also 

thought that “the idea and learning more about other cultures is very interesting” (S6). In fact, 

they suggested “PlaceMap” would be much more fun “if there were people from different 

cultural backgrounds that might have been more interesting as well, because then we would 

actually know the tradition and be able to discuss it in more detail, besides the stuff that was 

on the app” (S4). Though that might be hard to control by design, there may be ways of 

connecting geographically dispersed people over apps like “PlaceMap”, e.g. through “a virtual 

shared space everyone could interact with each other by pinning a place and making their 

own food items based on the traditions, as well as sharing or selling their creation…” (S3). 

Text-to-speech voiceover can be highly distractive in settings where people often 

conversate. Participants felt distracted by the text-to-speech voiceover, e.g. “it detracts from 
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experience” (S5). Partly, that was because “the lady talking was not very natural” (S6); it was 

“very robotic sounding” (26), which “really detracted from the environment” (S5) and “made it 

impersonal” (S6). Another reason was that “phones would start taking at the same time. That 

was a bit much. One at a time would be better” (S1). Participants in (S7) proposed to get rid 

of the voiceover, as they “like it more if someone reads out the text [they] all need to know”. 

Existing operating systems might be limited when it comes to enabling communal 

phone experiences. Another relevant finding from engaging with the “PlaceMap” prototype 

did not emerge from the user study per se, but from the prototyping phase. When trying to 

develop a fully functioning prototype of our UI design, we encountered several technical 

limitations derived from the very nature of smartphone operating systems. Especially with 

iOS, some of our novel design choices were hard to implement. On occasion, we had to work 

around those limitations in creative—yet questionable from the perspective of good practices 

in app development—ways. For example, the communal functionalities of “PlaceMap” were 

dependent on each mobile device simultaneously following the group’s progress and 

reporting back its individual status. If one of the phones either lost connection or had its app 

suspended by the operating system, the group’s cohesiveness would be fractured. We 

addressed this issue by allowing individual devices to momentarily separate from the group 

and reengage when possible. The consequence is that a specific user may feel excluded 

from the activity if their device is lagging behind. Furthermore, we originally intended to send 

a picture to users that exited the app, as part of the prompt for them to reconnect to the social 

situation, but the iOS operative system did not support embedded content in notifications. 

Instead, we had to settle on sending a simple text message, which compromised the 

intended experience. There were also situations where we simply could not find a way of 

implementing a functionality we had envisioned; for example, on iOS, the inability to 

determine if the “PlaceMap” software was in the foreground of a user’s device curtailed the 
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social features of the app. This constraint detracted from users’ experience since they would 

either be reprimanded for their device’s display turning off or be excluded from the recall 

component entirely. Those limitations brought about several problems, the most important 

being that we could not fully execute our vision of promoting communal play with the app. 

From our experience trying to transcend the individualistic nature of phones and phone apps, 

here I provide an additional design recommendation—not for designers and app developers 

themselves, but for the providers of the technical infrastructure that designers and developers 

will use to create new apps. If we want phones to have greater potential to support communal 

and embodied play activities, we may have to rethink some aspects of their infrastructure, 

which is currently eminently focused on individual activity. At a software level, it would be 

great to have more flexibility to observe the display’s status (i.e. on, switched off by timeout, 

or switched off by power button) and active application when a user consents to it for this 

type of playful activity. At a hardware level, it would be interesting to be able to synchronize 

phones just by bringing them physically close, e.g. simulating a handshake. We acknowledge 

that introducing those novel properties would open a whole new set of issues to resolve, 

especially in terms of privacy and security, but we argue it is a worthy direction for technical 

exploration. Figuring out safe mechanisms for enabling new forms of communal experiences 

would enable designers to play with and stretch the boundaries of what it means to interact 

with one’s phone, opening new and increasingly social avenues for these kinds of devices. 

5.6.5 Implications for design 

Building on the user study results above, I conclude that, for a design like “PlaceMap” to 

better support playful and social experiences around food, it should: 

• Deliver actionable content. Rather than providing long, slow-consumption information, the 

system should provide clear and synthetic information that allows people to enact and play 
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with it. Especially when prompting people to playfully act together, the system should give 

clear instructions; not raw information for people to figure out, but clear step-to-step 

instructions that make embodied and improvisational participation easy. Designers should 

think of these as “guidelines for action” rather than “information”; additional data can be made 

available in case people decide they want to learn more. 

• Curate content so it is relatable and only send it when it is contextually appropriate. people 

should be able to see how the information delivered by the system applies to their meal. The 

system should only intervene occasionally during the meal, when it is socially appropriate—

unless people want to focus on it all the time, which will only happen in special cases. From 

people’s suggestions we conclude that fun facts stop being fun when they are not scarce, so 

it may be best to design experiences where information is delivered from time to time. That is 

especially true in one-on-one dining scenarios, where people may already have conversation 

topics coming up naturally. To make systems like “PlaceMap” more contextually appropriate, 

there is a great opportunity for AI to curate both the content and the rhythm of the experience, 

but further technical research is needed to achieve that in ways that are socially graceful. 

• Take the form of a shared consumption device that is seamlessly integrates into the meal 

setting and acts like a device in the background that only intervenes whenever appropriate 

(see point above). Recent works in HCI have explored how to design these kinds of subtle 

objects for dining settings, e.g. the “SociaBowl” [155]. Phones should be relegated to very 

scoped parts of the experience rather than being used as core interfaces, e.g. to retrieve 

additional information whenever needed. Overall, the main interfaces should be shared, 

seamlessly integrated into the existing objects or space, and not require too much focus. 

• If phones were to be used as the main interface, linking them as to afford a shared content 

consumption experience where all players see the same content is desirable. There should 
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also be a mechanism for the group to dissuade individualistic uses; rather than punishing or 

forbidding by default, the system should afford playful ways of dealing with socially disruptive 

behaviors. Yet, it is important to note that, according to the study, even if those two features 

are implemented some people may still find it distracting to use phones as the main interface.  

• Avoid unnatural aesthetics that disrupt the social situation, e.g. a clumsy text-to-speech 

voice agent to deliver information. While audio was regarded as an interesting modality by 

participants, they generally did not enjoy the robotic voice delivering information as they felt it 

did not belong in or adapt well to the social situation. 

• Ideally, target mealtime scenarios where more than 2 people are eating together, as in one-

on-one scenarios it might disrupt conversations that naturally take place between diners. 

5.7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I described a co-design process where I used SPD to investigate the playful 

potential of day-to-day mealtime and engage diverse stakeholders to speculate how tech 

might respond to that potential. Because they stem from a series of co-design engagements, 

the outcomes of this process embody diverse ideas of how technology might support playful 

and socio-emotionally rich experiences around food—mine, my colleagues’ who helped 

throughout the project, and the stakeholders’ who participated as research subjects and co-

design partners. These outcomes consolidate and extend existing ideas that have already 

been discussed in recent literature, e.g. they add nuance to research that suggests that using 

technology to deliver information can stimulate mealtime conversations [73][95][96][97], 

showing that this may only be true under certain conditions, and proposing design guidelines 

to achieve it. The results also propose new ideas that can help to further discussions in 

Playful HFI, e.g. the set of play-food potentials that emerged from the contextual research. 
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Overall, this project adds to the domain specific contribution of my thesis by providing design-

oriented insights Playful HFI practitioners can leverage in their own work:  

First, I provide a set of inspirational starting points for envisioning new play-food technology: 

a list of “play potentials” of mealtime that point designers towards food-related experiences 

that seem to be socio-emotionally rich (see Section 5.3). Those play potentials stem from a 

series of SPD inquiries where I explored existing playful food practices from different contexts 

and communities, and as a result highlight a breadth of ways in which people enjoy playing 

with food in group. I present those insights as inspirational design material that can provoke 

designers to ideate technology that supports social eating experiences that are contextually 

sound. Rather than attempting to provide a comprehensive view on the playful potential of 

mealtime technology, they begin to hint at exciting design opportunities in that space. 

Second, I present a portfolio of speculative design ideas that concretize the above play 

potentials into tangible and relatable technology concepts. My “Speculative Play-Food 

Technology Futures catalog” (see Section 5.4) serves a dual purpose in this project: first, it 

allows me to illustrate how the findings from my play-chasing work can be translated into 

design ideas; second, it enabled me to further my conversations with stakeholders, 

empowering them to contribute concrete design ideas that built on the early contributions 

they made in the play-chasing phase. I present the portfolio as a collection of provocative 

ideas that can inspire novel designs in ways that extend existing works in Playful HFI. 

However half-baked and speculative (and, in some cases, technically questionable), the 

ideas embody design choices that respond to real people’s playful desires; as such, they 

bring forth valuable design knowledge. I hope they provoke and inspire designers to embrace 

increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sensitive approaches to mealtime tech design. 
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Third, I shared the insights from a series of co-design sessions where I experimented with, 

challenged, and creatively disrupted the early ideas in the catalog. Those insights raise 

important considerations designers should make when developing playful mealtime tech. 

They point designers’ attention towards choices they will likely have to make, and present our 

participants’ perspectives regarding those choices. In particular, the findings suggest that: (1) 

using technology to deliver fun facts can stimulate social eating experiences; (2) in those 

experiences, it might be better to provide diners with agency over the unfolding of events 

rather than letting the technology scaffold the experience; (3) providing tech with some kind 

of personality, as opposed to making it appear neutral, might help people to see it as a fun 

agent that is socially aware and can be interacted with; (4) tech should embrace the messy, 

embodied, and hands-on nature of eating, leveraging it to the benefit of a rich mealtime 

experience; and (5) designers should consider how the idiosyncrasies of each context might 

impact how people experience a playful and social meal, as food, play, and social interaction 

are heavily culturally loaded. I hope that these learnings help designers to attune the 

interaction mechanisms and underlying design qualities of their food-tech designs, in ways 

that the experiences afforded by the final outcomes are playful and socially stimulating.  

Finally, I describe a fully functioning prototype of a playful mealtime technology inspired by 

the successive findings collected throughout this project, “PlaceMap”, as well as a user study 

of that technology in use. Investigating people’s experiences with and ideas of the prototype, 

I was able to further advance, challenge, and extend the design recommendations distilled 

from previous phases of the project. Even though not all design decisions behind the 

prototype led to a successful user experience, studying their impact allowed me to better 

understand what might be needed to design similar (and better) experiences in the future. 

The design implications presented in 5.6.5. make that knowledge actionable for other 

designers. The outcomes of the user study thus complement and add nuance to the above 
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three contributions of this project. I hope that the combination of the four outcomes of this 

work contribute to strengthening the body of design and research centered on proposing food 

technology futures that are increasingly playful and socio-emotionally rich. 

While the findings from this project cannot be considered universally applicable, they respond 

to the views of people from diverse countries, from different socio-cultural backgrounds, and 

with different household configurations. I thus see them as a step forward towards imagining 

the future of playful mealtime technology from the bottom-up. I hope they provoke, inspire, 

and empower food-tech designers to embrace increasingly playful and socio-emotional 

approaches in their practice. Another limitation of this project lies in its scope: while some of 

the speculative ideas slightly tapped into food preparation (e.g. “Food Bingo”) or sourcing 

(e.g. “FoodLand”), my work mostly looked at mealtime as an experience of food consumption. 

Future work should build on my findings and broaden the scope of possible activities included 

in (or, at least, intimately connected to) mealtime, such as food preparation and disposal—to 

better understand and respond to the organic and multifaceted nature of mealtime practices.  
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Chapter 6 

CASE STUDY #2: 
THE PLAYFUL FUTURE OF SMART CITIES 

In this chapter, I present the second case study where I experimented with the Situated Play 

Design approach to investigate increasingly playful and contextually sensitive technology 

futures. In this project, I moved the focus from food practices to urban interactions: I explored 

how to rethink smart city innovation through the lens of play and playfulness, to ensure that 

future urban technology not only responds to techno-deterministic agendas but also to 

people’s social, cultural, and emotional needs. Like in the previous case study, I had several 

collaborators: My advisor Katherine Isbister mentored me throughout the project. Jared Duval 

and Laura Bisbe helped throughout as well, contributing their expertise on accessibility and 

inclusion, and multimedia design, respectively. A team of research assistants participated in 

different parts of the process: Aurora Alparaz, Ivy Chen, Cameron Cooke, Binaisha Dastoor, 

Fyez Dean, Victor Dong, Rachel Haub, Kelsea Tadano, Amra Tilahun, and Jessalyn Wang. A 

designer from another institution also took part in some of the work involved in this case 

study: Adrià Altarriba. Although I spearheaded the project and the resulting publications, I 

acknowledge the importance of my colleagues’ contribution. 

This chapter is structured as follows: I begin by characterizing the design and research space 

of smart city innovation, positioning my work in alignment with existing efforts to reclaim the 

playful dimension of the urban space, i.e. the “playable city” movement [189]. Then, I give an 

overview of the methodology used throughout the design project—again, building on SPD as 

a point of departure. Following, I describe two play-chasing interventions through which I 

identified play potentials of urban spaces, i.e. playful things people already do in the public 

space and that might inspire the design increasingly playful urban futures. Building on those 
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play potentials, I present a “Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban Technology Ideas”: an 

annotated portfolio of smart city speculations that I created to instantiate and make tangible 

the play potentials from my earlier play-chasing work. Following, I describe a series of 

conversations I had with diverse stakeholders about the catalog, to see how the speculative 

ideas resonated with their own understandings of what playable cities should be and to refine 

the design directions emerging in this project. Finally, I discuss the learnings from the whole 

process and how they may help to advance the design research agenda of reclaiming the 

importance of socio-emotional wellbeing and fun in smart city innovation. Overall, this chapter 

(1) highlights promising avenues for looking at smart city innovation from a playful lens, as 

well as a series of design qualities that might support that move, and (2) extends Chapter 5 

with additional examples of how to implement the Situated Play Design methodology. 

6.1 Smart City innovation: beyond productivity 

With every generation, technology weaves its way more deeply into our lives; each time we 

must remake the choice to care about lived experience. Smart homes represented one such 

inflection point two decades ago: in response to the increasing presence of technology in our 

lives, the “Equator Project” [92] explored how not to lose sight of lived experience in the face 

of productivity-focused technology trends. Today, chiefly in the industry sector [122], smart 

cities present similar challenges: while promising increased competitiveness and quality of 

life [19], innovation in this space often favors techno-centric rhetoric that privileges agendas 

like increasing urban efficiency [18], optimizing infrastructure [170], or spurring economic 

activity [70]. Less attention is put to social intelligence, cultural artifacts, or environmental 

attributes [179]—all key components of socio-emotionally sustainable urban entanglements. 

Alternative approaches to urban innovation exist, e.g. human-centered smart city design [17], 

democratic [181] and inclusive [206] urban planning, bottom-up urban innovation [54], or 
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sustainable smart city initiatives [220], among others. In this project, my aim was to contribute 

to a particular subset of this research space that approaches urban innovation through play 

and playfulness. Inspired by recent research in this space, e.g. [117][213][230][238], I built on 

the idea that cities should be far more than efficient; they should also be socially rewarding, 

culturally stimulating, and emotionally rich. My work highlights the importance of embracing 

those values if we want smart urban environments that are socio-emotionally sustainable. 

Fun and joy are not optional qualities when it comes to urban spaces—they are deeply 

necessary, as we know from Jane Jacobs’ work [55] on what makes cities places to thrive.  

Cities are made up of moment-to-moment passing interactions between humans, and as 

such, they should cater to our social, emotional, and cultural needs. If cities fail to afford 

experiences that appeal to our emotions and need for connection, such as the ones I 

described in Chapter 3, they can become unwelcoming. Play can be a way of facilitating a 

move towards increasingly socio-emotionally sensitive urban configurations—a lens through 

which we can reclaim the playful, socio-cultural function of our cities and “resemantize” [238] 

them so they respond to our need for everyday play. 

In HCI, a plethora of design and research work has explored the intersection of play and the 

city—a space that is often referred to as the “playable city” [189]. Within that space, different 

approaches exist. For example, location-based games use cities as physical landscapes 

within which virtual game worlds emerge. Whether in the form of research designs, e.g. [115], 

or commercial products, e.g. “Pokémon Go” [186], these games typically present alternate 

realities that take place outside of the player’s ordinary routine—gameful, entertainment-

focused virtual worlds that hardly interface with the player’s ordinary urban practices. 

Another set of playable city interventions are those that “gamefully” augment urban activity to 

support productive outcomes—what [238] calls “urban gamification”. Examples are a serious 

game to reduce energy consumption in smart buildings [104], or a gamified app to optimize 
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urban transportation [80]. Occasionally, those interventions are “playful” rather than “gameful” 

[160], e.g. a set of piano stairs to promote healthier habits in a public space [197]. Unlike 

location-based games, these designs strongly adapt the play experience to people’s ordinary, 

non-play activity. Yet, they are still characterized by their aim to support productive, goals 

rather than to enrich people’s experience of their city—an agenda that is central to my work. 

Another type of playful urban tech are civic games that promote playful citizenship [117] and 

“shift the attention from smart cities to smart citizens” [75] by empowering them to playfully 

engage in city-making. Unlike location-based games, civic games relate strongly to people’s 

ordinary practices; unlike gamified apps or serious games, they are meant to enhance a city 

socio-culturally rather than productively, e.g. “Commons”, a game about filing claims about 

community needs by gathering evidence on streets [149]. It is inspiring how those games 

support rich socio-cultural engagements between citizens and their urban space. 

Finally, we see playful urban designs in the form of technological invitations to engage in 

free-form urban play. These align with the design space of Technology for Situated and 

Emergent Play I characterized in Chapter 3, as they “support playful engagement that 

emerges interwoven with our everyday activities outside leisure and enrich these activities 

with socio-emotional value” [10]. For example, “SelfieCafe” fosters social interaction between 

community members by allowing them to take a selfie and share it on a large display [208]; 

“spread.gun” allows people to sabotage advertisement screens and “reclaim” them with 

custom messages [98]; “Urbanimals” [150] and “Hello Lamp Post” [194] allow people to play 

with urban infrastructure, let it be physically or verbally, in ways that do not bring about any 

productive gain. These works enable a “resemantization” of the urban space, allowing play to 

“infiltrate several contexts and spaces and propose new meanings, new constraints, new 

strategies, and new motivations” [238]. It is inspiring how they invite people to reframe 

ordinary spaces into arenas for exploration, creativity, community-building, and shared joy. 
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Despite their differences, those four types of playable urban technology share a focus on 

infusing aspects of people’s urban endeavors with an element of playfulness—or, as [238] 

puts it, a “desire to rewrite the city, to reshape it, to engrave oneself in it, to renew it by 

resorting to the energy and the ability to motivate people that emanates from play”. Insofar as 

they propose experiences that (in different ways and to different extents) intertwine with 

people’s ordinary urban activity, the playfulness they afford must be contextually meaningful. 

With this project, my aim was to contribute to the field of playable city design and research by 

uncovering and making designerly use of forms of play that are meaningful in the context of 

people’s existing urban practices. I hope that my work inspires designers interested in 

strengthening the palette of design exemplars bridging play, technology, and urban design. 

6.2 Method: speculating about the playful potential of urban tech 

I followed a similar structure to the previous case study. Taking Situated Play Design as a 

point of departure, I set out to explore how to realize the playful potential inherent in the 

urban space. I began with two play-chasing activities: First, I created a collection of social 

media posts featuring people’s playful practices within the public space and examined it to 

identify recurrent forms of playful urban engagement (Section 6.3.1). Second, I turned to 

culture and traditions: I conducted an online multi-stakeholder co-design workshop where we 

explored street games and rituals to identify recurrent forms of urban play that might have 

inspirational value (6.3.2). The combination of those two interventions surfaced a list of play 

potentials of urban spaces (6.3.3), i.e. playful things people already do in the urban space 

and could arguably be useful building bricks for contextually sensitive smart city innovations. 

Building on these play potentials, and drawing on my work in the previous case study, I 

produced a catalog of early speculative ideas to illustrate different ways in which the play 

potentials could give rise to increasingly playful smart city configurations (6.4). Like in the 
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other project, I then used the catalog as a multi-stakeholder engagement prop. In this case, 

due to the social distancing measures derived from the COVID-19 pandemic, I could not 

conduct remote co-design sessions where co-located participants could experience and 

creatively disrupt lo-fi prototypes of my ideas; asking people to come together and play in the 

street would have been, to say the least, unethical. Instead, I did a series of online interviews 

where I invited people from diverse countries, age groups, and professional and socio-

cultural backgrounds to comment on the catalog ideas and share their understandings of 

what a playable city should be (6.5.1). I also conducted an online co-design workshop where 

I brought together a range of participants with diverse expertise relevant to urban innovation 

to reflect on the catalog and generate new ideas building on our list of play potentials (6.5.2). 

I report on the results of those multi-stakeholder engagements as advice designers may want 

to consider when designing playful technology for the urban space (6.5.3). I hope these play 

potentials, speculative ideas, and multi-stakeholder reflections inspire urban tech designers 

to take an increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sensitive approach in their work. 

6.3 Chasing play potentials of urban spaces 

In this section I illustrate how I used two emergent SPD techniques to identify a series of play 

potentials of urban spaces. First, I produced and examined a collection of social media posts 

featuring people’s ordinary playful engagements within the urban space. Then, I invited a 

diverse group of stakeholders to discuss the playfulness embedded in urban traditions from 

their cultural background. Building on the results of these interventions, I present a list of play 

potentials of urban spaces that build on real examples of the kinds of playful things people 

enjoy doing in their cities. I frame them as “generative” [112] knowledge that can inspire the 

design of future playful urban technology that supports, rather than disrupts, the kinds of ludic 

urban experiences people long for. I hope this chapter serves as an actionable demonstration 

of how SPD can be used to uncover the inherent playful potential of our cities. 
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6.3.1 Chasing play on social media 

Social media is rife with posts that display everyday ways of being playful. They have value 

from a design perspective, as they feature mundane playful situations that can be used as 

starting points for ideation. Because of that, I thought social media might be an interesting 

play-chasing tool—a particularly useful one in the context of urban tech design, since much of 

social media content features events that take place in public spaces. In this project I used 

social media to inspire my playful design practice: I collected and examined existing social 

media content to identify instances of emergent playful behavior with the aim of helping my 

design team to sensitize to people’s existing playful practices in urban spaces.  

For 5 weeks, I led a team of 6 designers who spent 3-5 hours a week looking for posts that 

displayed playful urban behaviors. We focused on Instagram and TikTok due to their leisure-

focused and visual nature. We collected 383 posts on a shared spreadsheet, including: a link 

to the post, a short description, the publication date, and a note about its inspirational value 

(Figure 31). We used “inductive thematic analysis” [40] to explore our collection and identify 

recurrent play potentials. After 2 rounds of refining our themes, we discussed and contested 

each other’s codes to ensure intercoder reliability; we settled on a final set of codes and 

analyzed all the data accordingly. The result was a list of play potentials—i.e. ways in which 

people already engage playfully within the public space—each of them instantiated by 

several social media posts. We clustered the play potentials into 5 larger categories based on 

affinity. Here I describe those categories, their associated play potentials, and a set of posts 

that illustrate them9. Figure 32 shows some examples in a visual format. 

 

9 Spreadsheet including all posts, our analysis, and the resulting play potentials: https://bit.ly/39uOmqV  
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Out of the ordinary interactions with urban infrastructure (287 posts). A recurrent theme 

in our collection was interacting with public infrastructure in out-of-the-ordinary ways. We saw 

five different play potentials that related to this category. First, we observed that sometimes 

people behave playfully when they (#1) “stop to interact with public infrastructure” (58 posts), 

e.g. by admiring a piece of art projected on the façade of a building (https://bit.ly/3l5by2U). 

We also observed that some people like to (#2) “perform in public in silly, unusual, or creative 

ways” (73), e.g. playing drums from the trunk of a moving car (https://bit.ly/36rwBIX). Next, 

we saw instances of people (#3) “using their bodies in synchrony with elements of the urban 

space” (80) through dance or any other sort of planned movement, e.g. a street performer 

dancing inside a metro car using the car’s infrastructure as a support (https://bit.ly/34lS9UC). 

Another play potential we identified has to do with (#4) “overcoming improvised physical 

challenges” (54), using urban infrastructure as the playground, e.g. people parkouring 

(https://bit.ly/3l9fwI0) or kids climbing on a fence and hanging onto it (https://bit.ly/3n8oaZ7). 

Last, we also saw posts in which people (#5) “collaborate to better the state of something or 

someone in the public space” (22), e.g. engaging with an art installation that encourages 

people to volunteer to take care of plants (https://bit.ly/3ne8mnq).  

 

Figure 31. Screenshot of the first 20 datapoints of our dataset of social media posts featuring playful urban behavior. 
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Posing in urban spaces (127 posts). Another recurrent theme in our collection was the act 

of posing in or around relevant public objects or spaces. We identified three play potentials 

under this theme. First, we saw people (#6) “posing in accordance with relevant objects or 

landmarks” (61), e.g. a man interacting in silly ways with a fountain as he is being recorded 

(https://bit.ly/2ET02rV) or a man mimicking a statue next to him (https://bit.ly/2GdPi8q). We 

also saw people (#7) “posing next to objects that are out of place” (20), e.g. people posing in 

front of objects that they sneakily placed (https://bit.ly/3jqrCvM). Finally, we saw people (#8) 

“posing in unconventional ways” (46), e.g. jumping off of a sculpture (https://bit.ly/30sfGCe) 

or risking falling from a tree by sitting on it for a photo (https://bit.ly/2GjbcXK). 

Streaming exciting things that take place in public spaces (125 posts). Another important 

theme in our collection was the act of streaming exciting public events. Here the focus was 

not so much on the activity itself that was performed, but on the act of sharing it with others. 

We saw that kind of behavior manifest in different ways. First, we observed people (#9) 

“documenting exciting things they saw in the street” (74), e.g. doing a TikTok compilation of 

street art found in a particular location (https://bit.ly/3cQncMh). We also saw people (#10) 

“documenting elements of a public space to find alternative beauty in them” (19), making 

videos/photos of ordinary urban spaces in ways that showed them in a different way, e.g. a 

post where the author throws her phone up into tree blossoms while it is recording to produce 

a slow-motion video (https://bit.ly/3cSff99). Finally, we observed people (#11) “streaming self-

imposed challenges” (32) so other people could witness them, e.g. a girl challenging herself 

to move between two points without touching the floor (https://bit.ly/34cJMKU). 

Creative disruptions of the public space (81 posts). Another theme in our collection had to 

do with creatively disrupting public settings. A play potential under that umbrella is (#12) 

“appropriating the urban space artistically” (57), e.g. painting a face on a wall using a bush as 

the face’s hair (https://bit.ly/2EUWKVh), or turning an ugly architectural element into a funny 
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face with a doodle (https://bit.ly/2Gnzwrk). These posts show how artistic appropriations can 

both be carefully created or spontaneous and low effort. Another play potential based on a 

creative disruption of the public space involves (#13) “customizing the self” (24): changing 

how one appears in public to provoke others’ reactions. An example is a post where the 

authors customized their electric skateboards to look like a tiny police car or a dinosaur, 

thereby attracting other people’s attention (https://bit.ly/33pSd6y). 

Out of the ordinary interactions between people (64 posts). Finally, the last recurrent form 

of playful urban interaction we observed in our collection of social media posts is the act of 

interacting with other people in ways that are out of the ordinary. We observed different kinds 

of interpersonal urban interactions with a playful potential. First, we saw people (#14) “leaving 

messages on public spaces “(21): finding creative ways of communicating with others who 

were not present at the time, whether that be through art (a doodle, a mural…) or text (a 

billboard with a joke, a name written somewhere…) for someone else to find. For example, a 

post that shows a message someone left on the pavement so that other pedestrians would 

read it (https://bit.ly/33p0JTu). Another form of out-of-the-ordinary interpersonal engagement 

is (#15) “communicating at a distance in somewhat silly ways” (17), e.g. a lady yelling a funny 

phrase out of her window and someone responding back (https://bit.ly/3l6UeKN) or people 

from a train waving at passersby they never met before (https://bit.ly/3cWg68T). Another play 

potential we identified had to do with (#16) ”sharing celebratory moments” (4), e.g. an entire 

apartment complex gathering on their balconies to dance to music (https://bit.ly/2Gb9Dv3). 

We also saw playfulness emerge as a result of the act of (#17) “being nice to others” (8), e.g. 

a man saying good morning to strangers in the street (https://bit.ly/34jlsHl). Finally, another 

play potential resulted from quite the opposite; a fair share of posts featured (#18) “harmless 

pranks and jokes between strangers” (14), e.g. scaring people by pretending to accidentally 

topple boxes on them, knowing that the boxes are attached (https://bit.ly/3ipvDPN).  
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Figure 32. Examples of social media posts in our collection, representing each of the 5 larger categories we identified: (a) 
“Out of the ordinary behaviors within the urban space”: someone playing drums from the trunk of a moving car. (b) “Posing 
in urban spaces”: a man mimicking a statue next to him. (c) “Streaming exciting things that take place in the urban space”: 

someone throwing their phone up into tree blossoms while it is recording to produce a slow-motion video. (d) “Creative 
disruptions of the public space”: an ugly architectural element that is turned into a funny face with a doodle. (e) “Out of the 

ordinary interactions between people”: an entire apartment complex gathering on their balconies to dance to music. 
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6.3.2 Chasing play in culture and traditions 

In the second play-chasing intervention, I turned to culture and traditions to identify play 

potentials that were embedded in cultural rituals and games practiced in the urban space. 

Inspired by the play and culture workshop I conducted in the previous case study (see 5.3.2 

or [12]), I invited a diverse group of stakeholders to a 3-hour workshop where we discussed 

and examined a set of urban traditions to identify recurrent forms of urban playful activity that 

were meaningful to them. Due to social distancing measures related to the COVID-19 

pandemic, the workshop took place online over Zoom and Miro. 13 people participated, 

including two facilitators. Participants had professional careers I thought were relevant to the 

themes of play and smart city innovation: two gamification consultants, three experts on 

traditional games, a game developer, an interaction designer, a communication designer, a 

philosopher, an architect, and a journalist who specialized in emergent tech. Before the 

workshop, I crafted a Miro collaboration environment to facilitate the conversations (Figure 

33). I populated the board with playful urban traditions from my previous research and shared 

 

Figure 33. Screenshot of the Miro board we created for the workshop, taken after the event. It includes participants’ 
contributions in the form of post-its, notes, and mock-ups. 
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it with participants a week before the workshop, so they could familiarize themselves with the 

traditions. I also invited participants to add new traditions to the collection, in the form of 

street games, urban rituals, or fun personal experiences they had lived in their cities.  

At the workshop, participants used the Miro board to discuss and visualize their ideas. We 

began by examining the collection of urban games, rituals, and personal experiences to find 

recurrent forms of playful engagement we thought were interesting. Then, we clustered 

everyone’s contributions into a shared map of play potentials that might inspire playful smart 

city innovations. Next, I invited participants to brainstorm how urban infrastructure (e.g. a 

bench or a light pole) might afford technology-mediated experiences inspired by one or more 

of these play potentials. To close, we built on the resulting speculative ideas to reflect on the 

relevance of the play potentials found during the workshop and, more broadly, of my situated 

and playful approach to smart city innovation. After the workshop, I analysed both the Miro 

board annotations10 and the workshop recordings to synthesize people’s ideas. The result 

was a list of 9 play potentials inspired by culture and traditions, each instantiated by at least 

one urban game, ritual, or personal experience. Here I report on those play potentials, using 

as a reference some of the traditions and participants’ experiences that motivated them. 

Some of the play potentials I identified had an element of discovery and exploration. For 

example, (#1) “being surprised by something unexpected that happens in the street”. An 

example of this play potential is a Belgian tradition shared by one of our participants. One 

day, during a short stay he did in Belgium, the participant went out in the street and found 

that it was unusually crowded. People seemed more cheerful than usual. He eventually 

realized that it was the “Jenever Festeen”, a festivity where the city’s fountains temporarily 

 

10 Miro board, including all contributions by workshop participants: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_klj3VPQ=/  
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pour gin instead of water. That brought about a great deal of surprise and excitement: our 

participant was able to momentarily experience the city in ways he never did before. Another 

play potential we found with a clear exploratory nature involves (#2) “discovering the 

invisible”—learning about those little, mundane things that constitute the cultural idiosyncrasy 

of a place, which are often not tangible and, as such, can be hard to identify. An example that 

illustrates this play potential is a playful activity one of our participants used to do when he 

was a child. When he, as a boy scout, went on a summer camp, the first thing they would do 

was a Gymkhana-like activity of exploring the town they visited. The activity involved getting 

familiar with the most popular parts of the town, meeting key members of the community (e.g. 

the baker or the mayor), or learning about the myths from that location. The same tradition 

was also used by participants to propose a slightly different play potential: (#3) “temporal 

decontextualization”, i.e. the idea of learning about what happened in a particular urban 

location in a different moment in time. In their conversations, participants realized there was 

something very interesting about being physically present in a location while learning about 

things that took place there in the past—both historically consequential events and mundane, 

ordinary stories of people who lived there. Finally, we identified a fourth play potential that 

had an element of exploration, in this case coupled with imagination and fantasy: (#4) “filling 

the gaps”. A participant shared a ritual their family used to practice anytime they visited an 

airport: guessing what the lives of others in the airport might be. Responding to that story, 

another participant talked about a similar ritual where their family played at guessing the life 

story of passersby in the street. We realized that there was something exciting about being 

surrounded by strangers and fantasizing about the intricate stories behind them. 

A second theme we explored during the workshop was the idea of expressing oneself on, 

within, and through the public space. A play potential in this category involves (#5) “working 

on one’s socio-cultural belonging”, either by appropriating the urban space to turn it into a 
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place that feels like home, or conversely adjusting one’s own appearance and behavior to 

adapt to the socio-cultural idiosyncrasy of a location. This play potential surfaced from a story 

shared by one of the participants: an urban hacking initiative he discovered on one of his trips 

where local citizens created several collaborative Spotify playlists and linked them to street 

sewers through QR codes, so that people could collaboratively curate and enjoy the playlist 

of that neighborhood. Participants also discussed experiences and traditions that involved 

(#6) “hacking the street”: using the urban space as a blank canvas for creative expression, or 

a platform for creating interventions for other people (in particular, strangers) to experience. A 

clear example of this play potential is a contest that takes place in Gràcia, a neighborhood in 

Barcelona, every year: neighbors collaborate to decorate their streets in highly creative ways 

and compete with other streets to be recognized as the year’s best decoration.  

The third set of urban play potentials we identified in the workshop was primarily concerned 

with the social interactions that take place in urban spaces. First, we discussed the fun 

derived from (#7) “connecting with strangers”: looking at other people as exciting “treasures” 

that can be discovered and explored, as some sort of social mystery that can be a source of 

excitement. An example of a tradition embodying this play potential is another boy scout’s 

activity that is often practiced in Catalonia: when arriving to a new location, the adult leaders 

give children the challenge of finding key members of the local community and introducing 

the party to them. The challenge is that the leaders provide children with limited information 

about these individuals’ location, appearance, or life story, which makes finding them a hard 

quest. Another play potential with a social component is the idea of daring people to (#8) 

“compete over (sometimes ridiculous) challenges”: proposing (or having proposed to one) 

quick, spontaneous challenges to complete in competition with someone else. This play 

potential was inspired by a family ritual where a participant and his son often engaged in a 

competitive challenge of being the first to identify a 4-digit car license plate that adds up to 
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21. The last play potential that surfaced in the workshop was the idea of (#9) “completing 

self-imposed physical challenges” using the urban space as a playground, e.g. a participant’s 

story of stepping only on tiles of a specific color—an experience most of us shared.  

6.3.3 An inspirational collection of play potentials of urban spaces 

After completing the two play-chasing activities above, I did a second round of analysis to 

combine the resulting sets of play potentials into a unified list. My analysis was led by two 

premises: First, I wanted to synthesize the findings into a shorter list of play potentials that 

was manageable and actionable for designers—one that would not be too long or complex to 

be used as starting point for ideation. Second, I wanted to surface those findings that could 

be most inspirational from a design perspective, to point designers towards how those 

contextually meaningful forms of playful urban engagement could guide design.  

To do that, I clustered the play potentials by affinity, looking at the similarities between the 

play forms they highlighted, e.g. I combined the play potential #12 from the social media-

based intervention (“appropriating the urban space artistically”) with play potential #6 from the 

workshop (“hacking the street”) into “hack the street”, as they were almost identical; or I 

decided to omit “stop to interact with public infrastructure” (social media-based intervention, 

play potential #1) because I thought it may not have as much inspirational value as other 

items on the list. To ensure that the combined list represented the results from the two play-

chasing activities accurately, I invited researchers involved in both interventions to dispute it. 

The result is a list of 15 play potentials of urban spaces (Figure 34): playful things people 

already do (and seem to enjoy) in the public space. I present them as contextually grounded 

starting points for ideating playful urban technology. I suggest that they can inspire designers 

to envision technology-mediated playful urban experiences that intertwine well with and 

enrich the socio-emotional texture of our cities.  
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Figure 34. The list of play potentials of urban spaces, identified through two play-chasing interventions: scraping 

social media and a play & culture workshop. A plain text version of the list can be accessed at: https://bit.ly/fig3alt 
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6.4 A catalog of speculative playful urban technology ideas 

Building on the play-chasing results, my research assistants and I began to speculate about 

how urban technology could respond to the above play potentials. We began with a first 

round of ideation, done independently by 6 of us over two weeks, aimed at generating early 

ideas of technology-mediated urban experiences that embraced at least one of the play 

potentials. We produced 25 ideas, which we collected on a slideshow11 and expanded at a 

subsequent brainstorming session. Next, two designers examined the collection of early 

ideas to identify recurrent themes. We discussed their findings in another meeting, where we 

settled on 7 emerging design directions that (1) we found interesting and (2) resonated with 

the findings from our play-chasing work. Then, we took two weeks to concretize each design 

direction into 1-2 urban technology design concepts, taking our collection of early ideas as a 

point of departure. We refined the resulting concepts at a final brainstorming meeting, 

discussing and extending each other’s ideas. Throughout the process, we kept track of how 

the emerging ideas related to the play potentials from the play-chasing phase of the project12. 

Inspired by the work I did in the other case study (see Section 5.4), we mocked up our early 

concepts up into a “Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban Technology Ideas”13. I frame it as 

an annotated portfolio [159] of speculative design ideas highlighting interesting and socio-

emotionally desirable forms of technology-mediated urban play. Here I present the 7 design 

directions in the catalog, as well as the speculative technology ideas that illustrate them. For 

an optimal representation of the design ideas, I refer the reader to the full catalog. 

 

11 A slideshow featuring our 25 early ideas: http://bit.ly/earlyideas  
12 A spreadsheet linking our ideas to the play potentials: http://bit.ly/ideaspotentials  
13 The full catalog: http://bit.ly/playfulurbantechcatalog  
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“Augmented infrastructure for authoring urban experiences”, the first design direction, 

refers to urban infrastructure (e.g. light poles, a bench, a façade…) that is enhanced through 

digital technology (e.g. smart lighting, projectors, speakers…) and allows people to use a 

range of multimedia affordances to be creative and craft novel urban experiences—let it be 

for themselves or for others. The catalog features two design ideas that illustrate this design 

direction. One of them is “Share-a-song” (Figure 35A), an IoT device that adds “social sound 

system” to public benches. These benches allow people who sit on them to sync their phone, 

choose a song on Spotify, and either (a) send it to a nearby bench or (b) leave it on their 

bench to be enjoyed by the next person who sits there. One way or another, citizens can use 

their bench to craft short, ephemeral musical experiences for others around them, engaging 

in a rather unusual (i.e. asynchronous or physically distanced) interaction with people with 

whom they share the urban space (likely strangers). The other idea related to this design 

direction is “Moody lights” (Figure 35B) a set of streetlight poles equipped with a projector 

and an ambient sound system that allow citizens to craft surprising and somewhat magical 

experiences for other passersby. Through a phone app featuring a range of somewhat 

ambiguous adjectives (e.g. magical, surprising, funny, or colorful), people can target nearby 

light poles and curate the kind of ambiance they want to create; then, the light poles will begin 

to deliver the corresponding multi-sensory experience for those under their reach. 

 

Figure 35. Mockups of “Augmented infrastructure for authoring urban experiences”. A: “Share-a-song”, a bench that 
allows people to send songs to other benches, or stick a song on it for people who will sit there later. B: “Moody 

Lights”, an app and set of multimedia light poles that allows citizens to craft magic ambiances for others. 
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“Parallel (in)visible realities”, the second design direction, are augmented reality systems 

that enable citizens to experience fantastic realities that take place in parallel to the ordinary 

flow of urban life—and, as a result, to bond with others who also decide to experience them. 

Those parallel realities are only visible to those who use the system; that is meant to create a 

sense of community between users. An idea that aligns with this design direction is “A Mad 

Hatter’s world” (Figure 36), an “invisible” game that allows citizens to wear virtual hats that 

can only be seen through an AR app. People can create custom designs, choose from a set 

of pre-designed hats, or even steal someone else’s hat idea and keep it for themselves. At 

the core of this design is the idea of helping people to bond and feel connected with others, 

even with strangers, in a lightweight and non-invasive manner: by being part of a somewhat 

silly community of mad hatters accessible only through a dedicated app.   

 
Figure 36. Mockup of “A Mad Hatter’s world”, an idea related to the design direction of “Parallel (in)visible realities”. 

Through a smartphone app, people can wear extravagant virtual hats and bond over that shared experience. 
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“Spontaneous instigators of strange(r) connections” are short, fast-paced invitations to 

social play placed in urban locations where people often wait or pass the time. They create 

situations that invite people to do unexpected things and initiate new connections as a result 

—even if ephemeral. The catalog features two ideas under this theme. First, “Dancing the 

light” (Figure 37A): a game augmenting pedestrians’ experience of waiting at a traffic light. 

When the light is red, a song plays on a speaker and a screen invites people to dance. The 

more people dance, the sooner the light will turn green. This idea hopes to encourage people 

to let go and submit to a somewhat silly ephemeral activity that will likely contribute to shared 

laughter and fun. This idea was inspired by existing designs that playfully repurpose a city’s 

traffic lights, e.g. “StreetPong” [91]; it extends them by enabling people to play using their 

body and the physical space rather than through a screen. The second design idea under this 

design direction is “Ready, steady, cross!” (Figure 37B): a short and fast-paced game that 

invites pedestrians waiting at both sides of a traffic light to compete over who will get to the 

other side first. When the light turns green, the race starts: the first side all whose members 

finish crossing will be the winner. Upon arrival, the winning team will be received with 

applauses and a victory tune; the losing team will be “booed” to signal their loss. This design 

is meant to instill a sense of fellowship in strangers who happen to be at the same side of a 

crosswalk, and to help them to momentarily bond over the celebration of a win (or to playfully 

mourn a loss) in a race against people on the other side of the street.  

 
Figure 37. Mockups of ideas related to the design direction of “Spontaneous instigators of stranger(s) connections”. 
A: “Dancing the light”, an augmented traffic light that invites pedestrians on both sides of a crosswalk to let go and 

dance to a shared tune and rewards them by shortening the wait time based on their performance. B: “Ready, 
steady, cross!”, a gameful traffic light that challenges people to cross the street first when it turns green. 
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“Large scale urban toys”, the fourth design direction, are interactive installations without a 

purpose other than allowing people to experiment with them in a lightweight, open-ended, 

momentary way. The catalog includes two design ideas under this theme. One of them is 

“Building art” (Figure 38A), which equips a building’s facade with LEDs whose color can be 

changed by citizens through an app. Once a day, the facade opens for some minutes so 

people can create a new composition. They can gather in front of it and paint 20 pixels each. 

The resulting piece of ephemeral collective art will be displayed until the canvas resets the 

next day. The other design idea under this theme is “The Selfie Photoshoot” (Figure 38B), a 

hotspot for taking pictures in front of touristic landmarks. A screen, located in front of the 

landmark, suggests a random pose, and initiates a countdown. Then, people are challenged 

to rush in front of the landmark and make the suggested pose before the countdown ends. At 

that point, the system will take a photo and measure the quality of people’s performance.  

“Portals of imagination” are technologies that afford experiences of fantasy, imagination, 

and wonder. They provide citizens with an ambiguous and deliberately incomplete story to 

invite them to fantasize and fill the gaps. Two ideas in the catalog exemplify this design 

direction. One of them is “Silhouettes” (Figure 39A), an AR app that allows citizens to see the 

silhouettes of people who were in that same space before, along with the system’s guess of 

the silhouettes’ emotional state. Silhouettes allows citizens to fantasize about what happened 

 
Figure 38. Mockups of ideas related to the design direction of “Large scale urban toys”. A: “Building Art”, which turns 

a building’s facade into a giant canvas for collective artistic expression. B: “The Selfie Photoshoot”: a hotspot for 
taking challenging, hilarious photos in front of touristic landmarks. 
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earlier in the very space they are inhabiting and share their guesses as comments to gossip 

with others. The second idea under this theme is the “Sensorial Memory Bench” (Figure 

39B), which invites people who sit on it to fantasize about the lives of others who sat there 

before. When someone sits on the bench, the mood and tone of the situation is recorded. 

That information is then delivered to others who sit on that same bench through ambiguous 

multi-sensory stimuli (e.g. temperature, heartbeat-like haptics, ambient sounds...).  

“Local lore modules” use technology to deliver local knowledge to visitors or newcomers—

that is, information that is locally-produced and goes beyond the mainstream, e.g. stories 

about the locals, about the fauna and the flora, or tips about the idiosyncrasies of the place. 

Locals can appropriate the system and populate it with the content of their creation, which will 

be delivered to visitors to enable them to discover the place genuinely. The catalog features 

two design ideas under this theme. One of them is the “Scavenger Hunt Plaques” (Figure 

 
Figure 39. Mockups of ideas related to the design direction of “Portals of imagination”. A: “Silhouettes”, an AR app 

that allows people to see the anonymous silhouettes of others who passed by where they currently are, and to build 
on that ambiguous and incomplete information to fantasize with the life stories of those silhouettes. B: the “Sensorial 

memory bench”, a bench that stores unidentifiable information about the actions of people who sat there and 
communicates it to future users through ambiguous multi-sensory stimuli. 
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40A), which can be placed anywhere within a city or neighborhood. Locals can populate the 

plaques with information relevant to their location: a thing they experienced in that place, a 

story that is not commonly known... Visitors can scan the plaques and discover those things 

that are only known by locals and learn stories they would not otherwise have access to. The 

other idea under this direction, “Local Whispers” (Figure 40B), follows a similar principle but 

instantiates it through a different modality. Through a phone app, locals can record audio 

messages and link them to a specific location within their city, e.g. to describe a place they 

love and why, tell stories that happened to them in that place, or share local knowledge they 

would like visitors to find. Then, the app allows visitors to enter a keyword (e.g. “romantic”) 

that will be used to create a sightseeing route for them: they will be guided, from audio 

message to audio message, to explore the city through the whispers of its citizens.  

“Shared canvases for collective grandeur”, the last design direction, are interactive 

installations that reflect the socio-emotional state of a city as an emergent multimedia 

spectacle. The catalog includes two ideas under this theme. One of them is the “Fountain of 

whispers” (Figure 41A), a water fountain that reacts to the emotions of those surrounding it. 

Once a day, through a phone app, people can record a voice memo about their mood, or 

about something that happened to them, and send it to the fountain. The fountain will use the 

data to reflect the city’s mood by changing the water flow dynamics, raising or lowering the 

 
Figure 40. Mockups of “Local lore modules”. A: the “Scavenger hunt plaques”,  which can be populated with local 

information by citizens so that visitors and newcomers can get to know a place beyond the surface. B: “Local 
whispers”, an app that allows locals of a city to store sound messages explaining stories about specific locations of 

the city, which visitors can then use to experience the city through the stories explained by locals. 
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temperature of the water, modifying the color of the lights illuminating the water, or playing 

ambient sounds. The last idea in our catalog is “VanGo” (Figure 41B), an artsy location 

tracking system that leaves a digital trail behind people as they move around an urban area. 

Everyone’s trails in that area can be seen through a phone, though there is no identifying 

information. Each participant can customize their own trail as they like. By moving within the 

area, citizens create a massive, constantly evolving, and ephemeral piece of art.  

6.5 Multi-stakeholder engagement with the speculative catalog 

Once the “Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban Technology Ideas” was ready, I set out to 

explore multi-stakeholder perspectives about it. While the ideas in the catalog responded to 

play potentials observed in the ordinary practices of stakeholders—and, hence, they could be 

considered a reflection of diverse understandings of the qualities of urban play—I wanted to 

further investigate how the designerly use we made of those play potentials resonated with 

the ideas of diverse citizens. Inspired by my work in the previous case study, my initial plan 

was to conduct a series of co-design sessions in-the-wild, inviting people to playtest half-

baked prototypes of the early technology concepts at a range of urban locations, and using 

those experiences as starting points for further collective ideation. However, in this case it 

 
Figure 41. Mockups of ideas related to the design direction of “Shared canvases for collective grandeur”. A: the 

“Fountain of whispers”, which creates a multi-sensory spectacle that reflects a city’s emotional state. B: “VanGo”, an 
app that creates a piece of abstract art based on the movements of citizens within a specific part of a city. 
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was not possible to conduct such kinds of in the wild engagements. The issues derived from 

the COVID-19 pandemic made it both unsafe and unethical to engage people in co-located 

play in the street. I considered the idea of conducting playtests in other, less naturalistic 

settings (e.g. in the lab, or at people’s homes), but discarded that because any relationship 

with context would be lost. After examining possible ways of moving forward, I decided to 

structure this phase of the project as a combination of two activities, described below. 

First, my research assistants and I conducted a series of multi-stakeholder interviews where 

people had a close look at our catalog, commented on the ideas, and shared their thoughts 

on whether cities should be more playful and why, and how technology might contribute to 

that agenda. To recruit participants, we followed a similar process as with the other case 

study: we shared some of our ideas on social media, inviting people to see the full catalog 

and participate in a lightweight conversation about it. We did 12 interviews, ranging from 30 

to 60 minutes long depending on how much participants wanted to share; some were done 

individually while others were done in group, adding up to 21 participants. 17 additional 

participants shared their thoughts through informal responses to our social media prompts 

but did not want to be interviewed. We recorded the interviews on audio and transcribed them 

in an anonymous format; people’s spontaneous responses on social media were anonymized 

and stored as well. We then analyzed the data using “inductive thematic analysis” [40]: each 

of us looked at the data from the participants we engaged, which was then validated by 

someone else. Then, I performed a second-wave analysis to bring all the findings together.  

The second intervention was a 2-hour multi-stakeholder co-design workshop where I invited 8 

academics and practitioners with expertise relevant to smart city innovation to explore their 

understandings of what a playful smart city should be. The workshop took place online on 

Miro and Zoom; two colleagues from other institutions helped in the organization. Before the 

workshop, we invited participants to have a look at the catalog and familiarize themselves 
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with our speculative ideas. At the workshop, we began by inviting people to comment on our 

ideas and playfully signal which ones they liked the most and least using heart and poop 

tokens (Figure 42). Then, in groups, they created new ideas based on the play potentials 

from our prior play-chasing work. Finally, we reflected on the value of those play potentials, 

and discussed how they could be used to inspire increasingly socio-emotionally sensitive 

urban futures (Figure 43). To analyze the workshop outcomes, I used “inductive thematic 

analysis” [40] again, looking at both the transcription of participants’ conversations, the notes 

they left on the Miro board14, and the ideas they produced.  

The combination of the interviews with average citizens and the workshop with expert urban 

innovators allowed me to further explore the value of my early, speculative design ideas—

and most importantly, their underlying design qualities and the play potentials that motivated 

them—from a broad range of perspectives. I could get an understanding of what both expert 

urban innovators and average citizens thought about the idea of using technology to afford 

 

14 Miro board with all the contributions made by participants: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_lRMG0O0=/  

 
Figure 42. Screenshot of the Miro board featuring participants’ comments and votes to some of the catalog ideas. 
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playful engagement within the city, and what that configuration should look like to really turn 

cities into places where people can thrive socially and emotionally. After completing the two 

activities, I did one last round of analysis to bring together the outcomes of both interventions 

with a focus on highlighting the findings that were most relevant from a design perspective. I 

shared my analysis with researchers involved in both interventions so they could challenge 

and refine it, to ensure the outcomes accurately represented the most relevant insights from 

both activities. In the next paragraphs I present these results, which I frame as considerations 

urban innovators may want to make when designing playful smart city infrastructure that is 

meant to have a positive impact on people’s socio-emotional wellbeing. I use the convention 

P to refer to participants in the study, e.g. P1 means participant 1. 

Designing playful technology can enrich our urban spaces. Many participants saw the 

value of transcending utilitarianism in urban innovation and enriching urban areas by adding 

social focal points of play citizens could gather around. As described in 5.1, much of the 

technology currently being developed under the smart city archetype is fundamentally 

designed to improve productivity, not necessarily to improve the socio-emotional texture of 

 
Figure 43. Screenshot of the Miro board featuring the digital post-its participants used to store the most relevant 

insights from the final workshop discussion. 
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people’s engagement with the public space. Interviewees responded enthusiastically to the 

idea of playful urban technology, arguing that “there is an absolutely huge amount of potential 

there” [P4], and that “I love the idea of making the cities more playful” [P20]. They also 

resonated with the concept of utilizing technology as a way of realigning smart city 

technology to be more play-focused. Some argued that “technology is already embedded in 

our cities anyway, so it might as well make our cities more fun” [P20], while others highlighted 

specific affordances of digital technology that would be valuable to enable interesting forms of 

urban play: “[it] facilitates a lot of stuff and allows us to visualize things in easier and more 

interesting ways, in ways that change over time.” [P2]. Participants also noted that designing 

for urban play precedes technology design, e.g “architecture always had these decorative 

elements to it, which changed over the years depending on styles and aesthetics. [...] Like, 

you don't just build it. It also has a symbolic meaning and an art meaning and whatever” [P4]. 

They also noted that “the way in which [those technologies are] executed might be quite 

important” [P8] and that we have to take the novelty effect into account: “Some things might 

have sort of a novelty effect. Once or twice it would be cool, but constantly would probably be 

boring. Unless it changes…” [P4].  

Playful urban technology can and should act as a social catalyst. Participants not only 

saw value in the technologies showcased in the catalog as promoters of playful activity, but 

also as gathering places that connect people. According to them, the main potential of the 

kinds of technologies featured in the catalog is that they can create new relationships 

between people: “One of the things that I really like is how a lot of examples work with 

connecting strangers, or like working together and then that togetherness.. That's something 

that I find really valuable” [P29]. In particular, P4 sees the notion of the familiar stranger as an 

opportunity to explore through playful urban tech. They think there is a lot of potential in 

making strangers feel connected without necessarily having to interact directly or in a 
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sustained manner: “There’s this notion of the familiar stranger: people you go on the same 

subway or whatever, so you recognize the guy because you're always with him…  

Sometimes you just see them, sometimes you will actually see them have little chats on the 

subway and then they go their way [...]”.  

Appropriation, collective creativity, and expression are important. Participants seemed 

to gravitate towards ideas that allowed people to have some creative input to their urban 

space, as well as form bonds with each other.  “Incorporating a kind of shared participation” 

[P21] and creating a space “where people can change and adapt things” [P7] were two key 

design choices that clearly struck chords with the participants. With the rise of the modern 

city structure, people might have lost opportunities for modulating their environment to better 

suit their needs. Customizable urban technologies, if implemented, could serve to meet this 

need of the populace which has gone unmet for quite a long time. However, for those 

interventions to be playful, it would be important to avoid malicious uses: “With a few of these 

ideas, I felt like my initial reaction was: oh, malicious actors would love things like this” [P22]. 

There can be tensions between play and the city’s functioning. Thought they generally 

appreciated the idea of introducing playful technology in the urban space, participants were 

concerned about the potential negative effects of the technology. Concerns were raised in the 

realms of privacy, malicious activity, and safety. According to participants, some of the ideas 

in our catalog could compromise pragmatic uses of key infrastructure within a given city, e.g. 

“if you start messing up with the traffic lights, you can really bring a city to disaster by creating 

havoc all over the place” [P4]. To avoid such tensions, participants proposed to design tech 

that does not affect mundane urban activities that might be sensitive in terms of safety, such 

as driving or crossing a street: “Things that are not directly affecting an individual, but a 

group… [to not be] distracting to people who are driving or something” [P21]. Because of 

those tensions, P29 argued it’s inevitable that smart citiy innovation moves towards 
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efficiency, and suggested that we should embrace it “I think like the city is gonna go towards 

efficiency, because that's what the city council is gonna pay for. So I think you should think 

about efficiency” [P29]. 

Consent is key to avoid a dictatorship of playfulness. Participants also talked extensively 

about the notion of consent, noting that it is only natural that people often do not want to play 

and “something stops being fun when someone doesn't want to” [P29]. Much of the time a 

citizen is in the public sphere, they are pursuing a time-constrained task, and they may not to 

want to engage in lleisurly activities. Their right to not engage should be respected: “Imagine 

that I have to go from point A to B, and that I have to cross some of those traffic lights… and 

that I just don’t feel like dancing. Or I’m reading my book on the metro, and around me there 

are playful things happening that I don’t feel like engaging in. How can we avoid this?” [P2]. 

According to participants, playful tech must introduce itself as an invitation, not as an 

imposition: “You need to be able to have this freedom of play, you need to be invited and 

accept the invitation” [P29]. Participants highlighted some specific qualities playful urban 

technology should always have: First, it should be voluntary and opt-in, as opposed to opt-

out: “I think that I'm more inclined towards the designs that incorporate something where, like 

a group of friends walk up and say, hey, let's try this, as opposed to just involving strangers 

that might not consent to it. Because if they want to, that's fine. But also you don't want those 

other people to feel ostracized for not participating” [24]. Second, participants suggested that 

people should have a clear mechanism for for signaling if they want to play or not: “You need 

to have a way to signal that I want to participate in this. [...] Something I think applies to all 

the ideas is that you need to be able to initiate it, if you want to play” [P29]. A participant 

noted that giving explicit consent might be at odds with the idea of playful tech that surprises 

people. They proposed exploring mechanisms for surprising passersby in ways that are 

playful but not too disruptive, as an invitation to decide to engage in a playful experience or 
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not: “You have surprise as a concept that you're trying to occasionally elicit. And that is a nice 

thing to elicit, but it's difficult to consent to being surprised” [P21]. Participants also noted that 

people who do not want to play might affect the experience of those who do, which might be 

a mood breaker: “what if I just don't want to play and by not playing I'm actually influencing 

the experience of the people who want to play? We should avoid this” [P29].  Conversely, 

those people might feel pushed to play simply because others are, because of social 

pressure: “What if someone around them doesn’t want to dance, and those who do push 

them to try? It could be uncomfortable, a bit too much”. Space for both playing and not 

playing, and clear mechanisms for signaling one’s position, should be incorporated, “because 

the fact that some people love dancing doesn’t mean everyone wants to dance all the time. 

No one should feel forced to participate” [P2]. 

Privacy: “I’ll let you play with my data only if I want to”. Privacy was also a major concern 

and was discussed extensively by participants. Many felt that many of the ideas could 

potentially go against people’s right to privacy: “I have issues with some of [the ideas], 

concerns about freedom, privacy, and usefulness” [P29]. Many participants seemed to 

oppose automatic data collection even in those cases where the data collected was non-

identifiable, as it could potentially be traced back to the user by mapping it out with other 

data. When asked about the possibility of designing playful infrastructure people should only 

use if they accept the “pact to play”, a participant raised concerns in terms of inclusivity. They 

suggested it would not be ethical to deny the use of critical urban infrastructure to those who 

do not want to share their data, e.g. people not being able to use a bench because they know 

it tracks data to deliver a playful experience: “that's problematic in terms of policy, because 

you are excluding (a significant) population” [P29]. While in the minority, some participants 

were not too concerned with data privacy, as they saw it like a day-to-day part of city life. 

They thought it would be OK to play with people’s data as long as it is done in an ethical 
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manner, and that efforts should be put to educating people about what the dangers of sharing 

data are and are not: “The whole notion of privacy is a modern concept. A lot of the big 

concerns people have with cities is that these ingrained notions that they've been fixing... ‘Oh, 

this is part of city life. And the part that I like about the city is nobody knows me and I can 

disappear and, and all of this stuff’” [P4]. 

Inclusiveness is paramount. Inclusiveness was also considered an important design quality 

in any technology that inhabits the urban space: “a lot of things need to be taken into 

account, like accessibility, for example for populations with disabilities. Also languages, 

though in the case of dancing it may not be that important” [P1]. 

Format: existing infrastructure, phones or new developments? Participants also 

discussed the different formats and interfaces playful urban technology could have, and 

generally gravitated towards tangible and embodied interactions with interfaces embedded in 

existing urban infrastructure: “there's obviously lots of existing infrastructure that one can 

harness like lamps and stuff and then all the phones…” [P4]. Many also suggested to 

transcend interactions based on small individual screens: “With phones, it’s like, I’m 

interacting with whomever is right next to me [...] But with larger screens it’s like, ‘this thing 

exists and if we wanna cross we have to dance, dude, so let’s do it’. This is great, I thought 

it’s fantastic” [P2]. A lot of them agreed that the problem with individual screens might be 

when they focus people’s attention on the screen, rather than the urban space and/or the 

other citizens,  “For example, in this one [refers to building art], there’s a screen; but it 

focuses your attention on something bigger and very visual, something that’s shared among 

everyone. Instead, with Silhouettes, my attention is purely focused on my screen” [P1]. 
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6.6 Conclusion 

As this chapter illustrates, SPD can be a useful approach to envision playful tech that 

enriches people’s interactions with(in) their city in ways that enable [238]’s aforementioned 

“resemantization” of the urban space; it focuses designers’ attention on playful experiences 

people already enjoy in a particular context—ones that are likely meaningful to them and that, 

as such, may have inspirational value. By chasing play potentials in the urban space, we can 

uncover play forms that people already find meaningful and enjoyable. Those play potentials 

can then be used as starting points to inspire urban technology design, leading to ideas that 

align with playful practices citizens feel excited about. Such an approach can help designers 

focus ideation on types of playful experiences that resonate with a city’s socio-cultural fabric 

and thereby contribute to realizing (rather than disrupting) the city’s inherent playful potential. 

The work done in this project contributes to an ongoing shift in values behind smart city 

innovation—arguably, a necessary one. I present it as inspiration for designers interested in 

developing urban technology that contributes to shaping public spaces where individuals and 

communities can flourish—productively, yes, but also socially, emotionally, and culturally. To 

that end, in this chapter I presented a three-fold contribution: First, the play-chasing phase of 

the project allowed me to uncover a series of playful practices people already do and enjoy in 

urban spaces. I frame them as play potentials that can serve as early inspirations for the 

design of technologies that afford contextually meaningful forms of urban play; they can 

provoke designers to open a new conceptual space in ways that their designs better respond 

to playful and social practices citizens long for. Second, the “Catalog of Speculative Playful 

Urban Technology Ideas” provides a set of half-baked design concepts that illustrate how the 

above play potentials can be used to guide technology design—see Figure 44 for a synthesis 

of the relationship between the ideas and the play potentials. As such, it can inspire 

designers at the early stages of their work, focusing them on affording types of urban 
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experiences that are socially, emotionally, and culturally rich. Finally, the outcomes of the 

multi-stakeholder discussions about the catalog serve as critical, reflexive annotations to the 

play potentials and speculative ideas. They suggest how these kinds of interventions should 

and should not be built to support and mediate rich forms of emergent urban play.  

I hope these contributions stimulate smart city innovations that transcend techno-solutionism. 

The ideas I presented respond to urban experiences people seem to long for, though they 

are hardly embraced in commercial smart city implementations. However speculative, the 

combination of these ideas and the multi-stakeholder reflections about them can help 

designers to be mindful of playful and social practices people already enjoy within their city— 

in ways that they can support (rather than disrupt) the playful potential inherent in an urban 

space. Importantly, these insights are: “bottom-up” (i.e. they respond to existing urban 

practices of average citizens) and “socio-emotionally focused” (i.e. they center on supporting 

rich, delightful urban experiences). As such, they challenge approaches to smart city 

innovation that, as [54][179] note, are often top-down, utilitarian, and techno-centric. 

 

Figure 44. Summary of ideas (and underlying design directions) included in the Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban 
Technology Ideas, linked to the play potentials they respond to. An accessible version of the table, including the 13 

catalog ideas and the early collection of 25 ideas, can be accessed at: http://bit.ly/table1alt  
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I acknowledge that previous research and artistic work has produced technologies that align 

with some of the ideas in the catalog, e.g., “SelfieCafe” [208], “spread.gun” [98], “Urbanimals” 

[150], or “Hello Lamp Post” [194], all described in 6.2. Other designs hold resemblances with 

some of our ideas, e.g. a reviewer of our Mindtrek ’21 paper [14] pointed out that the façade 

of the Hotel WZ Jardins in São Paulo [93] is somewhat similar to “Building Art”, as it changes 

color and can be interacted with via smartphone; or “Shadowing” [58] is an interactive 

installation that, like “Silhouettes”, allows citizens to play with shadows from the past. My 

work adds value despite those similarities: rather than claiming exclusivity over the idea of 

designing tech that playfully augments the city, I show my situated process of identifying 

playful practices people do in the public space and building on them to speculate about how 

tech could respond to that playful potential. My approach can help designers to create 

technology that is grounded in people’s playful cravings rather than on the designer’s creative 

intuition—and that, as such, is more likely to afford experiences that are contextually sound. 

Further, while exceptionally playful urban technologies exist in research and artistic domains, 

the reality is that they remain uncommon in commercial smart city implementations, where 

utilitarian approaches dominate [122]. I hope that the ideas from this project, combined with 

the other efforts cited in 6.2, contribute to challenging this trend. For example, some of my 

ideas rethink the functionality of urban navigation tools like Google Maps: rather than trying to 

optimize people’s movements, they support unproductive agendas such as highlighting the 

richness of the city and its citizens (see “Scavenger Hunt Plaques”) or producing pieces of 

ephemeral art (see “VanGo”). Other ideas hint at how emerging technology could extend 

existing, pre-smart city urban infrastructure in ways that put people’s wellbeing before urban 

efficiency, e.g. “Dancing the light” augments traffic lights by (1) turning them into opportunities 

for social connection and (2) giving people a chance to (playfully) determine the length of 

their wait—aligning with recent moves towards privileging pedestrians over cars, e.g. [193]. 
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Other ideas show how urban play can be smoothly integrated into the ordinary flow of urban 

life in ways that enrich the socio-cultural fabric of a city, e.g. “Silhouettes” extends location-

based games such as “Pokémon Go” by centering the player’s attention towards their 

environment and the other citizens with whom they share it, instead of inviting them to a 

fantastic virtual reality that has little to do with the ordinary flow of the city life.  

In addition to its inspirational potential, my speculative catalog proved to be a valuable tool to 

engage diverse stakeholders to co-imagine the playful future of their city. The early ideas 

featured in it illustrate a breadth of possible design directions within a design space most 

average citizens are unfamiliar with. By making those design directions tangible and 

relatable, I was able to help non-experts and experts alike to collectively imagine desirable 

ways of shaping the foundations of smart city innovation, in ways that both their pragmatic 

needs, their values, and their playful desires were taken into consideration. That is a relevant 

move, as the ideal of a playable city brings about implicit tensions: while making the urban 

space more playful and enjoyable for some, it may create accessibility constraints for others 

or invade the privacy of citizens who would rather not be a part of the digital sphere. Using 

the catalog as a tool to facilitate multi-stakeholder conversations and engage average 

citizens, experts, and policymakers alike, allowed me to investigate how the ideas in my 

catalog (and other similar technologies) should and should not be implemented. I thus see 

the catalog not as a set of finalized design proposals but rather as a starting point to imagine 

what the playful future of our cities could be. Coupled with the reflections from my multi-

stakeholder engagements, it can inspire future technologies that are both critical and fun.  

A limitation of this project is that the findings might not necessarily be universally applicable. 

The play potentials I identified in the play-chasing phase of the project—and, as such, the 

resulting speculative design ideas—are grounded in existing practices my collaborators and I 

observed in specific urban settings. Some might not apply beyond the contexts where they 
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were found (e.g. those that emerged from playful urban traditions from workshop participants 

from Barcelona) and there could be many more play potentials on our list had we explored 

other urban settings. To use the list of play potentials, design directions, and speculative 

ideas presented in this chapter, designers should explore if and how they apply to the context 

targeted by their project. As noted by [30], there is a lot of value in designing for the particular 

as it “enable[s] us to capture the richer and more complex nuances of a particular situation or 

user, hence also directly challenging the assumptions we make as researchers”. Taking my 

work as a point of departure, designers can use SPD and other participatory techniques to 

further understand what kinds of urban experiences their target citizens long for. That will 

support the design of urban tech that realizes the playful potential of the targeted context. 

This chapter provides some guidance for how to do that: it shows how I leveraged two SPD 

methods to chase play potentials of urban spaces and use them to drive design. I hope that 

these strategies empower designers to identify design opportunities for urban play in their 

targeted design context, adapt our proposed play potentials and design directions, and find 

new ones that better respond to the specific idiosyncrasies of the cities they design for. 
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Chapter 7 

AN EMERGENT TOOLKIT OF SITUATED PLAY 
DESIGN METHODS 

Experimenting with the Situated Play Design approach in the case studies presented above 

brought about domain-specific knowledge that can advance technology design and research 

focused on enriching the socio-emotional texture of mealtime and urban experiences. In this 

chapter, I unpack a second outcome of that work: from a methodological standpoint, the case 

studies helped me to begin to illustrate, show the value of, concretize, and make actionable 

the SPD approach. In each case I experimented with different ways of chasing play potentials 

and making designerly use of them. As a result, I developed a set of strategies that might be 

useful for others. Here I formalize three of them as an emergent toolkit of SPD methods. My 

approach to developing those methods was to engage first-hand with co-design activity. I 

reflexively examined my own practice to formalize my learnings into actionable insights that 

could guide other designers to do similar work. To develop the strategies presented in this 

chapter, I took as a point of departure some of the methodological opportunities highlighted in 

Section 4.6. I focused on three of them, as described below:  

The first two SPD methods I present here will help designers to “chase play potentials”, i.e. to 

identify forms of playful interaction people already enjoy in a particular context and articulate 

them as inspirational design material. First, building on my earlier call to further explore how 

culture and traditions could be a source of contextually grounded inspiration in play design, I 

present a flexible strategy for conducting “Play & culture workshops”. I show how, in my work, 

I uncovered forms of playful engagement that, insofar as they are ingrained in cultural rituals 

developed throughout the years, might reflect people’s preferences when it comes to situated 

and emergent play (Section 7.1). Second, I tackle the challenge of documenting playful things 
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that happen in the wild, with or without the presence of a designer—spontaneous events that 

could arguably be an invaluable source of playful inspiration but are often hard to anticipate 

and document. To respond to that challenge, I build on my use of social media as a platform 

for play-chasing to provide actionable advice for designers interested in using it as a source 

of inspiration about the kinds of playful things people do in their daily routines (7.2).  

The last SPD method I present addresses the second phase of SPD: co-designing to realize 

the playful potential of day-to-day activity. To do that, I tackle another opportunity highlighted 

in 4.6: rethinking speculative methods to better respond to the idiosyncratic needs of playful 

design. In 7.3, I present a method that enables multi-stakeholder, situated, and play-focused 

speculation in remote settings, ideal for projects where designers cannot (or prefer not to) 

engage stakeholders in person—such as mine, where the COVID-19 pandemic made it 

impossible to co-design in person. Building on the work described in Chapter 5, I formalize a 

methodological proposal that builds on my experience of engaging stakeholders remotely to 

co-experience, -discuss, -rethink, and/or -iterate half-baked technology ideas—involving them 

to co-define the foundations of emergent design spaces as co-creative partners. My proposal 

will help designers to engage diverse stakeholders to speculate about increasingly playful 

technology futures in emergent, underexplored, even futuristic design spaces, even if the 

conditions surrounding a project make it challenging to do in-person co-design.  

Overall, in this chapter I formalize and make actionable three strategies, which proved useful 

in my work, as the first components of a Situated Play Design toolkit—a toolkit I hope both 

myself and others will continue to populate with new methods. I hope that this work begins to 

make the SPD approach actionable and that it inspires other designers to share strategies 

they have found useful in their work. As noted in Chapter 4, I do not see SPD as a rigid, static 

methodology, but as a flexible set of strategies for bottom-up, situated, and participatory play 

design; one that will be richer and stronger if co-developed by a diverse pool of designers. 
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7.1 Play & culture workshops 

In Situated Play Design, there are open methodological challenges yet to be tackled—in 

Section 4.6 I highlighted five of them. Here I address one of those challenges: the lack of 

actionable tools that allow designers to chase and make designerly use of play potentials 

embedded in traditions and other kinds of cultural rituals. Building on the work I did in the two 

case studies (Chapters 5-6), I explore how to use traditions as a source of playful inspiration, 

beginning to answer the question: How can we identify interesting manifestations of playful 

engagement that are culturally embedded, and unpack them into a useful design material? 

Play shapes and is shaped by culture; everyday practices are imbued with play [52]. Some 

even argue that societies can be understood by looking at how their members play. Culture 

can thus arguably be a rich area for chasing play potentials: it contains rich information about 

the kinds of playful engagements people are familiar with and long for. Throughout my Ph.D., 

I chased play potentials in culture and traditions in different projects: In the mealtime tech 

case study, I conducted an in-person workshop where a group of designers and researchers 

used a range of tangible and embodied design tools to play with and analyze a collection of 

playful food traditions from all over the world. In the urban technology project, due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic, I had to experiment with an online approach: I conducted a workshop 

over Zoom and Miro, inviting a range of relevant stakeholders in the area of urban innovation 

to share, play with, and reflect on the potential of playful urban traditions and street games 

from their cultural backgrounds. I also conducted similar interventions outside of the scope of 

these projects, in collaboration with other researchers, e.g. a workshop where I helped some 

colleagues interested in child-computer interaction to investigate increasingly playful avenues 

for children’s mealtime technology design, by experimenting with children-oriented cultural 

food rituals [57], or another workshop where I taught chefs and food designers how to source 

inspiration from culture and traditions to make their creations more playful and interactive.  
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Despite their differences, in all those cases I followed a similar process: I gathered a group of 

stakeholders relevant to the targeted design space (whether in-person or virtually), I invited 

them to share traditions from their culture, we played with and discussed the traditions, we 

sought interesting forms of playful interaction embedded in them, and we experimented with 

the value of those play potentials to support ideation. In the next two sections, I describe the 

“Play & culture workshops” I conducted as part of the case studies described in Chapters 5 & 

6; I hope my hands-on experience inspires other designers to conduct similar interventions. 

7.1.1. In-person workshop using tangible conversation tools 

As part of the mealtime tech project (Chapter 5), I ran a workshop aimed at chasing play 

potentials in food culture and traditions. It took place at CHI Play ‘19 [4] and brought together 

18 participants including the organizers (myself and 6 colleagues). Participants has diverse 

cultural and professional backgrounds. They came from or had lived in: Spain, US, Canada, 

Australia, Denmark, France, Germany, Israel, Colombia, Philippines, China, Turkey, Portugal, 

Belgium, the Netherlands, and the UK. They practiced in industry and academia, in computer 

science, design research, gamification, interaction design, business development, and HCI.  

As part of the workshop registration process, we asked participants to share playful food 

traditions from their country, community, or family. We did not provide a strict definition of 

what traditions could be; rather, we invited participants to make their own interpretation and 

submit what they wanted. We asked them to include at least three items in their submission: 

the tradition’s name, a short description, and a graphic representation. Inspired by “design 

workbooks” [111], we formatted all the traditions into a catalog15 so we could easily work with 

 

15 Link to the catalog of traditions: https://bit.ly/2W3u5G8  
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them during the workshop. We also prepared a set of tools to facilitate the conversations 

between participants. Since our aim was to look at traditions from different lenses, we 

designed the tools to afford different kinds of thinking, ranging from analytical to embodied 

exploration. Here I describe them, ordered from most analytical to most embodied: 

The “Playful lenses” (Figure 45A) took the form of an envelope full of paper sheets featuring 

pre-defined checkboxes people could use to annotate the key traits of a playful food tradition. 

Checkboxes were based on theories of play [20][52][134][154][207][217][218][229] and HFI 

[5][7]; they were meant to help people to dissect the experience afforded by the traditions. 

“Fun’o’meter” (Figure 45B) followed a similar principle: it was meant to enable participants to 

analyze important traits of traditions. Yet, two key differences set it apart from the “Playful 

lenses”: First, it took the form of a tangible tool where analysis was not performed through 

checking boxes but through posting, attaching, or clipping pieces. Second, the labels used to 

analyze traditions were blank, i.e. participants could define their own criteria of analysis. 

“Tweak the tradition” (Figure 45C) shifted participants’ attention from analytical to creative 

thinking. It took the form of a deck of cards that prompted people to imagine how traditions 

would be if modified in different ways, e.g. “what if it was competitive?”, “what if it had the rule 

of no talking?”, or “what if it involved more people?”. By disrupting traditions with new design 

choices, participants could get a sense of what the playful potential of that experience was. 

“Blooper potentials” (Figure 45D) focused participants on a very specific ludic component of 

traditions: their capacity to provoke hilarious situations. The tool was comprised of a cinema 

clapperboard and a banner saying “blooper”; it invited people to think about what could go 

hilariously wrong in a tradition and enact that in front of their camera. 
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Finally, “Play a role” (Figure 45E) was the most embodied tool in our toolkit. It consisted of a 

box including a set of theatrical props (a wig, a hat, a moustache…) and a stack of persona 

cards. Participants were invited to choose different personas and enact traditions as if they 

were those personas—exploring how different kinds of people might approach the traditions. 

At the workshop, we experienced, discussed, and analyzed the collection of playful food 

traditions in groups of 3-4 people (~75 minutes). Each group was assigned one of the tools 

and a sample set of traditions; we ensured all traditions were examined by at least two 

groups. Experiencing the traditions from the different positions enabled by the tools allowed 

us to explore different angles of what made them fun and how they facilitated interesting 

 
Figure 45. The play & culture toolkit. A: the “Playful lenses” and people using them. B: the “Fun’o’meter”. C: 

participants playing with “Tweak the tradition”. D: people using “Blooper potentials” to find the hilarious side of a 
tradition. E: participants using “Play a role” to enact a tradition. 
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social experiences. Afterward, groups shared their findings as post-it s (~20 minutes), posting 

them on a large table and clustering them to begin to identify recurrent patterns (Figure 46)—

i.e. play potentials that could inspire design. To investigate the inspirational potential of those 

play potentials, we created small groups again and used both food and other materials to 

ideate play-food experiences inspired by them (~60 minutes). We concluded the workshop 

with a discussion of the prototypes made by participants (~45 minutes).  

 
Figure 46. Analysis phase of the workshop. Top: participants adding their post-its with playful findings on top of each 

tradition card. Bottom: participants clustering the post-its to identify recurrent play potentials. 
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Throughout the workshop, we documented our play-chasing activity in different ways. First, 

we recorded the workshop conversations, including the smaller group ones. We also invited a 

photographer to the event, to capture the workshop activities. Finally, we took quality photos 

of the play-chasing results, i.e. the clustered post-its featuring the play potentials inspired by 

food traditions. After the workshop, I did a second round of analysis: I examined the recording 

of the conversation that took place while participants clustered play potentials and used the 

outcomes to challenge and solidify the workshop insights. I shared my second-wave analysis 

with the other organizers so they could dispute it. The results are the play potentials 

presented in 5.3.2 and [12], which I then used to inspire my design work (see Chapter 5).  

7.1.2. Online workshop using a Miro collaborative board 

As part of the urban tech project (Chapter 6), I conducted a workshop where I invited diverse 

stakeholders relevant to urban innovation to investigate forms of urban play that could inspire 

smart city innovation. In this case, the workshop took place online, due to COVID-19 social 

distancing regulations. That was a challenge; it forced me to rethink the processes I had used 

in the “Play & culture workshop” above, to fit an online format. The workshop took 3 hours 

and was held over Zoom and Miro. 13 people participated, including myself and another 

facilitator. Participants had professional backgrounds I thought were relevant to play design 

and smart city innovation: two gamification consultants, three experts on folk games, a game 

developer, an interaction designer, a communication designer, a philosopher, an architect, 

and a journalist specialized in emergent technology. Before the workshop, I crafted a Miro 

environment16 to facilitate conversations. I populated it with playful urban traditions from 

previous research and shared it with participants a week in advance so they could familiarize 

 

16 See the full Miro board here: https://miro.com/app/board/o9J_klj3VPQ=/  
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themselves with the traditions (Figure 47). Since participant-brought traditions were very 

helpful in the food-play workshop, here I also invited participants to add new traditions to the 

collection, in the form of street games, urban rituals, or fun personal experiences they had 

lived in their cities—again, providing a loose definition of what those items could be.  

 
Figure 47. Section of the Miro board featuring the collection of playful urban traditions, games, and personal 

experiences (in Catalan). Top: street games from my previous research. Centre: urban traditions, some from my 
research and others from participants. Bottom: post-its with playful experiences participants lived in the urban space. 
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The workshop began with play-chasing (~30 min.). In small groups distributed in Zoom 

breakout rooms, we examined the games, rituals, and personal experiences board to identify 

recurrent forms of urban play we found interesting. Each group had space on the board to 

collect their thoughts (Figure 48). During the activity, participants added new traditions to the 

collection—as opposed to the in-person workshop, the affordances of the digital platform 

made it easy to create new tradition cards on the spot, pulling information from the Internet. 

Then, we came back to the main Zoom room to share our play-chasing findings. Each group 

presented the key playful opportunities they identified, and we had an open discussion (~60 

min.) where we clustered them into a shared map of play potentials (Figure 49).  

 
Figure 48. Section of the Miro board where participants chased play potentials in groups. 

 

 

 
Figure 49. Section of the Miro board where we clustered our play-chasing insights into a unified list of play potentials. 
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Next, we grouped participants again and invited them to brainstorm how commonplace urban 

infrastructure (a bench, a light pole…) might afford technology-mediated experiences inspired 

by one or more of the play potentials we had identified earlier (~45 min.). Groups were given 

space in the board to ideate; we also provided a collection of images of urban infrastructure 

they could use to prototype their ideas as annotated collages (Figure 50). 

 
Figure 50. Prototyping section of the Miro board. Left: the “marketplace” with images of urban infrastructure. Right: 

the prototyping boards of the three participating groups. 
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To close, we built on participants’ speculative ideas to reflect on the relevance of the play 

potentials found during the workshop and, more broadly, of my situated and playful approach 

to smart city innovation (~45 min.). Throughout, participants took notes the Miro board. I left it 

open for two weeks, so people could continue to share their reflections after the workshop. 

After that, I analysed both the annotations on the Miro board and the workshop recordings to 

synthesize the ideas shared by participants. My analysis was refined in a conversation with 

the other workshop facilitator. The result was a list of 9 play potentials inspired by culture and 

traditions, each instantiated by at least one urban game, ritual, or personal experience from 

the workshop. As described in Chapter 6, those play potentials had a significant impact on 

the design work I did in the urban technology project; they were at the core of several of the 

speculative ideas my colleagues and I produced and later discussed with stakeholders. 

7.1.3. Advice for conducting play & culture workshops 

Here I provide some hands-on advice for designers interested in conducting “Play & culture 

workshops”. My advice stems directly from my hands-on experience with conducting these 

kinds of events and is meant to make them actionable for other designers.  

The different affordances of online and in-person formats. The first thing to consider is 

whether to run “Play & culture workshops” online or in person. In my experience, both can be 

useful approaches. However, I noticed that the online format makes it a bit harder for people 

to focus on the fun aspects of traditions rather than on other, more pragmatic considerations 

(access, usability, technical constraints…). Being in-person and engaging with traditions 

embodiedly creates an atmosphere where it is easier for people to let go and focus on the 

experiential texture of traditions, rather than rationally examining them. I suggest that, when 

conducting a “Play & culture workshop” online, designers set mechanisms in place to prevent 

people from overthinking things, to help them focus explicitly on what makes traditions fun. 
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Online workshops support rich and democratic documentation. A key strength of online 

workshops, especially when mediated through tools like Miro, is that they support rich 

collaborative documentation. Once people understand their basic functioning, tools like Miro 

make it easier for them to participate: First, they remove the constraints derived from physical 

spaces, e.g. someone not being close enough to the wall where post-its are being clustered. 

Second, they mitigate imbalances of power: one does not need to take ownership of a marker 

or get in front of others to write something on a shared wall. Finally, they enable richer forms 

of documentation thanks to the multimedia affordances of web technology. In my experience, 

the online format enabled a richer, more democratic, and more diverse documentation. 

The importance of creating space for rich engagement with traditions. In both cases, I 

found it useful that people looked at traditions before engaging in the play-chasing activity. 

That served as a sort of warm-up exercise that prepared them to examine what made the 

traditions fun. If possible, designers might want to invite workshop participants to check the 

collection of traditions before starting to formally chase play potentials—ideally on their own, 

during the days before the workshop. Aside from preparing participants for the workshop 

activities, that will enable them to suggest traditions of their own. Alternatively, if participants 

cannot or do not want to explore the traditions before the workshop, I suggest facilitating that 

early exposure at the beginning of the workshop, as an ice-breaking exercise. I also suggest 

designers encourage participants to not only check, but also try the traditions out: that will 

help them approach play-chasing with some previous experience of what traditions feel like, 

which will help people to examine those traditions in more of an experiential way.  

Chasing play potentials requires people to immerse themselves into the experience of 

traditions, and that takes time. To facilitate in-depth, rich play-chasing engagement, I 

suggest designers allocate plenty of time for the play-chasing activities, somewhere between 

1-2 hours. In my experience, it is important to allow people to take their time to really engage 
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with these tasks, without the pressure of time constraints, so they can look at traditions 

through the perspective of their lived experience rather than overlooking them by only 

thinking about them at a rational level.  

How to use the play & culture toolkit in an in-person workshop. The play-chasing tools I 

created, described in 7.1.1, can help to stimulate rich discussion at in-person workshops. 

They afford different ways of play-chasing: The two analytical tools (“Playful lenses” and 

“Fun’o’meter”) are easy to use; yet, they will not necessarily help people to look at traditions 

from the lens of experience. They may be better suited for participants with little experience 

with co-design workshops, who may need more guidance and structure. “Blooper potentials” 

and “Tweak the tradition” can help to stimulate people’s creative capacity; in my experience, 

they worked very well to explore what made traditions fun and how they might become even 

more playful. Finally, the improvisational nature of “Play a role” can be very useful as well, but 

relies largely on the people’s personality and/or expertise with enactment; in my experience, 

it is better to use it only with participants who have experience with enactment, or to allocate 

time for a facilitator to help out. Further, I suggest not to overburden people with more than 

one play-chasing tool during a workshop. The tools are complex enough to require some time 

for getting used to them; further, they afford fundamentally different ways of engaging with 

traditions. Using different tools over the course of a workshop will force participants to keep 

shifting gears, to the detriment of an in-depth engagement with traditions. To help people stay 

immersed in the play-chasing activity, I suggest creating small groups and assigning a tool to 

each of them. Then, designers can facilitate a follow-up discussion where groups share their 

findings and discuss how the outcomes from their different processes can be combined.  

From play-chasing insights to play potentials. In my experience, it can be very fruitful to 

begin to cluster participants’ play-chasing findings at the workshop, with participants, using 

post-its on a shared surface—both in a virtual and an in-person setting. I suggest designers 
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may want to facilitate that task in ways that do not enable too much thinking or second-

guessing, to discourage people from overthinking their spontaneous thoughts. Once all play-

chasing insights have been shared on a common surface (a large table, a wall, a virtual 

board…), designers can facilitate a second round of analysis to cluster the post-its, i.e. to 

organize people’s findings about the playful aspects of traditions into an early list of play 

potentials. In my experience, structuring the analysis as a combination of these two steps 

allowed people to, first, share their thoughts even if they were not too formalized or clear, and 

second, to make sense of them organically as other people shared theirs. I also suggest that, 

after the workshop, designers do a second-wave analysis to make sense of, enrich, and 

consolidate the emerging list of play potentials. Workshop results will likely be chaotic; a 

follow-up analysis will help designers to sharpen the outcomes and enhance their value. 

The importance of making creative use of the chased play potentials. In my experience, 

allocating workshop time for a creative exercise will trigger reflections that add nuance to the 

chased play potentials. I recommend concluding the workshop with a prototyping task where 

participants are prompted to build on the chased play potentials to speculate about novel and 

increasingly playful technologies or experiences in the targeted design space. Though the 

resulting ideas will likely be underdeveloped or even flawed, the associated reflections can 

help designers to add nuance to the prior workshop discussions and to begin to identify ways 

of using the emergent list of play potentials to inspire future design and research. 

7.1.4. The potential of culture and traditions to inspire design  

Play potentials inspired in cultural traditions have a strong cultural grounding: they present 

playful experiences and interaction mechanisms that have evolved over time and have 

become, in different ways, part of people’s lives. Some of those play potentials emerge from 

celebratory traditions and special events, while others originate in rituals that take place in 
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more commonplace, mundane events. One way or another, the fact that the traditions behind 

them have gradually become part of people’s ordinary practices and social rituals indicates 

that their underlying playful mechanisms are relevant to people and represent forms of social 

and playful engagement they enjoy. Previous research suggests that, in day-to-day scenarios 

like food practices, it is important that technology builds on existing, contextually-sound 

experiences and interactions rather than introducing new and extraneous ones [178]. This 

approach resonates with my call for increasingly situated approaches to play design (see 

Chapter 4 or [6]). “Play & culture workshops” respond to that call: they enable the creation of 

collections of play potentials that emerge directly from diverse people’s cultural practices and 

can therefore inspire novel and increasingly playful technology designs. 

The outcomes of “Play & culture workshops”, i.e. the play potentials, are mainly inspirational: 

they turn designers’ attention to non-technology scenarios to inform the design of technology 

that is situated and responsive to people’s playful desires. They can inspire future technology 

that responds to playful desires that traditions and cultural expressions have been embracing 

throughout history. I hope that the set of strategies I described in this section help designers 

and researchers to find play potentials embedded in culture and traditions beyond the spaces 

of mealtime and urban technology design, and that as such they support the design of tech 

that affords increasingly social and material experiences and embraces a richer idea of what 

playing in our day-to-day can mean. I am also excited to see how other designers extend my 

findings in the two design spaces I explored during my Ph.D.; I hope that they continue to 

chase play potentials in traditions relevant to mealtime and urban spaces, and that they 

enrich the set of inspirational play potentials as a result. I also hope that, in doing so, they 

come up with new strategies for chasing play potentials in culture and traditions, and that 

they share them to enrich the set of methods available in SPD. 
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7.2 Chasing play through social media 

Here I present a set of strategies that address another methodological challenge emerging in 

SPD: it is difficult to capture and make design use of the playful interactions and behaviors 

that take place in people’s day-to-day. These events are spontaneous and hard to predict; as 

designers, we are often not prepared to document the play potentials we see and experience 

every day, especially when we are not wearing our designer hats—which is, paradoxically, 

when more playful things are likely to happen. Similarly, we cannot always get access to (and 

document) the emergence of playfulness in other people’s routines, without influencing their 

actions. That makes it challenging to identify play potentials in our and other people’s 

ordinary practices, in ways that capture what is natural and spontaneous about them. But 

people’s daily activity can be a rich source of play potentials, and not having access to it is 

arguably an incalculable loss of knowledge that could otherwise inspire design. Considering 

this, I wonder: How can we chase play in the wild, even when we are not acting in our 

designer capacity, and therefore we are not fully equipped with our research tools, or when 

we do not have in-person access to the design context at hand? I see a need for strategies 

that (1) help us to effectively respond to the emergence of playful engagement when we are 

away from our design and research environments and (2) enable us to explore our targeted 

design context and relevant stakeholders when we cannot have in-person access to them.  

Here I build on my work in the two case studies described earlier, as well as on some side 

projects I worked on during my Ph.D., to propose two social media-based strategies that can 

be used to chase play potentials. I focus on two use cases, both meant to support ideation in 

playful design: First, using a dedicated social media account to document playful situations 

that take place around us, in first person, in the wild, when we are not equipped to document 

them (Section 7.2.2); Then, exploring other people’s existing social media content to collect 

instances of playful behavior that help to sensitize to their diverse playful practices (7.2.3). 
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Early outcomes of this work were presented as a late-breaking work at CHI’20 [11], as well as 

at a CHI’21 workshop I co-organized with colleagues [15]. A full paper reporting the outcomes 

of this methods research is in progress and will be submitted for review in the coming 

months. I hope my hands-on experience and associated reflections inspire other designers to 

use social media in their play design work. 

7.2.1. Existing uses of social media as a design and research tool 

Social media has been used before as a research tool, both in HCI and in many areas of 

design. In HCI, social science methods are often used to analyze social media content and 

produce generalizable knowledge by identifying patterns in people’s behaviors or opinions, 

e.g. research on self-perception [234], people’s mood [129] and feeling of connectedness 

[204], or political opinion [71]. Those are valuable efforts: by modeling aspects of human 

behavior analytically, they provide designers with generalized ideas of phenomena relevant 

to their work. Yet, the outcomes of these processes are often more informative than ideation-

oriented: they provide objective empirical data but do not necessarily help us to sensitize to 

and empathize with the idiosyncrasies of users and their contexts in ways that stimulate our 

creative capacity—which is key in ideation. I see a lack of social media strategies that are 

generative rather than validative [112]: methods “by and for designers” that align with 

interpretive and imaginative design-led approaches [100] to not only help designers to know, 

but to inspire them and help them to empathize with stakeholders to imagine and create.  

Beyond HCI and technology design, using social media in designerly ways is a commonplace 

practice, e.g. to collect inspirational content through Pinterest mood-boards [152]. These 

practices are especially common in fields with a strong visual focus, e.g. fashion, audiovisual 

design, architecture, or product design. They generally center on creating visually stimulating 

collections that help designers produce aesthetically interesting work [156]. Yet, though social 
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media is rife with content that reveals people’s day-to-day behavior, not many works employ 

designerly social media practices with a focus on interactions. I have not seen design-

oriented collections of playful interactions, let alone actionable advice for creating them. I see 

this as a gap that should be addressed: while visual aesthetics are important in interaction 

design, we could also benefit from inspirational collections of contextual playful engagement.  

Overall, existing uses of social media in design & HCI are either focused on visual aesthetics 

or validative rather than design-oriented; yet interaction design benefits from focusing on 

activity and interactions [245] and being generative [112]. Here I describe how I addressed 

that gap in my own work, using social media to chase play potentials to inspire design. 

7.2.2. Using social media to document: capturing playfulness as it emerges in the wild 

Virtually every day, virtually anywhere, people act playfully. Were these playful occurrences 

accessible, they could be an invaluable inspiration source for designers. Yet, documenting 

playful engagement can be challenging [244]: it is often ephemeral and elusive, and takes 

place in situations where we may not be acting in our research capacity. That challenges our 

ability to chase play potentials and use them to drive our work. Inspired by first-person [161] 

and embodied ideation [244] methods, I see a need for tools that help designers document, 

share, and make inspirational use of play potentials that emerge around them in the wild. 

Here I respond to that need: I share my experience of using Instagram to document mundane 

playfulness to collect design inspiration. During my Ph.D. I created an Instagram account 

(https://www.instagram.com/chasing.play) and used it as an online repository of playful 

situations I saw or experienced in my day-to-day. That effort was not tied to a specific design 

project; it was meant to be a growing source of inspiration for my work and other designers’. 

Yet, eventually, the account proved to be a useful inspiration source in my urban tech design 

work, since many posts collected in the account had to do with public spaces.  
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To initiate the repository of play potentials, I chose Instagram given its popularity and its core 

media form which, as opposed to other platforms, privileges visual content intertwined with 

text. I believed that that would be an important asset to my agenda of capturing ephemeral 

playful engagement. Once active, I started using the account to capture playful situations I 

found in the wild. I invited five colleagues to participate: Jared Duval, Elena Márquez Segura, 

Laia Turmo Vidal, Ella Dagan, and Alexandra Pometko. Rather than pre-defining robust 

guidelines from the onset, we created a tentative “v0 protocol” (Figure 51) that was simple 

and malleable enough for us to appropriate it and adapt it along the way. Over a period of 1-7 

months (depending on each person’s availability), we engaged hands-on with the protocol, 

experiencing what worked and did not. To get a glimpse into our experience, we collected our 

thoughts as “autoethnographic narratives” [89]; we were free to document, however we 

wanted, what we found interesting, relevant, difficult, etc., concerning both the captured play 

potentials and our use of the tool. We analyzed the narratives using an “inductive thematic 

analysis” approach [123]. The six participants (including myself) did a first round of coding 

independently and shared their analyses. Then, I clustered the individual analyses into a final 

set of codes. For increased reliability, the final analysis was shared with the rest of the team 

so they could contest it. Here I describe the learnings from our experience of using Instagram 

to document instances of playful behavior.  

Documenting and uploading mundane interactions: ethics and data privacy issues. 

Our first challenge was the issue of data privacy, as chasing play potentials in the wild likely 

involves sharing pictures/videos of human subjects. Early in our work, we avoided making 

Figure 51. Our v0 protocol for using Instagram to chase play potentials. 

 

Step 1: If you see something playful, capture it without overthinking it. You can remove it later it if you decide it doesn’t fit.

Step 2: Ideally, take a photo or a video of the play potential. Otherwise, do you can to convey what you saw—be creative! A 
drawing, a short text, a video of yourself describing the situation… Any format works as long as it conveys the play potential. 

Step 3: Use hashtags to add meta-data about the play potential, starting with the general tag #playpotential and following with 
information about the players (e.g. #children), the context (e.g. #urbanspace), the type of play experience (e.g. #thrill), etc.. 
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posts where people could be identified, while we worked with UC Santa Cruz’s IRB Office to 

explore the implications of posting identifiable human subject data. During that period, we 

used a range of strategies to avoid sharing identifiable data (Figure 52): (1) anonymizing 

people’s faces; (2) photographing the settings where interactions took place, the objects 

used, or the tangible outcomes of playful behaviors, using captions to describe interactions 

with words; or (3) representing playful situations with a sketch. While those strategies often 

implied a loss of information and inspirational potential, they allowed us to collect and share 

several play potentials in situations where we might otherwise not have been able to. Our 

efforts with the IRB Office helped to clarify the implications of posting content featuring 

people on social media—an activity that is paramount to the kind of process I am discussing 

here. From there, we established a protocol that was ethically responsible and adhered to 

data privacy regulations: The first step is determining if consent needs to be secured for 

taking a photo/video. The expectation of privacy depends on the setting: In private settings (a 

house, a shop, a backyard…), people have a heightened expectation of privacy; as such, 

consent must be secured in advance. Requirements vary between countries: while electronic 

signature is acceptable in the US, the EU requires wet signature on a printed form. In public 

settings (the street, a public building…), the expectation of privacy is lower; consent to take a 

photo/video of someone is not required. Yet, consent must be secured to publish that content 

 

Figure 52. Strategies for posting de-identified play potentials. A: Photo of a person with an overlaid sketch displaying 
their behavior & expression. B: Photo of a setting where a playful situation happened. C: Sketch of a playful situation. 
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—again, according to the regulations of each country. If consent cannot be secured, content 

must be anonymized before publication: de-identifying faces, altering voices, and blocking out 

tattoos or other identifying features. As described above, we did that manually (Figure 52A), 

but adding anonymization tools to social media apps (e.g. as Instagram filters) would make 

that process more transparent for subjects and straightforward for designers.  

How to document play potentials? During our explorations, we took different approaches 

to posting play potentials, e.g. taking videos or photos, writing descriptive texts, drawing 

sketches, re-posting existing posts, or taking screen captures of other kinds of digital content. 

Some posts were more descriptive than others, allowing varying degrees of interpretation. 

Such diversity of formats enhanced the inspirational potential of our collection and allowed us 

to convey what we saw or experienced in ways that made sense. Yet, we noticed that posts 

often worked better when they included three items: (1) an image, video, or sketch illustrating 

the playful situation, (2) a written account of what we thought was inspirational about it, and 

(3) a series of hashtags highlighting relevant keywords.  

Figure 53. Play potential post types. A: an emergent playful interaction (see https://bit.ly/2Mn2ebX). B: a play activity 
trace (https://bit.ly/3963s4T). C: a playful trigger (https://bit.ly/2Zg8rvk). D: a playful creation (https://bit.ly/2QfBYRB). 

E: a playful message (https://bit.ly/2MmdepT). F: a reflection about play (https://bit.ly/35RO4ab). 
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A diversity of play potentials makes for a richer collection. All the play potentials we 

documented shared an important quality: they featured emergent playful activity that was 

contextually meaningful. That sets the resulting collection apart from commonplace uses of 

social media in design: rather than focusing on the look and feel of an artifact, it features 

interactions as the core inspirational material. Other than the focus on interactions over visual 

appearance, the resulting collection is quite diverse: it features posts related to diverse areas 

of human life, e.g. food practices, urban space, leisure time, or social media activity. Some 

posts describe experiences lived by the authors, while others are observations of other 

people’s playful behavior. That diversity is, in part, a result of the open-ended approach we 

took to deciding what might or might not fit in our collection. It helped us in two ways: First, 

we avoided overthinking the playful situations. Whenever we saw or experienced something 

we felt might have inspirational value, we posted it straight away, without trying to understand 

it or overthink how to represent it. The posts we produced would be analyzed later, by us or 

by other designers, so we did not force ourselves to do that analysis in situ. It was not up to 

us to decide if our post might or might not be inspirational, and for what; that would be up to 

whoever used the repository as design material. By freeing ourselves from filtering what did 

or did not fit, posts were more spontaneous and captured better what we saw rather than our 

analytical interpretation. Second, we posted play potentials we could not have thought of 

before, enriching our idea of what play potentials could be or look like. Our emergent 

collection disrupted our initial assumptions about the type of play potentials we could capture 

on Instagram. Originally, we aimed to document “Emergent Playful Interactions”: playful 

things people do, captured as they happen, e.g. Figure 53A. Yet, we quickly realized many 

posts reflected other manifestations of mundane playfulness. First, there were several “Play 

Activity Traces”: visible outcomes of playful activity that took place before our presence, e.g. 

Figure 53B. A few posts documented “Fortuitous Playful Triggers”: unintentional situations 

that led to the emergence of playfulness, e.g. Figure 53C. Other posts showed playful acts of 
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creative expression, including: “Playful Creations”, careful designs that someone made to 

provide a playful experience to others, e.g. Figure 53D, and “Playful Messages”, spontaneous 

and likely asynchronous communications that someone created to make non-collocated 

others laugh, e.g. Figure 53E. Finally, other posts portrayed situations that foregrounded 

“Reflections About Play”, e.g. Figure 53F. Seeing that play potentials could take such 

different forms helped us to start paying attention to playful events we may have ignored 

otherwise. Arguably, that contributed to a richer collection with a stronger inspirational value.  

Turning the posts into inspiration. Originally, I did not plan to use @chasing.play towards 

a concrete design goal. Yet, I noticed that several posts were relevant to the design work I 

was doing. For example, though in the smart city project (Chapter 6) I already had strategies 

in place for chasing play potentials, I ended up considering the posts in the account as well. 

In doing so, I faced a challenge: Instagram’s interface makes it hard to make inspirational use 

of it: all posts are displayed by date and they cannot be clustered or filtered (even if marked 

with hashtags). To work around that, I explored ways of clustering posts to support ideation. 

For example, I used Instagram’s story highlight functionality to create compilations of posts 

tailored to some of my design projects, e.g. with posts relevant to urban playfulness. That 

process allowed me to add a second layer of inspirational data to the posts, in the form of 

curatorial elements (annotations, gifs, sketches…) to complement to existing photos/videos. I 

also thought of other strategies, e.g. transferring posts to other tools that allow the creation of 

mood boards (like Pinterest), but decided to stick to Instagram to avoid manually copying all 

posts into another platform. From that process I suggest that social media providers like 

Instagram might want to consider affording more interactive ways of navigating posts. 

Building on these learnings, here I provide advice to designers interested in using social 

media to collect and make inspirational use of emergent forms of mundane playful activity: 
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• Before posting play potentials, designers should understand the regulations for taking 

and posting identifiable human subject data in their country. They should have a 

protocol for obtaining consent and anonymizing the data, wherever necessary. Above I 

described the mechanism we used, which applies to US and the EU regulations. 

• Designers will benefit from embracing a flexible idea of what play potentials are. They 

should not overthink whether a post fits or not: if they feel something might be playful 

and inspirational, they should post it. It will rarely be productive to articulate analytically 

why the post is great—they will have the opportunity to do that later, during ideation. 

• Designers should portray their playful observations in ways that are useful, while 

ensuring posts capture enough about the playful event. In my experience, that will help 

other designers to better empathize with key contextual aspects that facilitated play. 

• When using the repository as an inspirational resource, designers can use Instagram 

stories to create compilations of posts they think might be relevant to their work. 

Alternatively, they use other platforms like Pinterest to create dedicated mood boards. 

7.2.3. Using social media to sensitize: seeking posts featuring people’s playful activity 

Social media is rife with content that displays mundane ways of being playful. Many posts 

people produce daily could potentially inspire playful design. While social media content has 

been used and analyzed before for validative purposes, as a designer I am also interested in 

using it to empathize with stakeholders and sensitize to their playful practices—in ways that 

inspire me to be creative and produce design ideas. As noted in 7.2.1, those uses of social 

media are commonplace in many areas of design, but less so in HCI. Here I build on my 

experience of using social media to empathize with people’s playful activity in urban spaces, 
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as described in 6.3.1. My reflections are also influenced by two other projects, where I acted 

as a methodology consultant to help my colleagues to identify play potentials they could use 

to drive their work: a project exploring increasingly playful and social drone futures [199], and 

another exploring the playful potential of accessible tech [86]. Here I report the learnings from 

those projects, highlighting what worked and what did not, and providing actionable advice for 

designers interested in using social media to sensitize to other people’s playful practices. 

Using and re-posting content from other people’s accounts. When using other people’s 

content for design/research purposes, it is important to pay attention to the ethical and legal 

implications of our actions. Here I share the outcomes of my conversations with UC Santa 

Cruz’s IRB Office, which apply to the US and the EU: content posted on a public source (e.g. 

an Instagram account that is not defined as private, whose content can be seen by anyone, 

including those who were not explicitly granted access), can be considered public. If that is 

true and the content is not sensitive, consent does not need to be secured from the original 

author: the content is public already. Consent from third parties appearing on a photo/video 

does not need to be secured either, because it was already made public by someone else. In 

contrast, if the original post was made on a private source (e.g. an account whose content 

can only be seen by those who were explicitly granted access), consent by the author must 

be secured before re-posting. If the post has identifiable data of third parties, consent from 

them needs to be secured too or, alternatively, their identifying features must be anonymized. 

Wherever required, consent must be secured under the regulations of the applicable country.  

Playing with social media search algorithms. Social media search algorithms curate the 

content shown to a user. When searching posts, you will hardly get a complete view on a 

topic: you will see it through the lens of what the algorithm deems interests you. That is an 

important consideration to make when sourcing play potentials on social media: since the 

algorithm curates the search results, the resulting collection will likely show an incomplete 
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version of reality. E.g. in the urban technology project, one of my research assistants found 

that, when looking for playful practices in public spaces, Instagram’s search engine mostly 

showed photos of young western people doing yoga. Though our collection was enriched 

with posts collected by others in the team, who found content from other audiences, the 

results were clearly impacted—we could not consider them representative of all kinds of 

audiences who might be relevant in urban innovation. That might not necessarily be an issue 

if our aim is generative rather than validative: instead of producing a precise model of reality, 

we can benefit from an incomplete collection of posts to generate new design ideas, even if 

they do not cover all that reality has to offer—so long as we then circle our ideas back to 

stakeholders and continue to iterate with them, as I did in my case study (see 6.5). We must 

be aware that our source of inspiration will steer us in a direction that might not represent all 

the actors relevant in the design context at hand. There are mechanisms to work around it, 

e.g. involving multiple designers in searching posts, so the sum of their personalized search 

results adds up to a more diverse collection; or creating a new account for the search, in 

which case the algorithm will not be influenced by any activity. Yet, in that case the algorithm 

will still not be completely neutral, e.g. it might suggest only children-friendly content, or focus 

on what is popular at the moment. The algorithm’s tendency to feed posts that align with our 

past social media activity can also be used to our advantage: after days of looking for play-

related posts, the amount of playful content in our search results grew considerably. The 

algorithm picked up on our tendency to react more to playful content, and that made it easier 

to find posts displaying playful behavior—even when we were not actively seeking them. 

Using keywords to search for content. In seeking playful content on social media, we 

experimented with different kinds of keywords to see which might work best. Interestingly, we 

found that obvious keywords such as “play”, “fun”, “joy”, or “playtime” might not be the most 

useful to find spontaneous playful activity. Those buzzword-type of keywords were often used 
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in posts that were performative and featured staged situations with an intent of advancing the 

author’s social status agenda rather than of displaying an actual playful act. For example, we 

saw countless, clearly staged, posts about children’s play that parents carefully created to 

show off their parenting style. In response, we started using less obvious keywords (e.g. 

“laughter”, “crazy”, “funny”) or even strange or poorly constructed ones (e.g. “lol”, “haha”, 

“sofunny”, “playallday”). While those searches brought about a smaller number of posts, from 

a qualitative perspective we the results were more relevant and spontaneous. We also found 

location-related keywords useful (e.g. “subway”, “city”, “street”, or “India”): while they yielded 

several posts that were not playful at all, they also allowed us to find posts that had not been 

intentionally portrayed as playful by the authors but still featured spontaneous forms of playful 

engagement. Additionally, we also found that location-related keywords helped us influence 

the search algorithm: the more we looked for posts from different parts of the world, the more 

diverse the search results were, even when using non-location-related keywords. 

The different affordances of different social media platforms. By searching posts on 

Instagram, TikTok and YouTube, we noticed that the content shared on these platforms can 

be quite different. On Instagram, we saw both performative posts that had been carefully 

staged to show an idealized version of reality and others that spontaneously documented a 

playful situation as it emerged in the wild, without much curation by the author. On TikTok, 

posts were generally more performative—yet, they often were much less carefully staged 

than on Instagram. Finally, on YouTube, content often showed pre-meditated situations 

where people met and agreed to do an activity that brought about playful engagement, e.g. 

flying a drone in challenging ways. Designers might want to reflect on these differences, both 

when making the choice of where to look for posts and when using the resulting collection. 

We also saw that, in some cases, the same platform can feature different modalities of post 

whose different qualities are used differently by users, e.g. Instagram stories tend to be much 
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more spontaneous than regular posts. Unfortunately, though, it is challenging to access them 

as they are ephemeral (i.e. it lasts 24 hours) and cannot be searched (i.e. they cannot be 

searched on a search engine). It might be interesting to find ways of allowing designers to 

access stories and leverage their spontaneous content, including mechanisms for users to 

choose how their content can or cannot be used so the process is ethical and transparent. 

Creating collections and finding recurrent play potentials. One of our main struggles with 

finding recurrent play potentials in our collections of social media content was to cluster the 

posts with a focus on their playful essence. Too often, our natural impulse was to cluster 

them using other, more objective criteria such as: setting (nature, street, household…), type 

of activity (sports, art, game…), utilitarian function (health-related, educational, activism…), or 

age group (children, adults, teenagers…). Yet, clustering posts based on those criteria did 

not help us surface what was fun about them—rather than uncovering their playful potential, it 

distracted us from it by putting other variables at focus. I argue that, to find play potentials in 

social media content, it is important to approach a collection of posts with a focus on what 

makes these situations playful, centering the designer’s attention on aspects that can inspire 

play design. When using the collections, we also struggled with handling large sets of social 

media posts. We used different strategies to do that17. For example, in the urban technology 

project, we used a spreadsheet to store, coded, and discussing the play potentials. While that 

system allowed us to have all the posts on a unique list and annotate our interpretations (e.g. 

adding notes indicating the play potentials represented by each post), we could not include 

the actual audiovisual content. Every time we wanted to access that content, we had to 

manually click on the link and open the post in a new tab—a process that was not helpful. We 

 

17 Link to the Google Drive spreadsheet: https://bit.ly/39uOmqV. Link to the Trello board: https://trello.com/b/9p90eAzm. Link to the 
Instagram story highlight: https://bit.ly/3EBn1ls. Link to the Pinterest board: https://bit.ly/3eka6bi. 
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concluded that spreadsheets might better support analytical rather than designerly thinking; 

they are better suited for interpreting the data than for making inspirational use of it. In the 

playful drones project, we tried another three tools: We began by exploring the collection of 

posts to find recurrent playful patterns. Then, we used Trello to bring together these early 

patterns and further develop them: we created a card for each theme we saw in the data, 

then clustered those play potentials in different ways until a set of design directions emerged. 

Trello allowed less meta-information, but it enabled us to easily move the different posts 

around a digital board and cluster them in groups, which helped a lot in our coding. Again, 

though, we determined that mechanism was more useful to support analysis than to inspire. 

In response, we created an Instagram story highlights collection to bring together several 

posts together into a visual collection and curate it with meta-information that helped viewers 

understand the key play potentials. That mechanism was more useful from an inspirational 

perspective: it allowed the viewer to quickly get a general idea of what could be learned from 

the collection of posts. Yet, navigating the data in detail was not straightforward; Instagram 

story highlights present all the posts linearly and show only a part of their content, so viewers 

must exit the collection to see the details of each post. As such, that mechanism might be a 

useful tool for communicating the general inspirational points of collection of posts but might 

not be the best one for digging deeper into a collection. To enable designers to do that and 

make inspirational use of posts in all detail, we finally brought all of them to Pinterest. We 

created a series of boards, each one featuring posts relevant to each of our play potentials. 

That allowed us to make designerly use of the collection: it enabled us to pick play potentials, 

open the related boards, and slowly examine several posts that exemplified how those play 

potentials looked like in practice—which greatly supported our ideation. 

Building on the learnings above, here I provide actionable recommendations to designers 

interested in chasing play potentials in existing social media content: 
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• Before re-posting content from other accounts, designers should ensure they adhere 

to data privacy regulations. Based my experience with IRB regulations in the US, if 

the original post was published in an open account, it can be re-posted freely; else, 

there is a need to secure consent from the author, and from any third parties featured 

in the post if identifiable information is displayed. 

• Social media search algorithms tailor search results to people’s interests. Designers 

should take that into account, both when collecting posts and when interpreting them. 

They can work around those biases by using different accounts, owned by different 

people, to collect posts; or by creating new accounts that have no prior record of 

preferences the algorithm can use to tailor the search. Designers can also leverage 

the algorithm to their advantage: the more they look for a type of post (e.g. playful or 

culturally diverse ones), the more the search results will steer in that direction. 

• When searching posts, keyword choices are important. Using not-so-obvious words 

(e.g. “haha” or “sofunny” instead of “playtime” or “fun”) will help designers find more 

spontaneous, less staged posts. Location-based keywords (e.g. “street” or “Europe”) 

are also helpful; they train the algorithm to provide culturally diverse content. 

• Different social media platforms tend to include different kinds of content. Instagram 

generally includes either very staged posts or spontaneous and unfiltered accounts 

of mundane activity; TikTok includes highly performative posts, but more playful and 

less carefully crafted than Instagram; YouTube often includes recordings of situations 

where people met and agreed to do a pre-meditated activity. Generally, most social 

media posts are quite performative, and in occasions even staged—that needs to be 

considered when interpreting the play potentials distilled from them. 

• When exploring a collection of posts to find playful inspiration, designers should focus 

on what makes them playful. They can pay attention to other variables (e.g. context, 

type of activity, age group) later, if necessary. 
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• Different platforms afford different tools for making inspirational use of a collection of 

playful social media posts. Spreadsheets can help designers bring together, interpret, 

code, and add meta-data to posts; Trello’s card functionality is useful for creating lists 

of codes, i.e. to find recurrent play potentials. Instagram stories allow the creation of 

highly visual compilations that provide a quick glimpse of the diverse play potentials 

represented in a collection. Pinterest allows the creation of play potential boards that 

enable viewers to dig deeper into the details of posts related to a play potential.  

7.2.4. The potential and limitations of social media tools to chase play potentials 

The work presented above shows different ways in which social media can help designers to 

uncover emergent forms of playful engagement that are meaningful to people. Social media 

can support designers to identify, capture, and empathize with a series of mundane situations 

where people behave playfully—situations that they may not be able to access without the 

support of those tools. Building on my Situated Play Design proposal, I argue that this can be 

a really valuable asset in the design of playful tech targeting everyday contexts and activities.  

As described in 7.2.1, the purpose of this methods research was to explore generative [112] 

social media-based strategies to do research for design [99], focusing on inspiring ideation 

rather than on validating hypotheses. As such, the strategies presented above will likely yield 

subjective, interpretive insights. Like other design methods, e.g. “cultural probes” [105], the 

potential of this approach does not lie in generalizability—rather, it provides contextually and 

emotionally rich information that can help designers empathize with stakeholders. That was a 

very useful move in my work: it enabled me to produce ideas that built on playful practices 

people already enjoyed in their daily lives (see, for example, Chapter 6). It helped me to find 

a “way into” people’s lives and their ordinary activity—to sensitize myself to, and draw 

inspiration from, people’s existing playful practices. The data collected through this approach 
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can often be ambiguous, and the ways of using it open-ended. Far from being problematic, 

that ambiguity can be productive in design [112]: it allows designers to make creative use of 

inspirational material through the lens of subjective interpretation. That sets the strategies 

described above apart from existing uses of social media in HCI (e.g. [71][129][204][234]) 

which are more focused on producing robust and validated research outcomes. That does 

not mean social media does not have the potential to support HCI scholars to produce 

generalizable knowledge—that is just a different agenda than the one behind my work. 

One of the key limitations of using social media for play design purposes (and for that matter, 

for design research in general) is that it might not always offer a representative view of reality. 

Not all demographics are equally represented on social media and, as such, certain forms of 

playful engagement will never be featured in a resulting dataset, however relevant. Therefore, 

the play potentials we find on social media may not always be representative of the general 

population. Yet, as much as it might not offer a complete picture of reality, my experience 

shows that this approach can help to enlarge the set of stakeholders included in a design 

project: First, social media makes it logistically viable to pay attention to stakeholders we are 

not able to access physically. It empowers us to embrace the idiosyncrasies of different 

cultures and communities remotely, in ways that would hardly be possible in-person. Second, 

it can help us work around exceptional circumstances that make it temporarily challenging to 

engage stakeholders in person, even if they are not geographically distant. An example is the 

COVID-19 pandemic: in my work, using social media allowed me to do situated work in times 

when I could hardly have access to stakeholders and their ordinary contexts.  

As much as I found social media to be a useful play-chasing tool, I also realized that existing 

platforms have limitations when it comes to facilitating this kind of work. Here I provide some 

suggestions for social media providers interested in further developing their platforms to 

respond to the needs of playful design and research: To facilitate the task of documenting 
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emergent playful situations in the wild, it would be very helpful that designers could add filters 

to photos and videos to easily anonymize them. Ideally, those filters should still display 

people’s facial expressions (e.g. through a cartoon face), as they are important to understand 

and convey playful situations. For videos, filters should be dynamic (e.g. an animated face) to 

capture interactions and not just a still image. It would also be useful if animated gifs, which 

are currently only available on Instagram stories, were also available when editing regular 

posts. Animated media represent interactions much better than still images; gifs can be used 

to create collages on top of original photos to better represent the dynamic nature of play 

potentials. Finally, it would also be helpful if social media tools allowed browsing and filtering 

an account’s content by hashtag, to facilitate finding posts that related to concrete design 

projects—as described in 7.2.2, the browsing through the content of the @chasing.play 

account without filtering posts was challenging.  

I also have suggestions to better support designers to sensitize themselves to other people’s 

playful practices by exploring their social media posts. On Instagram, regular posts can be 

searched using the search engine (if made public by their authors). Instagram stories cannot. 

It would be useful to have similar access to them, as it is often where people post the most 

raw and unfiltered accounts of their daily lives. To ensure ethical practices and the respect of 

people’s privacy, social media providers should include a transparent mechanism for users to 

state whether they want their posts to be used for design/research purposes, and how. That 

mechanism should allow users to make specific and informed choices, e.g. making content 

available for non-commercial research only, or requiring designers to de-identify their data. 

Over time, that might help people feel more ownership of their data and trust more that 

designers would use it ethically. Finally, I struggled with bringing together the posts we 

collected from different social media platforms (e.g. Instagram, TikTok and YouTube) into a 

single collection of playful posts. That made my process of identifying play potentials much 
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harder. It would be useful if social media platforms better supported the different processes of 

reading, clustering, and making inspirational use of a collection of posts, as described in 

7.2.3. Ideally, those functionalities could be integrated into one single platform; alternatively, 

there could be an easy mechanism for transferring posts and their meta-data from one 

platform to another—relieving designers from having to transfer posts manually. 

7.3 Designerly Tele-Experiences: a remote, multi-stakeholder co-
design method for playful speculation 

Here I present a method that addresses another methodological challenge associated with 

SPD: it is hard to facilitate future-oriented co-design processes where people discuss the 

experiential texture of a technology rather than its technical limitations, utilitarian function, or 

larger impact on society. That challenge is even greater when those engagements cannot be 

done in-person, a situation I faced in my own work. When the COVID-19 pandemic broke out, 

I was in the early stages of the project presented in Chapter 5—where it was important for me 

to co-design with stakeholders in-the-wild, in scenarios and activities relevant to my design 

goal. Due to the social distancing scenario, I had to quickly pivot from in-person to remote 

engagement, which compromised my ability to embrace a situated approach. I reviewed 

existing co-design methods to see how they might help me to engage people remotely and, 

though I found several of them inspiring none directly applied without needing refinement.  

In this section, I introduce the “Designerly Tele-Experiences” (DTE) method that emerged 

from my exploratory process of responding to the sudden challenges I faced when trying to 

co-design playful technology during the pandemic. DTE takes the form of multi-stakeholder 

co-design sessions where participants experience early prototypes as a provocation that 

helps them to familiarize with the targeted design space and contribute novel design ideas. 

Through DTE, remote designers can create and enact lo-fi speculative technologies and 
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make them available for co-located participants to experience and creatively disrupt. By 

experiencing those half-baked prototypes in-the-wild, stakeholders get an embodied idea of 

important design qualities in a design space, which enables them to build on their own lived 

experience to contribute new design ideas. The DTE methodological proposal was submitted 

as a full paper to the ToCHI journal in July, 2021, and is currently under review. 

DTE stems from and was refined through 13 design engagements in which I specifically 

studied adaptations to elements of existing situated co-design methods to engage 

researchers and designer participants in physical and digital design activities and dialogues 

(see Chapter 5 for details). I present the outcomes of that process as an adaptable starting 

point for conducting remote-yet-still-situated co-design in ways that enable play-focused and 

speculative ideation. DTE is an early strategy and set of actionable insights that can guide 

other designers who want to embrace situated and participatory approaches in their own 

work, even when in-person engagement is not possible or desirable—which I believe might 

be useful during but also beyond the pandemic. I hope my contribution provides direct, 

actionable inspiration to designers doing similar work to mine, and that it contributes to an 

ongoing (and necessary) discussion about how to do remote-yet-still-situated co-design.  

7.3.1. Existing methods relevant to speculative, playful, and remote co-design 

Importantly, the DTE method does not address remote co-design as a whole, nor does it 

seek to substitute for or diminish the value of existing methods. Rather, it presents a 

technique I created to respond to the needs of a design project where I experienced a lack of 

tools to conduct remote playful co-design. My proposal focuses on a specific part of playful 

interaction design: engaging users as co-designers and empowering them to co-experience, 

speculate upon, and further develop early playful design ideas. In the case study described in 

Chapter 5, I struggled with a lack of strategies that helped me to do that remotely—especially 
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because my goal was to empower stakeholders to not only respond to advanced ideas but to 

participate in the development of early concepts as co-design partners. When the pandemic 

broke out and my plans for in-person co-design were disrupted, I reviewed existing methods 

to see how they might help me to do remote-yet-still-situated co-design. I found inspiring 

ideas that could potentially address some of my needs; yet, I could not find methods that 

addressed all my requirements at once, without modification. Here I outline my requirements 

and how aspects of existing methods inspired me to develop a new strategy to address them.  

First, I wanted to engage stakeholders “in-the-wild” [202], to keep the idiosyncrasies of their 

contexts at the forefront of conversations. Several methods support in-the-wild design work, 

e.g. workshops occurring in naturalistic settings, such as “labs in the wild” [249]. Though I 

was inspired by their designerly use of the spaces and activities targeted by the design 

project, these workshops require co-located participation, which renders them impractical in 

remote scenarios. Other methods overcome that challenge by freeing designers from 

engaging stakeholders in person, e.g. “diary studies” [219] and “design probes” [35] prompt 

participants to collect information about their daily actions on their own and send it to 

designers. However, these methods are often used for other purposes than ideation, e.g. 

“cultural probes” [105], are used to collect contextual data that helps designers empathize 

with users (i.e. to inspire design). Moreover, none of these methods facilitate direct and 

scaffolded interaction between designers and stakeholders. This was at odds with my aim of 

anchoring the research to the immediate social context and engaging stakeholders directly to 

collectively imagine, rethink, and iterate on design ideas.  

I also wanted to facilitate iterative co-creation between designers and other stakeholders, 

empowering the latter to not only provide information or test advanced concepts, but also 

(and especially) to contribute to making important design choices. Myriad interaction design 

techniques can be useful to stimulate collective ideation. Embodied design methods, e.g. 
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“object theatre” [205], “embodied sketching” [165], or “informance design” [48] use people’s 

bodies as a prototyping material to enable them to co-imagine new technologies and explore 

how they may pan out in practice. While it is true that embodied design methods can be used 

individually, they have a lot of potential when they are used to ideate in a group and in a 

shared space [130]. Multi-stakeholder co-design methods stimulate those collective ideation 

processes, e.g. “design collaboratoriums” [49], “dialogue-labs” [162], or “Design:Labs” [31] 

use the affordances of shared spaces and materials to enable co-creative engagements 

where diverse actors collaborate towards a shared design goal. However, both embodied and 

multi-stakeholder methods tend to rely on in-person interaction, which challenges remote 

implementation. Gaver et al. have experimented with a different, DIY-inspired approach 

where people independently build their own prototypes, without any intervention by designers 

other than a suggested guide for building them [114][137]. My proposed method builds on 

this rich tradition of embodied and multi-stakeholder co-design techniques and makes their 

affordances accessible remotely. I also build on other methods like “provotypes” [36]: 

provocative prototypes that, when experienced, will trigger a response that can be leveraged 

to investigate both desirable and undesirable design choices in a particular design space. 

“Provotypes” are remarkably versatile: they can be used in-the-lab or in-the-wild, with or 

without the presence of the designer-facilitator—an important quality that inspired my work.  

In my project, it was also important to enable stakeholders to experience “for real” early and 

future-oriented design ideas, even before a polished prototype had been developed. A 

plethora of existing methods support the creation of “half-baked-yet-still-experienceable” 

prototypes that are malleable enough to enable quick, in-situ, and spontaneous modifications, 

e.g. “object theatre” [205] uses enactment to support rapid mocking-up, experiencing, and 

modification of design concepts. Yet, these methods’ co-located nature challenges remote 

implementations. “Wizard-of-oz” [68] can also be useful for co-experiencing believable 
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versions of in-progress tech ideas: they allow designers to “fake” functional prototypes and 

create an illusion that they work. Though wizard-of-oz is often used in advanced phases of 

design (e.g. to explore the impact of an existing prototype or to polish it), it has also been 

used in earlier stages of ideation, e.g. as a sketching technique [51] or to “present users with 

rough sketches of interface ideas, even when it’s unclear what the underlying technology 

should be” [84]. Here I build on prior works that have employed wizard-of-oz in early ideation 

stages, as well as on those that have implemented it remotely [169][236]. 

In my project, it was also important to enable stakeholders to experience and contribute to 

shaping futuristic design spaces. The ideas I was working on (e.g. a technological tablecloth 

or a smart cutlery set) are out of the scope of what most people commonly interact with in 

their day-to-day. “Design fictions” [235] can be a useful technique to expose co-design 

participants to futuristic technology: they immerse them in fictional settings and help them to 

project what it might mean to experience those unfamiliar scenarios. “Design workbooks” 

[111] have also been used to engage stakeholders to co-design building on an existing, early 

ideas. Other relevant works, e.g. [43]’s “Future IKEA Catalogue” or [252]’s speed dating-

inspired “menu of possible futures”, have employed narrative and visual design to trigger 

people’s imagination and empower them to think about how they might relate to a novel 

technology, or to critically reflect on how it might impact their lives. Others have taken a more 

experiential approach: [175] uses VR to support “immersive design fiction” experiences that 

give people an embodied and experiential sense of the implications of futuristic tech; [61] 

builds on the interactive affordances of videogames to enable co-design participants to 

explore speculative futures; or [90]’s “speculative enactments” and [53]’s “experiential 

futures” use prompt people to enact and experience futuristic scenarios in ways that the 

emergent speculations feel meaningful to them. I was inspired by how those methods 

immerse people in speculative scenarios, and help provide them with a believable experience 
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of their implications, as a result empowering them to contribute insightful design ideas. My 

DTE proposal builds on those methods by exploring how those kinds of speculations can be 

facilitated remotely, to support collective decision-making early in the design process, when 

ideas are still at an incipient stage. I was inspired by “Breaching experiments” [62] too, which 

can be used to observe existing rules regulating people’s contexts and explore how 

confronting those existing practices with novel technology might impact them. From 

breaching experiments, we can learn how to investigate the social circumstances relevant to 

technologies that do not yet have a place in people’s lives and for which, consequently, 

people have not yet developed commonplace practices.  

Finally, another important requirement in my work was to focus people’s attention on the 

moment-to-moment experience afforded by technology. My aim was to explore the socio-

emotional potential of mealtime technology, rather than its utilitarian function. As such, I 

wanted to encourage stakeholders to focus on their playful and experiential preferences 

rather than on pragmatic requests—to carefully craft the experiential texture of technology 

ideas, in ways that resonated strongly with their playful desires. Existing methods can support 

experience-focused co-design, e.g. the range of experiential approaches to design fictions 

described above, or my “play & culture workshops” (see Section 7.1 or [12]), which center 

participants’ efforts on exploring the playful potential inherent in real-life scenarios as a 

starting point for ideating interventions that help to realize that potential. Though inspiring, 

these techniques rely on bringing people physically together to co-imagine, -experience, and 

-iterate on ideas. As such, I had to adapt them to fit the needs of remote scenarios. 

Though inspirational, existing methods do not respond fully to the challenges I was facing: 

How can we engage stakeholders in-the-wild? How can we enable them to co-experience 

early, futuristic ideas without using polished prototypes or existing tech as a reference? How 

can we co-design and iterate (rather than inspire or evaluate) ideas? How can we center on 
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the experience afforded by tech, rather than its technical requirements, utilitarian function, or 

societal impact? And how can we do all of that, in combination, when we must engage 

stakeholders remotely? To respond to those questions in ways that supported my work, I 

created a new strategy inspired by a combination of existing methods. I formalize it below. 

7.3.2. Formalizing the Designerly Tele-Experiences method 

“Designerly Tele-Experiences” (DTE) are multi-stakeholder co-design sessions where people 

experience early design ideas as provocations that help them to familiarize themselves with a 

targeted design space and contribute novel design ideas. Through DTE, remote designers 

enact lo-fi technology provocations and make them available for co-located participants to 

experience and creatively disrupt. By experiencing those half-baked prototypes in-the-wild, 

people get an embodied understanding of important design qualities in a design space, which 

enables them to build on their own lived experience to contribute new design ideas. DTE 

combines strengths of existing methods to support remote co-design that is still situated and 

embodied: designers participate remotely through a video call, but stakeholders are co-

located and, as such, they can co-experience, -discuss, and -ideate in an embodied and 

contextually meaningful ways. Here I formalize the DTE method, synthesizing key aspects of 

the process I followed in the design project described in Chapter 5. Further details about that 

process can be found in Sections 5.4 & 5.5. Figure 54 synthesizes the DTE method visually.  

DTE is a flexible approach that can be adapted to the idiosyncrasies of the stakeholders and 

activities that are relevant in each design project. Rather than a strict set of rules, it is as an 

inspirational starting point for engaging stakeholders remotely while still doing situated co-

design work. Even in the case study that served as a testbed for developing it, I adapted my 

process along the way to fit my needs as the project kept advancing; for example, see 

Section 5.5 where I describe how I modified some of the early prototypes along the way 
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responding to my ongoing learnings from the co-design engagements with stakeholders. To 

make DTE actionable and empower designers to appropriate it, here I provide early (and 

malleable) guidelines based on the experience I got from using it in my work: 

Step 1: Begin with in-house ideation grounded in play potentials identified in the wild. 

To use DTE, the first step is to do contextual research and identify important design qualities 

we want to explore with stakeholders, e.g. through interviews, ethnographic observations, 

cultural probes... Once a series of foundational design qualities have been defined, designers 

can generate early ideas that embody a broad range of those qualities. The resulting 

collection of concepts should characterize the targeted design space and as many relevant 

design directions as possible. At this stage, ideas should not be precise or complete; rather, 

they should be deliberately diverse, ambiguous, and unresolved, so that stakeholders can 

engage with the directions they feel most interesting and appropriate them creatively. 

Step 2: Make a catalog featuring the early ideas and plan how to prototype them. Once 

a pool of early ideas has been generated, designers can make a catalog that gets people 

excited and helps them to relate to the targeted design space. Rather than being technical or 

academically rigorous, the catalog should be plain and simple—even commercial-looking—so 

it helps people to emotionally connect with the tech ideas and project how they might impact 

their lives. Descriptions of ideas should be short and open so people can begin to fill the 

gaps. To prepare for the co-design sessions, designers should create wizard-of-oz inspired 

“provotypes” that allow for the improvisation and enactment—see Section 5.5 for examples. 

Ideas should not be fully fleshed out: they should be malleable and ambiguous so they can 

be experimented with during the co-design sessions. Prototypes should not look like polished 

products either—it is better people think of them as incomplete proposals they can disrupt. 

However, interactions afforded by prototypes should feel real; otherwise, it might be too hard 

for people to get a good experiential understanding of the core aspects of the tech ideas.  
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Step 3: Reach out to stakeholders. In DTE, the recruitment strategy is as important as the 

co-design sessions themselves: in my experience, producing a catalog of speculative 

concepts, sharing it on social media, and holding informational video calls played a critical 

role in facilitating fruitful engagements with participants. Once the catalog is ready, designers 

can distribute it through channels that feel natural to the relevant stakeholders, e.g. on social 

media. To elicit curiosity and persuade people to get onboard, designers can share some of 

the ideas as teasers, inviting people to reach out if they want to see the full catalog.  

Step 4: Schedule a video call to get participants involved. When stakeholders show 

interest in seeing the catalog, designers will benefit from not simply sharing it with them. They 

should also invite participants to one-on-one video calls where they can (1) describe the 

project, (2) allow people to talk about their perspectives on the early ideas, and (3) invite 

them to participate in a co-design session. At this stage, designers will likely need to ask 

participants to recruit a group of their acquaintances to partake in the co-design session. It is 

important to provide them with guidance for how to do that. 

Step 5: Conduct the Designerly Tele-Experience. The last phase of DTE is the actual co-

design session, which will typically take the form of a ~2-hour video call where one or more 

remote designers engage a group of co-located participants to talk about ideas in the catalog, 

experience one of them in context, and co-imagine how to modify, extend, and rethink that 

idea. These sessions consist of three parts: First, a brief conversation where designer(s) will 

describe the project and answer people’s questions (~15 minutes); Then, a playtest of one of 

the early technology ideas, where designer(s) will disappear “behind the scenes” to operate 

the prototype while participants experience it within the context targeted by the design project 

(~1 hour, depending on the context/activity); Finally, a conversation where participants will 

discuss their experience of the prototype and use it as starting point to ideate how to further 

develop the technology idea or co-design new ideas from scratch (~30 minutes). 
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Figure 54. Summary of my early and flexible guidelines for using Designerly Tele-Experiences. 

1.  

2.  
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7.3.3. Learnings from implementing DTE 

The guidelines above synthesize the methodological choices I made in the Chapter 5 project 

and formalize them into a set of guidelines. To make them more actionable, here I share 

reflections from implementing DTE in my own work. Using a post-positivist approach with 

reflexive thematic analysis [40][41], my research assistants and I documented and reflected 

on our process, engaging in an ongoing process of meaning making through a combination of 

individual self-reflection with a series of de-briefing sessions where we collectively discussed 

our thoughts. We also factored in people’s comments at the end of the co-design sessions, to 

contrast, challenge, and extend our own ideas. Here I present the resulting insights, hoping to 

inspire other designers to implement DTE. Some of my findings resonate with ideas that have 

already been brought up in prior design research. Rather than claiming them as novel, I 

present them as insights that can guide designers interested in implementing DTE. 

7.3.3.1. Early ideation and the resulting catalog 

The catalog got people excited and helped them to relate to the targeted design space. 

Sharing on social media got people’s attention and made them curious to see the full catalog. 

Once they got it, browsing the technology mock-ups helped people to understand our early 

ideas. They seemed to easily relate to the ideas and imagine what it would be like to use 

them, and as a result they often responded with insightful comments—especially in the 

follow-up conversations over private messages and in the informational video calls. That led 

to a very interesting first round of feedback where we began to understand which concepts 

and underlying qualities resonated more, and why. In that sense, it was key that the catalog 

included ideas that represented different design directions: allowing people to choose from a 

diverse pool of concepts enabled us to explore which directions resonated more and provided 

participants with a feeling of agency that got them excited about the concepts they chose to 
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playtest. As a result, they ended up being better positioned and motivated to reflect on the 

experience of using those early prototypes and to co-create by building on them. 

Sharing early ideas stimulated collaborative ideation. The half-baked nature of our early 

ideas fueled the co-design exchanges. It empowered us all to improvise design choices on-

the-fly: us, as designer-facilitators, by enacting the prototypes; participants, as play-testers, 

by interacting with and making sense of them. Often, they asked about details of prototypes 

we had not figured out yet. For example, S8 asked if in the “Table Manners Bomb”—a table 

centerpiece that allows diners to call out each others’ anti-social behaviors, so they receive a 

punishment—they were allowed to not only call each other out but to decide custom 

punishments. I embraced that idea on the spot and began to listen to punishment proposals, 

both orally and via WhatsApp. That led to hilarious situations where people tailored 

punishments to their prior history, e.g. someone suggested “combing hair” as a punishment 

when she called out another participant who had recently shaved his head—for which he was 

often teased. Far from being problematic, the fact that we had not figured out these kinds of 

details from the onset was productive: it allowed us to embrace people’s emergent ideas on 

the spot and to incorporate them into the malleable, enactment-based prototypes.  

7.3.3.2. Recruiting participants  

Scheduling informational video calls helped to get participants onboard and establish 

a relationship of trust. In earlier phases of the project, I saw participants got overwhelmed 

when I sent long instructions they had to make sense of on their own. Many decided it was 

too much and communication was lost; I did not even get a chance to help them to digest the 

information and make participation less intimidating. Learning from that, in the co-design 

phase I scheduled one-on-one video calls with participants to deliver instructions myself. That 

increased the retention rate: all participants who attended a video call ended up following 
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through, except for three who could not due to personal circumstances. To compel people to 

attend the video calls, I found it useful to show only 2-3 of the designs in the recruitment 

messages: that made people curious to see the rest of the catalog and talk to us about it. The 

video calls brought about another positive effect: they allowed us to better understand which 

ideas resonated more and why; people were often talkative about their opinions. E.g. we 

learned that S6P2 liked “PlaceMap", “Table Manners Bomb”, “FoodLand”, “Anxious Plates”, 

“Screen-ED”, and “Sassy Cutlery”, but thought that the latter two would only be interesting in 

very special occasions, like in meetings with friends. Further, we found that allocating time for 

quality conversation with participants helped to establish a relationship of trust with them: 

participants in S2, all of them strangers to us, said they felt comfortable with participating 

because they could talk to us before the co-design session and confirm that we were “good 

people with good intentions” (S2P4). It allowed them to “vet [us] and get to know the person 

behind the research” (S2P3). That reinforces my idea that allowing early opportunities for 

quality personal interaction plays an important role in remote speculative co-design.  

Using social media to recruit participants can be a double-edged sword. Social media 

helped to make people excited about our early design ideas. By featuring the catalog on 

platforms people often used on a daily basis (e.g. Instagram), we brought our work to their 

ordinary domain. We were not simply asking if they wanted to take part in our research; 

rather, we shared a set of intriguing ideas that made them curious and compelled them to 

know more. As a result, many became genuinely interested in our work. Recruiting through 

social media had another consequence. Most participants were part of our personal and 

professional networks; we had existing relationships with them. That could be problematic 

due to issues of bias in convenience sampling, e.g. some participants might not give negative 

feedback due to fear of damaging our personal relationship. Yet, we could use that as an 

advantage: we built on our existing relationships of trust to interpret their contributions better, 
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which in turn made it easier to engage them, to help them feel comfortable with being honest, 

and to interpret their contributions through the lens of our shared history. An example of the 

level of honesty we established with some participants is S6P2, who said she initially thought 

our work was “bullshit”; or S1P1, who called “Anxious Plates” a “scary” and “dangerous” idea. 

Working with acquaintances created another tension: it bridged the personal and professional 

spheres of our lives. Often, we felt awkward about inviting them to use their time in our co-

design efforts, fearing they might get fed up with it and project that on our relationship; we 

also avoided certain actions when enacting the prototypes, to avoid making them feel 

uncomfortable (see 7.3.3.3 for an example). The tensions emerging when blending our roles 

as designers and community members have been explored in-depth in participatory design 

and participatory action research, e.g. [87][174]. Designers should pay attention to those 

issues when engaging stakeholders they already know, which will likely happen in DTE.  

7.3.3.3. Co-design sessions 

Having a chance to experience early prototypes stimulated people’s creative capacity. 

Playing with the prototypes allowed participants to relate to our ideas in an intimate way. That 

impacted their understanding of the targeted design space and the design qualities that might 

be worth pursuing. For example, S6P2 said that, when she first learned about our research, 

she thought our work was “bullshit”—she could not see the value of exploring how to design 

technology that playfully enhanced her food experiences. However, after experiencing one of 

our ideas, her views changed: she said she loved how the prototype enriched her mealtime, 

and that going through that experience helped her to empathize with the motivations behind 

our work. Allowing people to experience early design ideas “for real” can empower them to 

better connect with and contribute to a co-design process in ways they might not otherwise 

be prepared to—an especially relevant asset in speculative, future-oriented projects targeting 

novel or unusual design spaces. Playing with prototypes that “felt real” helped participants to 
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engage both critically and creatively with our work. They did not only get the experience of 

using a seemingly real technology; they became active design partners who contributed to 

further developing early ideas and even envisioned new designs. Their contributions had 

varying levels of complexity, ranging from minor changes meant to polish our existing designs 

(what [39] calls “small decisions”) to more substantial changes that challenged foundational 

aspects of our original ideas (i.e. “big decisions” [39]). For example, S4 suggested that it 

would be great that “PlaceMap” allowed them to connect with players in other parts of the 

world who were concurrently experiencing the same tradition—something we never 

considered before; S7 improvised an emergent mechanism to choose when “PlaceMap” sent 

prompts, transforming a prototype that originally made its own choices into one that acted 

upon the diners’ request; or S9 proposed rethinking “PlaceMap” into a table centerpiece that 

did not involve phones or any other kind of personal device—an idea that challenged the 

original concept of distributing playful food traditions to people’s phones. These examples 

show that, while participants’ ideas built on our early design concepts (which in turn built on 

the findings from our play-chasing work), they often challenged our original assumptions. We 

empowered and encouraged participants to act as co-design partners at full right if they 

wanted to: while some only contributed minor suggestions to existing ideas, others took a 

more active stance and proposed new concepts we had not thought of before. 

Though half-baked, the prototypes delivered the intended experience—but only when 

they reflected real interaction patterns. Rather than just hinting at what the experience 

was supposed to be, the prototypes enabled participants to feel like the experience was 

real—even if they were half-baked and unpolished. Some participants “had more fun than 

[they had] expected” (S4P1); for others, the experience was “overwhelmingly fun” (S12P1). 

Generally, they got the real experience even if the prototypes did not look exactly like our 

catalog suggested. However, some our prototypes failed: in particular, it was problematic 
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when the mechanisms for interacting with the prototype were considerably different from 

those described in the catalog. For example, to prototype “Screen-ED”—a concept where 

phones detected when their owner was using them, to automatically project a silly image on 

their face—we asked people to take pictures of each other once they saw someone using 

their phone, and to send them to us via WhatsApp. Then, we screen-shared those images to 

their computer and edited them in funny ways. That interaction mechanism was different from 

the intended experience, and that made it hard for people to relate to it. Learning from that, in 

subsequent sessions we brought the prototype closer to the intended interaction: we asked 

participants to stage a photo of each of other using the phone and send it before the meal; 

during the meal, we monitored when they used their phones, and automatically displayed 

their edited photo via screen share. That way, people no longer had to police one another 

(and take photos about it) during the meal—technology already took that role, like in the 

original concept. The new prototype worked much better: people engaged more with it, even 

if the silly image was not displayed on people’s faces (as should be according to the catalog) 

but on a computer screen. Another prototype where we failed to get the affordances right was 

“Sassy Cutlery”, a set of smart cutlery that react to people’s actions by making sounds and 

talking to them. In this concept, as opposed to the others, we originally decided not to wizard-

of-oz the technology ourselves; we asked our participant-ambassadors to download a sound 

bank app and use it to enact the prototype, i.e. it was a diner, not us, who was played sounds 

in response to people’s interactions with cutlery. That prevented that participant from being 

part of the experience: they were too focused on using the app, which distracted them from 

both the food and the social situation. From those cases we learned that, to allow people to 

experience early technology ideas “for real”, it might not be problematic that prototypes do 

not look exactly like the finalized product would. In “Screen-ED”, the experience was not 

compromised by the fact that we displayed funny edited photos on a computer screen instead 

of projecting them on people’s faces; or in “PlaceMap” participants enjoyed communicating 
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through WhatsApp instead of a dedicated app. What we found to have a negative impact on 

the co-design potential of the experience is the inaccuracy of the interactions involved: 

participants should be able to interact with and through the technology in ways that resemble 

the interaction mechanisms in the original concept, or else the momentum might be lost.  

Being remote allowed us to disappear “behind the scenes” when necessary. When 

participants experienced the prototypes, they could generally abstract themselves from the 

fact that we were present, in ways that might not have been possible had we been there in 

person. Knowing that we were operating the prototypes behind the scenes did not seem to 

dissuade them from enjoying the meal wholeheartedly (e.g. see Figure 55) and creatively 

experimenting with the prototype. Being able to, as facilitators, move behind the scenes 

during the meal contributed to that success. In fact, one of the prototypes was operated in 

plain sight and that hindered people’s engagement. As described above, when playtesting 

“Sassy Cutlery” (S13), it was one of the diners who operated the prototype. Unlike us, that 

diner could not move behind the scenes: they were physically there, and others could see 

their operations. That impacted the other diners’ experience of the meal and prototype; it 

made it hard for them to let go and submit to the experience, to a point that they often blamed 

the person who operated the prototype for their way of doing it. In retrospect, we realized it 

might have been better to operate “Sassy Cutlery” ourselves, behind the scenes, playing 

sounds from our computer and sharing them via video call like in the other prototypes.  

 
Figure 55. Situations where people submitted to the prototype wholeheartedly. Left: someone holding her cup with 
her elbows, motivated by “PlaceMap”’s prompt of drinking in challenging ways (S6). Center: an improvised marker-
tattoo someone received as a punishment from the “Table Manners Bomb” (S8). Right: participants sitting upside 

down on their couch, responding to “PlaceMap”’s prompt of using the space in an unconventional way (S4). 
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Enacting prototypes allowed us to treat tech as yet another stakeholder, experience 

what it meant to act in the ways it would, and get an in-depth idea of the stakes of the choices 

it was supposed to make. Because we enacted the prototypes (and participants knew it), we 

did not simply make them work; we “were” them. As such, we felt accountable for what they 

did, e.g. in “PlaceMap” we often felt a sense of responsibility when deciding which traditions 

we sent to participants: “Should I really send this? What will they think?”. We experienced the 

technology’s actions intimately, as if they were our own; that gave us a closer understanding 

of how interfering in people’s mealtime might or might not be appropriate and fun. Enacting 

prototypes also helped us to read participants’ social cues and add nuance to their post-meal 

reflections. E.g., S4 said they might want a conversation topic to be over before “PlaceMap” 

sent a new prompt—yet, we observed they often enjoyed changing topics if the new prompt 

was relevant to something they had just done or said. Enactment also helped us to play with 

the flow of the event: we could dynamically adjust the tone and intensity throughout the meal.  

7.3.4. How does DTE extend existing methods, and how can it help designers? 

Designerly Tele-Experiences address several methodological challenges that emerge in 

remote co-design—all of which I experienced in my own work. First, they allow us to engage 

stakeholders remotely yet still in-the-wild: stakeholders are co-located and in context, while 

designers engage them through a video call. As such, DTE enables people to co-experience 

and co-imagine in embodied and situated ways, which in turn empowers them to contribute to 

further developing ideas rather than only evaluating advanced proposals. DTE also allows 

designers to deploy half-baked yet fully experienceable prototype-provocations that will likely 

stimulate participants’ creative capacity. In my case study, that gave participants a rich lived 

experience they used to familiarize with an unfamiliar design space and set a solid foundation 

for their creative contribution. By supporting embodied, situated, and communal activity, DTE 

centers people’s focus on the experience of using a technology rather than on its technical 
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requirements or utilitarian function—an important point in interaction design projects focused 

on carefully crafting the experiential texture of a technology intervention. Existing methods 

respond to some of those challenges, but do not address all of them at once—even less so in 

remote scenarios. Below I unpack how DTE builds on and leverages the strengths of existing 

methods, extending them in novel ways (see Figure 56 for a summary).  

Like “design workbooks” [111], DTE helps people relate to unfamiliar design spaces, ideas, 

and scenarios. It builds on embodied approaches to “design fiction” [235], e.g. “experiential 

futures” [53], “speculative enactments” [61], or “immersive design fiction” [175], and extends 

them by focusing explicitly on the experiential texture of a novel technology. DTE shares with 

in-the-wild co-design workshops (e.g. “labs in the wild” [249] or “play & culture workshops” 

[12]) and other multi-stakeholder co-design strategies (e.g. “design collaboratoriums” [49], 

 

Figure 56. DTE situated with respect to existing co-design methods and our methodological requirements (described 
in 7.3.1). Circles indicate the strength of the relationship between methods (rows) and methodological requirements 

(columns). A full circle indicates a strong relationship; half-full indicates moderate; empty indicates weak. 
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“dialogue-labs” [162], or “Design:Labs” [31]) a focus on co-experience as the foundation of 

generative ideation: it brings stakeholders together in a naturalistic setting to collectively 

experiment with provocative materials, and uses that experience as a platform for producing 

ideas that are contextually sound. As opposed to in-the-wild co-design workshops, DTE 

allows designers to engage stakeholders remotely—while participants are co-located in the 

targeted context, designers participate through a video call.  

To facilitate such remote interaction while foregrounding the importance of materiality and 

embodied interaction, DTE takes inspiration from “wizard-of-oz” [68] (especially when done 

remotely, e.g. [169][236]): it allows remote designers to present co-located stakeholders with 

experienceable prototypes so they get an embodied understanding of the targeted design 

space. In particular, DTE builds on wizard-of-oz practices that focus explicitly on co-creating 

new design concepts, rather than testing and evaluating prototypes of ideas that are already 

advanced (e.g. [51][84]). Inspired by “provotypes” [36], DTE uses prototypes as provocations 

that enable stakeholders to experience underdefined ideas that stimulate their creative 

capacity and empower them to ideate. In consequence, DTE prototypes are much less robust 

than traditional wizard-of-oz prototypes: they are ambiguous and incomplete and, as such, 

malleable and easy to disrupt. They are also future-oriented (like e.g. “design fictions” [235]) 

and improvisational. To exploit that malleability, DTE learns from improvisational embodied 

design methods, especially “object theatre” [205], to enable designers to enact prototypes 

and improvise design choices on-the-fly, in ways that spontaneous choices can be 

implemented rapidly as people experiment with the prototype.  

Overall, the DTE methodological proposal is not necessarily better or worse than existing 

methods, nor it seeks to displace or substitute them. Instead, as Figure 55 indicates, it 

combines many of their strengths to tackle the emergent challenge of supporting early and 

situated co-design ideation in remote settings—in ways that focus on and are grounded in 
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people’s experience of a technology. As a result, DTE allows designers to tackle 5 challenges 

in combination: (1) engage stakeholders in-the-wild (like “labs in the wild” or “diary studies”); 

(2) focus efforts on co-designing, rather than inspiring or evaluating (like “object theatre” or 

“embodied sketching”); (3) enable participants to co-experience early, half-baked, and future-

oriented design ideas without a polished prototype or an existing tech that can be used as a 

reference (like “provotypes” or “design fictions”); (4) center conversations on the experience 

afforded by technology rather than its technical requirements, utilitarian function, or societal 

impact (like “cultural probes” or “play & culture workshops”); and (5) enable remote exchange 

between participants and designers (like “diary studies” or some “wizard-of-oz” techniques). 

By combining elements of such broad range of situated design practices, DTE open new 

possibilities for designers. In my own experience, they were very helpful to empower people 

to contribute to a design space that was unfamiliar to them. Although our participants could 

clearly be considered experts in mealtime experiences (they had been partaking in them for 

their entire lives), most had never been exposed to the idea of a future where their food 

interactions might be technology mediated. Design concepts like the ones I was after (smart 

cutlery, mechatronic plates, conversational centerpieces...) were simply out of the scope of 

anything they could easily relate to. Experiencing what it might mean to use those artefacts at 

mealtime enabled them to explore their own perspectives about this emergent design space. 

It also helped them to think from experience and not only from reason, which is arguably an 

important part of the generative nature of design [100][112]. That allowed participants to be 

both critical and creative, and to contribute interesting design ideas as a result—as opposed 

to simply validating advanced proposals. They engaged as design partners at full right, and 

that brought about ideas that I, as lead designer, may not have considered otherwise.  

An important factor in unlocking participants’ creative potential was the way we recruited 

them: the catalog of intriguing design ideas got people’s attention and invited them to think 
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about how those technologies might play out in their ordinary lives. That gave them a feeling 

of agency: they could choose which concepts they identified with the most, as if they were 

purchasing them, and appropriate them to their own will. An important trait of the catalog and 

the ideas it presented is that it had little bounds with regard to technical feasibility, i.e. some 

ideas were based on tech that does not exist yet (e.g. “Screen-ED” was based on phone with 

an integrated projector). Working with such kinds of futuristic ideas has strengths and 

weaknesses: on the one hand, it helps stakeholders to transcend the conceptual limitations of 

the technologies they are used to seeing in their day-to-day, and thereby approach the co-

design process through a more creative and less constrained lens; on the other hand, in 

certain cases it may steer people in design directions that, by being too optimistic or even 

unrealistic, are not necessarily relevant from the perspective of near- or mid-term design. 

It was also crucial that we allocated space for one-on-one, quality interaction with our 

participants: it allowed us to get them excited about participating in our project and helped 

them to trust us and feel that it was safe to participate. That could also be seen as a 

weakness DTE: designing polished catalogs of early ideas and engaging participants in one-

to-one conversations are time consuming tasks. Yet, my experience shows that they were 

key to nurturing people’s wholehearted participation in the co-design activities, which brought 

about interesting design ideas as a result.  

Another strength of DTE is that it allows designers to treat technology as yet another relevant 

“stakeholder”. By enacting half-baked prototypes, designers “become” the tech and make 

improvised choices they will likely feel as partly theirs—that is, at least, how I experienced it 

in my case study. Having such an intimate experience of what it means to “be” a technology, 

empowers designers to understand the specific implications of making the choices that the 

technology would. That allows them to experiment with diverse ways of adapting the tech to 

interact with people in a more socially appropriate way. Further, by enacting prototypes for a 
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long time (we did 13 sessions, each ~1 hour long), designers are exposed to scenarios they 

may not envision otherwise and can identify issues they may have overlooked. DTE’s 

capacity for enabling designers to impersonate tech could be seen as aligning with emerging 

more-than-human approaches to HCI and interaction design (e.g. [79][116][187]). Future 

work could investigate that intersection further, exploring how DTE might support processes 

where other subjects than humans are considered as design partners to enable new ways of 

thinking about human-technology entanglements as more-than-human ecosystems. 

An important consideration is that, building on a tradition of generative design-led practices 

[100][112], DTE is deliberately open-ended. Rather than a rigid ruleset, it is a flexible set of 

guidelines designers can appropriate. The process described here worked in my case study, 

but designers should adapt it to the needs of their own work. That is a limitation of my work: 

DTE was developed to respond to the needs of a specific project, one where I experienced 

chaotic circumstances and a great deal of uncertainty. I did not experiment with DTE beyond 

the scope of that case study; therefore, I cannot be sure how it might play out in other cases. 

Though my experience makes me confident about its potential, I see a need for future work 

that evaluates if and how DTE might be helpful in other contexts and for other design goals.  

Further, due the organic and emergent nature of the case study, I did not have a pre-defined 

mechanism in place for evaluating the performance of DTE as opposed to other methods. 

Instead, my collaborators and I reflectively built on our own experience of using it, as well as 

on our knowledge of related methods, to discuss its strengths and weaknesses. Rather than 

sharing generalized guidelines that can be readily adopted without adaptation, here I present 

early advice from our practice, hoping to inspire designers facing similar circumstances. My 

contribution does not provide a unique way of approaching remote co-design; rather, it can 

(1) inspire designers facing similar struggles than the ones I experienced, and (2) initiate a 

timely discussion about how to co-design remotely in situated and embodied ways. Despite 
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the experimental nature of this methods research, I see the value of sharing DTE now, when 

the motivations behind it are impacting designers globally. It is an opportunity to initiate a 

community conversation about new ways of doing remote-yet-still-situated co-design. I stress 

the need for future work that continues to experiment with this proposal: building upon it, 

enriching it through new perspectives, challenging it, and assessing its validity compared to 

other methods. Ultimately, I hope to spark a larger discussion about the need for new co-

design methods that help us to respond to the contemporary challenges of interaction design.  

Finally, though DTE originated as a response to the challenges derived from COVID-19, I 

argue that it might also be useful beyond the pandemic. In the case study, DTE enabled 

practices that might be equally relevant when social distancing limitations are no longer 

necessary. For example, it allowed my collaborators and I to access stakeholders from 

different parts of the world, intimately and in depth, without travel expenses. It also allowed us 

to intervene and be present in our target design scenario in ways that did not prevent 

stakeholders from experiencing the co-design activities as being part of their ordinary 

routines. I see this as a promising move both in and beyond the pandemic: it allows us to co-

design in the wild while minimizing the impact of our presence on participants’ choices. I 

believe that those and other affordances of DTE might be very relevant beyond COVID-19, 

and I look forward to leveraging them in future projects to further explore that potential. I also 

look forward to seeing how others appropriate DTE, adapting and improving it to enrich the 

palette of remote co-design strategies available to interaction designers. 

In summary, DTE proposes a novel way of doing situated-yet-still-remote co-design by 

combining aspects of existing methods that, on their own, may not fully address all the 

challenges of remote co-design at once. I hope that this contribution provides designers with 

a new technique to add to their toolkit—one that I argue will help them in design projects that 

resemble the case study described in Chapter 5. I also hope that my in-depth account of the 
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design project where I simultaneously developed and experimented with DTE provides 

designers with useful and actionable inspiration for putting the method in practice.  
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Chapter 8 

REFLECTION 

In the beginning of this dissertation, I posed the question: “How can we design for play that 

permeates everyday life and supports us socially and emotionally?” That is a broad, complex 

question that cannot be fully answered within the scope of a doctoral project. Rather, it calls 

for long-term, collective efforts from diverse members of the interaction design community—

efforts that originated far before I started my career as a designer and that will continue to be 

necessary moving forward. The work I presented here is my contribution, as of today, to that 

growing body of work: I provide conceptual, methodological, and domain specific insights that 

might support the design of technologies and experiences that enrich people’s daily activity in 

ways that are socio-emotionally rich. I see my work as a step towards making tech design a 

more playful, humane, sensible, democratic practice: it provides new angles for designing for 

ordinary, everyday play from the bottom-up by involving a diverse range of perspectives 

about and understandings of the potential of tech to enrich people’s lives. I hope to inspire 

other play designers with my proposed concepts, methods, and design-oriented insights, and 

I am excited to further my explorations as I move forward with my design research career. 

My doctoral project was motivated, mainly, by my own, first-person struggle with designing for 

play that is contextually meaningful and enriches the socio-emotional texture of mundane, 

everyday situations and activities. As such, it has always been very important to me that this 

work helps designers (including myself) to design for meaningful play. In this chapter, I 

discuss how my contribution can support future, increasingly playful and bottom-up tech 

design practices: I argue for its relevance, strengths, and limitations; I position it in relation to 

related works; I reflect on the process behind it; and I outline exciting directions for future 

research. 
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I structure my reflections based on my three contributions: conceptual, methodological, and 

domain specific. Overall, here is how I hope those three contributions will influence diverse 

actors within technology innovation: First, my conceptual contribution can provoke and inspire 

both designers, funders, policy makers, and other stakeholders who set agendas in tech 

development to pay more attention to the potential of play to respond to people’s socio-

emotional needs; it can help to define design and research directions that push for 

increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sensitive approaches to the human-technology 

interplay. Second, my methodological contribution can empower designers to fulfill those 

agendas; it provides actionable strategies and tools for designing for everyday play that is 

contextually meaningful and responds to people’s socio-emotional needs. Finally, my 

domain-specific contribution can inspire designers to approach the specific domains of 

Human-Food Interaction and Smart City Innovation through such playful and socio-

emotionally sensitive lens; it provides inspiration and early ideas that can help those 

designers to identify promising opportunities for intervention in those spaces. The following 

pages illustrate in more depth my thinking about the work I have done over the last years, as 

well as my plans for advancing it in the future. 

8.1. Conceptual contribution 

Although I am a designer whose focus has always been mostly practice-oriented, I have 

always seen value in using theory to support my work. Rather than using it to drive ideation 

and concept development (as is common in many approaches to play design, see Chapter 

2), I find theory to be most useful when it comes to weaving my higher-level design agenda—

for example, when articulating the motivations behind the work I do and the things I create. 

and translating those motivations into fruitful design action. Theory also helps me as a tool for 

contrasting, refining, and enriching in-progress ideas I produce through multi-stakeholder co-

design. In other words, I see theory as a steppingstone that helps to structure my thinking, 
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articulate my design agenda, and ground my co-design explorations into the potential of play 

to enrich our daily lives, in ways that these engagements are sharp and focused. 

As noted in 1.1, one of the struggles I experienced as a play designer before embarking on 

my Ph.D. was realizing that, especially in the industry sector, play is often regarded as a 

motivational tool for stimulating productivity. While I found that approach valuable, I would 

have liked to see (and work on) more projects centered on other, less utilitarian agendas. 

Unfortunately, those were often deemed less valuable, and therefore less interesting to 

pursue. That struck me, as I always thought that one of the most valuable qualities of play 

was its capacity to make people thrive, regardless of a productive outcome. Due to that 

experience, I realized it was important for me to be able to theoretically ground my agenda of 

designing technology that enabled people to experience mundane situations where they 

could spontaneously be playful “just because”, as part of their day-to-day, for its inherent 

social, emotional, and cultural effects—what Sharp and Thomas call “the eudaimonic function 

of play” [217]. While I found a plethora of literature that discussed the relevance of play 

beyond productivity, it was hard to find a synthesis that I could use to engage in fruitful 

discussions with the people with whom I was doing my work. I thought I needed to be able to 

make a compelling case that foregrounded the value of my agenda. That is why I began to 

ask myself: “Why should Playful HCI transcend productivity-focused agendas? How can 

playful technology contribute to people’s social and emotional wellbeing?” 

The “Technology for Situated and Emergent Play” bridging concept I produced (see Chapter 

3) is my attempt at making a synthetic and accessible (yet rigorous) design-oriented case for 

the value of designing for play that is not materially productive. I see that as a valuable and 

necessary contribution, for two reasons: First, it makes clear, and grounds in a plethora of 

reliable design and research work, the value of designing for unproductive play, highlighting 

experiential qualities of play that scholars from different disciplines have shown to be 
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societally desirable; Second, it provides early inspiration for designers interested in making 

those kinds of play experiences accessible to people, by design. The CHI ’20 paper [10] 

where I present this contribution is a piece I would have liked to read, learn from, and use 

myself; since I could not find it, I decided to work towards writing it myself. 

The value of my conceptual contribution lies in its capacity to orient designers towards many 

of the virtues of play and playfulness that can be considered socio-emotionally fruitful. It can 

help designers (and the stakeholders they need to deal with) to: (1) be cognizant about the 

capacity of play to respond to socio-emotional experiences people long for, (2) provide a solid 

rationale for incorporating these experiences as guiding values in their work, and (3) better 

target that socio-emotional potential so it can be more effectively realized by design. However 

useful, my conceptual contribution should not be seen as a direct guideline for designing for 

play—not if we look at play design as a highly contextual and idiosyncratic activity, as I do. 

Like any theoretical contribution (and, even more so, like any synthesis of multi-disciplinary 

theory), this work can only get so far when it comes to guiding design. Rather than a rigid 

ruleset, I propose it should be used as an inspirational starting point for shaping socio-

emotionally focused design agendas within play design, as well as an early source of ideas 

for beginning to think about how to realize those agendas. By no means does my conceptual 

work offer step-by-step guidelines for how to ideate socio-emotionally rich playful experiences 

—if any such guidelines are in fact possible. I see my bridging concept as a tool for reflection 

about the potential of play design to make people’s day to day more fun and exciting, and I 

suggest using it in combination with bottom-up, contextually sensitive play design methods 

such as the ones I presented in Chapters 4 and 7. 

As a designer who is mostly interested in the practice of design and its methodological 

underpinnings, I do not have concrete plans for further advancing my conceptual contribution. 

Yet, I acknowledge there is ample room for future work in this direction, e.g.: to explore the 
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possible socio-emotionally negative implications of playful tech; to investigate the relationship 

of play and power, and its capacity to reconfigure established dynamics between different 

members of a community; or to experiment with more nuance how the desirable qualities 

foregrounded in my bridging concept may or may not apply in specific areas of human life. 

While I do not reject the idea of addressing these and other theoretical issues in the future, I 

intend to do so through the lens of practice. Rather than reflecting through the lens of theory, 

in future work I will use my bridging concept as a source of inspiration: I will apply the values, 

ideas, and recommendations foregrounded in my intermediate knowledge piece to better 

ground my design work in applied design projects. By doing so, I hope I will advance my 

thinking about those concepts, and further understand in which ways they may or may not 

support the practice of design. I will eventually report on my reflections should I think they can 

add value in the context of design research and/or HCI. 

8.2. Methodological contribution 

I see my methodological contribution as the cornerstone of my doctoral project. That may be 

due to my prior struggles as a play designer, motivated by the lack of actionable methods I 

experienced when designing for contextually meaningful everyday play. With the methods 

research presented in this dissertation I have tried to propose new ways of designing for play 

from the bottom-up. At the core of my methodological experiments have always been the 

questions of: “How can we design technology that intertwines well with mundane activity? 

What tools and strategies do we need to design for situated and emergent play?” 

My main response to those questions is the Situated Play Design (SPD) proposal, which is 

meant to help designers to facilitate design processes where playful interventions emerge 

from rich, slow, contextual engagement between designers and stakeholders. SPD enables 

designers to build rich connections with other people’s contexts, routines, and sensitivities as 
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a means of developing interventions that adapt well to and enrich—rather than disrupt—the 

natural flow of those ecosystems. It extends existing play design approaches by centering the 

designer’s attention on the playful things people already find fun in their local contexts and 

practices, as a means of supporting the design of playful interventions that help to realize (or 

enhance) that playful potential.  

With my SPD paper [6], I aimed to empower designers to co-imagine increasingly playful 

futures from the bottom-up, building on contextual playful practices that are inherent in a 

targeted design scenario as focal elements of an intervention. In my experience, such an 

approach makes it actionable to design for play that is likely meaningful in context—to build 

on playful things people already do and enjoy, often spontaneously, in a particular setting, 

and that can therefore be used as core components of a playful intervention. I find those 

contextual play forms, the so-called “play potentials”, to be a very valuable design construct: 

they encapsulate playful ways of being that bring joy to real people. In my design cases, as 

described in Chapters 5 and 6, they helped me and my fellow designers to empathize with 

our stakeholders’ understandings of the kinds of playful experiences that might add value to 

their day-to-day, in ways that we could pursue design directions that were sensible to the 

kinds of socio-emotional experiences they were longing for.  

From my (still relatively short) experience of using play potentials to drive my design work, I 

can already argue for their capacity to enable designers to identify and make design use of 

play-focused contextual information. That can be a very valuable asset in design processes 

where the aim is not to disrupt an ordinary practice with a surprising intervention but rather to 

enrich it by cultivating its inherent qualities and capacity to stimulate play. The “play 

potentials” construct helps designers to deal with, and realize, the inherent capacity of 

mundane situations to become playful—as such, it offers a constructive, complementary, and 

(I argue) necessary alternative to the more common approach of designing technology that 
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affords novel, disruptive, surprising forms of play. Using play potentials allows designers to 

focus their attention on the kinds of things people find fun already, and then build on that 

existing playful material to enable play experiences that are contextually sound. As such, it 

focuses designers on the socio-emotional qualities of play experiences rather on their aims or 

expected outcomes—which is a pitfall of many non-entertainment play design works, where 

the outcomes of the activity are privileged over the experiential texture of the activity, to the 

detriment of its socio-emotional capacity. My methodological work provides a focused lens 

through which designers can center their attention on the fun things people already do and 

enjoy in a particular context, and use them as design material. As a result, they can co-

design playful interventions that stem out of the idiosyncrasies of users and their context 

rather than being motivated by the designer’s practical expertise, creative capacity, or 

theoretical knowledge. 

Further, my approach makes actionable the act of prototyping and engaging stakeholders not 

to test the assumptions and intuitions of designers, but project their preferences, desires, and 

values onto the designers’ work and shape emergent design spaces with them. In a way, one 

could say it enables “design before design”: in-depth, rich, contextual design engagements 

with stakeholders that do not require technical expertise yet allow them to contribute early, 

imaginative design ideas. Through Situated Play Design, designers can empower average 

people to contribute to technology innovation beyond influencing the minor details of a 

specific design. That approach thus extends existing play design techniques by enabling co-

design participants to shape not only the concrete qualities of a specific artifact but also the 

foundations of the emerging design space that technology will inhabit. They extend the role of 

stakeholders and their opportunities for participation, from simply co-designing a technology 

to co-defining an emerging technology space.  
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Importantly, my work so far around the construct of play potentials has mostly been practice-

oriented. I developed the original construct “just enough” so I could use it in my own work, 

and then explored through hands-on practice how it may and may not help me to get the job 

done. I also developed three concrete methods to help designers deal with this construct: 

“Play & culture workshops” can help them to surface play potentials in areas where cultural 

rituals have a strong resonance, e.g. in food practices; “Chasing play through social media” 

enables them to investigate the kinds of playful things people enjoy in settings they cannot 

have in-person access too, which can be a real asset in challenging design projects (e.g. due 

to a pandemic) but also in design projects targeting a diversity of geographically distributed 

contexts; and finally, “Designerly Tele-Experiences” can help them to facilitate experience-

focused co-design sessions in-context while not disrupting that context with their presence, 

which can be very useful in design projects targeting private spaces like the household. 

These are ways in which I think my three proposed SPD methods can be used based on my 

limited experience so far; in future work I intend to experiment with them in other design 

projects so I can offer a more nuanced idea on how they can support other designers’ work. 

In future work, I also intend to build on those and other lived experiences to reflexively 

examine the construct of play potentials in more depth, to provide a more solid theoretical 

articulation that better clarifies its scope and usefulness. I also intend to continue developing 

concrete tools for chasing and making designerly use of play potentials. As part of my case 

studies, I had to develop different mechanisms for implementing the Situated Play Design 

approach. I see them as an early toolkit of SPD methods (see Chapter 7): a first take on a set 

of actionable strategies for dealing with play potentials in ways that simulate interesting, 

fruitful play design processes. The techniques I developed so far are intimately related to the 

specific needs of my two case studies, e.g. the “Designerly Tele-Experiences” method 

responds to the unforeseen challenges derived from the COVID-19 pandemic. In future work, 
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I am excited to continue to develop new SPD methods and tools to make my methodological 

proposal more actionable, building on the directions proposed in my Halfway to the Future ’19 

paper [9] and beyond. I hope other design researchers will join me in that process; I see SPD 

as an open, inclusive methodology that will only be more useful if appropriated by a broad 

range of people who actively practice in the space of playful design. 

Without a doubt, SPD is a largely underexplored methodological space, still in formation. 

Thus, rather than presenting my contribution as a finalized proposal, I see it as the seed for a 

long-term research program. I am genuinely excited about its potential, and I am determined 

to further develop it as I transition to new stages of my academic career. That will bring about 

challenges beyond just incorporating new methods to the SPD toolkit; I will also have to deal 

with and address the limitations of existing methods. One of those limitations is that the 

strategies and tools I presented in this dissertation were developed through active, hands-on 

engagement with design practice, in rather experimental and under-controlled (some may 

even say “chaotic”) circumstances. While that approach can rightfully be considered rigorous 

(e.g. it is largely influenced by Schön’s action-reflection approach to design research [212], 

which is known to be a powerful mechanism for producing new knowledge about the design 

process), I see a need for consolidating my early proposals through a set of more focused 

explorations that help me to more precisely evaluate the impact of my proposed methods in 

practice and in diverse design scenarios. For example, I intend to study the impact of 

“Designerly Tele-Experiences” and “Play & culture workshops” in other design projects, 

ideally through the lens of other designers’ ways of working and concerns. I also see an 

opportunity for better unpacking some of the underlying mechanisms behind the methods I 

have begun to introduce in this dissertation, e.g. to further investigate how insights from 

social media-based strategies (which can arguably be considered global rather than local) 

can be leveraged in local contexts to design for contextually meaningful play. While in my 
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playful urban tech case study I began to hint at how those rather global insights could be 

made useful in the context of idiosyncratic, local practices (e.g. through multi-stakeholder 

conversations using catalogs of speculative ideas), I see a need for further exploring those 

and other relevant angles of my proposed strategies in future methods research. Overall, I 

see my methodological work as an exciting, novel, and useful contribution that begins to 

enable play design practices that are more bottom-up, playful, and imaginative. I look forward 

to strengthening my knowledge in this area, both from a theoretical and best-practice 

perspective, and I am committed to take this research direction as a central one in the 

upcoming stages of my career. 

8.3. Domain-specific contribution 

Experimenting with my proposed concepts and methods in concrete design projects helped 

me to further advance my conceptual and, especially, my methodological contribution. That 

was, from the onset, the principal goal of my doctoral project. However, my hands-on work 

co-designing technology using the Situated Play Design methodology also yielded collateral 

outcomes: I began to shed light on the playful potential of two concrete design spaces within 

HCI (mealtime and urban experiences) and speculate about how technology might help to 

realize that potential. As a result of that process, I produced a body of domain specific 

knowledge designers and researchers in those two spaces might find useful, as it points them 

towards kinds of playful experiences people seem to long for in these specific domains. 

Overall, the contribution I am making to the fields of Human-Food Interaction (Chapter 5) and 

Smart City Innovation (Chapter 6) is similar in its scope and structure. I present: (1) 

inspirational starting points for designing tech that supports and enriches the kinds of playful 

experiences people already find meaningful in these two scenarios, i.e. play potentials; (2) 

speculative ideas that illustrate a range of ways in which those play potentials could be 
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responded to by technology design; and (3) multi-stakeholder responses to those ideas, 

articulated as reflexive considerations designers might want to make when designing 

technology in these emerging design spaces.  

Experimenting with the SPD approach in these two domains allowed me to shed light on two 

design spaces that are rather new, where existing work has either focused on exceptional, 

out-of-the-ordinary experiences (e.g. in fine dining) or has hardly embraced a participatory 

angle (e.g. in many playable city interventions). By engaging with the idea of chasing play 

potentials and using them as the cornerstone of the design process, I could engage diverse 

people to have a say in beginning to carve the foundations of these novel design spaces. As 

a result, I surfaced interesting design qualities, directions, and ideas that can be further 

explored in future work. While the domain-specific knowledge produced through the SPD 

approach is not necessarily generalizable—that is, it offers starting points for designers to 

begin to explore alternative paths to technology design but that those should not be seen as 

fully fleshed design directions—that approach enabled a bottom-up process where average 

citizens (as opposed to technology or expert innovators only) could contribute to co-imagining 

the future of mundane playful technology. It gave rise and presence to diverse takes on the 

questions of: What should these emerging design spaces look like, and what might their 

contours be? What values and agendas should they respond to? And ultimately, why should 

we be designing playful technology targeting those situations, and how? 

I see this approach as an interesting way of beginning to explore emergent design spaces 

where technology might not yet be a relatable part of people’s day-to-day; spaces where 

people may have little lived experiences with technology, to a point that they have a hard time 

contributing new design ideas. By engaging diverse participants in playful, speculative, and 

embodied co-design activities, I was able to help them to connect with a rather unfamiliar 

design space at an experiential level, which in turn enabled them to relate to my design goals 
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and contribute insightful ideas that advanced my thinking in valuable ways. Importantly, that 

enabled me to question the very idea that play is needed in each and every area of our 

lives—it probably is not—and that technology is always the right tool to support it—it is not 

either, I argue—and center my imaginative engagements on the more nuanced question: 

Where can play and, potentially, technology help us to enrich the experiential texture of 

people’s day-to-day, and how? The critical discussions around the notion of a “dictatorship of 

playfulness”, which were present and intense in the playable city case study (see Section 

6.5), are a clear example of that. They led to interesting considerations about where urban 

play may and may not add value, and what might be necessary (and undesirable) design 

choices to support it. The kinds of imaginative, experience-driven co-design engagements I 

led in the two case studies within my doctoral project allowed me to surface multi-stakeholder 

views on the potential and limitations of playful technology to make a positive impact in 

concrete areas of human life; that, in turn, opened up new and exciting avenues meaningful 

technology design. 

In the space of Human-Food Interaction, my work revolved around the question of: “How can 

we reclaim the social, emotional, and cultural relevance of mealtime?” By learning about (and 

empathizing with) people’s self-motivated playful and social practices at mealtime, I was able 

to experiment with new ways of thinking about how technology might enrich them. As a 

result, I provided a set of exciting new, increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sensitive 

directions for HFI design that are contextually grounded and respond to the playful eating 

practices and desires of real people. In future work, I would like to further my understanding 

about the kinds of playful experiences that can contribute to enriching our food lives, focusing 

on two directions: (1) expanding the scope of my explorations to other kinds of food practices 

beyond eating (e.g. cooking, buying, growing, or foraging foods), and (2) exploring how fun 

and joy can be platforms for supporting more sustainable ways of doing those practices. 
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Though the findings from my co-design engagements point towards exciting new design 

directions in Playful HFI, the outcomes of the evaluation of my final “PlaceMap” prototype 

show that there is still much to be learned when it comes to understanding what design 

qualities might support rich playful experiences around food, and how these can be used by 

designers to target the idiosyncrasies of concrete design scenarios. Developing and testing 

the “PlaceMap” prototype (which instantiates key learnings from my bottom-up co-design 

process) helped me to bring my findings back to the contextual domain of people’s day-to-

day activity, and that surfaced interesting reflections that add nuance to my earlier findings. 

Most importantly, that process highlighted something technology designers always should 

keep in mind according to my own experience: everyday practices such as eating are highly 

contextual and, as such, playful technology targeting them should be designed from the 

bottom-up, with careful attention to how certain design choices and qualities may or may not 

align well the idiosyncrasies of people and their local contexts. Generalized design guidelines 

will only get us so far when designing these kinds of interventions; it is important to circle 

back to the local contexts and audiences we are designing for and explore in which way 

those recommendations can be applied to the idiosyncrasies of the scenario at hand.  

In the second case study, I shifted attention from mealtime to urban experiences. I asked 

myself: “How can we rethink the way we go about smart city innovation in increasingly playful 

and socio-emotionally sensitive directions?” My contribution in this space is fairly similar to 

the one I made in the other case study: I surfaced a set of play potentials relevant to urban 

experiences, I speculated different ways in which technology might respond to that playful 

potential, and I engaged diverse stakeholders to better understand what kinds of playful 

futures different people may want for their cities (if any). Importantly, in this case study I could 

not get as far as in the previous one: I did not manage to produce and evaluate a final, fully 

functioning prototype of a technology inspired by the learnings from my co-design process. 
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That was mainly due to the unexpected challenges derived from the COVID-19 pandemic: 

engaging people in co-located social play in public spaces was not an option, so I could not 

deploy and evaluate a high-fidelity prototype in context. Instead, I opted for using my 

speculative ideas as provocative prompts to engage diverse stakeholders in reflexive 

conversations about the kinds of playful urban experiences they would like to engage in as a 

part of their daily urban activity. Overall, my work in this space provides powerful, bottom-up 

support for urban technology designers and researchers—even those who contributed to this 

design space before—whose agenda is to use playful technology to enrich cities socially, 

culturally, and emotionally. In future work, when external circumstances make it possible, I 

would like to further concretize my contribution: I will collaborate with policy makers and 

urban planners to design localized interventions that allow me to investigate in more depth 

the effects of some of the play forms highlighted by my findings, in specific urban locations.  

To conclude, I would like to note that, however exciting, mealtime and urban experiences are 

nothing but two among the many areas of people’s day-to-day where technology could make 

a positive, playful impact. I believe that the concepts, values, and methods I experimented 

with throughout my doctoral project could be useful in many other areas of technology design 

and research. Therefore, in future research I intend to work towards realizing the playful 

potential of other everyday life domains using (and extending) my Situated Play Design 

methodology. In particular, there are two areas that I intend to target in a near future: First, I 

am intrigued by how playful technology might help to support civic engagement, enticing and 

empowering people to have a more active and conscious participation in diverse areas of 

public life (e.g. in civic protest, social organization, or community building). Given play’s 

capacity to add a positive note to mundane experiences, to bring people together towards 

shared activity, and to empower critical thinking and subsequent action (see Chapter 3), I see 

an opportunity in leveraging it to support people to play a more active part in society. Second, 
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I am excited about the potential of playful technology in the context of nature. I want to 

explore how the dynamic, interactive properties of technology can be leveraged to afford the 

kinds of slow, careful, subtle, sensorial experiences that align well with natural practices—

qualities that are not always at the forefront of technology design, where fast, bright, overly-

stimulating types of experiences abound. Overall, in future work I intend to broaden the scope 

of application of my situated, bottom-up, and imaginative approach to playful technology 

design, to further understand how it can help us to co-create future human-technology 

interplays that are more socio-emotionally sensitive and fun. 
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Chapter 9 

CONCLUSION 

In this dissertation I presented the outcomes of my doctoral research as well as the process 

behind them. The aim of my project was to shed light on the design for everyday play to, first, 

empower designers to co-create new technologies that afford contextually meaningful forms 

of play and, in doing so, enrich the socio-emotional texture of people’s daily activity. I also 

wanted to influence other stakeholders who set agendas in technology design, such as 

funders, managers, or policy makers. Overall, my aim was to contribute to steering the digital 

technology sector in increasingly playful and socio-emotionally sensitive directions, hoping 

that that will lead to the development of technologies and experiences that integrate well 

within mundane, contextual activities and scenarios and enrich their experiential texture. 

The project was motivated by my own struggles with designing for everyday play, as well as 

the lack of existing concepts, strategies, and tools I found when trying to overcome those 

struggles. Using a combination of design-led approaches (e.g. participatory design, 

speculative methods, action-reflection…) and methods from HCI (e.g. in-the-wild user 

studies) and the humanities (e.g. close reading), I looked at playful tech design from three 

different angles—all of them important to understanding how to design for contextually 

meaningful and socio-emotionally fruitful daily play. That gave rise to a three-fold contribution: 

First, the conceptual contribution of my research responds to the need for supporting playful 

design that is not bound to materially productive agendas—an approach that is clearly in the 

minority in HCI and technology design. To illustrate the value of play as an inherent, 

fundamental aspect of human life, I produced a “bridging concept” intermediate knowledge 

piece that (1) highlights three experiential qualities of play that can be considered desirable 

from a socio-emotional perspective, (2) illustrates how playful technology can deliver those 
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kinds of experiences, and (3) provides actionable inspiration for designers interested in 

developing similar kinds of interventions. That contribution stems from a synthesis of existing 

literature and practice from different areas of play design and scholarship, including 

perspectives as diverse as sociology, psychology, philosophy, computer science, HCI, 

design, the arts, and cultural studies. Overall, my conceptual contribution provides designers 

with solid rationale, as well as inspirational starting points, for designing playful technologies 

that, rather than making our playtime productive, appeal to our need for joy, agency, and 

social connection—all of which I argue are societal goods designers should cultivate. 

The second component of my doctoral research, perhaps the central one, is a methodological 

contribution. Motivated by my own struggle with designing for play that is contextually 

meaningful and speaks to the playful desires of specific people in specific settings, I set out to 

investigate strategies to make that design agenda more actionable. I began by reflexively 

examining my own previous practice, to unpack the process behind design cases where I felt 

I managed to deliver playful experiences my stakeholders found exciting and contextually fun. 

Through conversations with other designers about their similar experiences, I formulated the 

Situated Play Design (SPD) approach as a broad methodological umbrella that encompasses 

play design practices geared towards designing for play that is contextually sound. SPD 

proposes to closely engage stakeholders and their context to learn about and empathize with 

their existing playful practices in a targeted design scenario. Those existing manifestations of 

contextual playful engagement, i.e. what I call “play potentials”, can then be used as building 

bricks of a playful intervention. Through that process, designers can create playful tech and 

experiences that build on practices that are already meaningful for people and, hence, that 

will adapt well to the idiosyncrasies of the design context at hand. Throughout my doctoral 

project, I experimented with the SPD approach in two case studies, to further advance my 

understanding of how it may be used in practice and to develop actionable mechanisms for 
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implementing it. As a result, I was able to present an emergent toolkit of SPD methods, 

currently comprised of 3 techniques: First, “Play & culture workshops” allow designers to find 

playful inspiration in rituals and traditions, thus leverage forms of play that have long been 

ingrained in the cultural practices of a community; Second, “Chasing play through social 

media” allows designers to document their in-the-wild lived experiences and observations in a 

lightweight way, as well as to explore other people’s online accounts of their spontaneous 

playful activity, as a means of creating collections of multi-stakeholder play potentials; Third, 

“Designerly Tele-Experiences” allow designers to engage remote stakeholders in speculative, 

experience-focused co-design conversations about the desirable playful qualities of tech in 

emergent design spaces. In future work, I intend to continue developing new SPD methods to 

make my proposed approach more actionable and useful; I hope the open-ended and 

inclusive nature of the SPD methodological umbrella will also make it appealing for other 

designers to contribute to enriching it with useful tools and strategies from their own work. 

Finally, the third layer of my doctoral research was domain specific. To experiment with the 

above concepts and methodology, I led two design projects where I investigated how 

technology might playfully enrich the socio-emotional texture of two concrete areas of human 

life: mealtime and urban experiences. Aside from the methodological learnings from those 

processes, described above, this work also yielded domain specific insights. I was able to 

identify promising directions for the design of playful mealtime and urban technology and 

gather multi-stakeholder perspectives on how those future playful tech scenarios may and 

may not add value to people’s day-to-day. In both case studies, I contributed: (1) play 

potentials that point designers towards kinds of playful experiences people already engage in 

and enjoy within the targeted contexts and activities; (2) speculative ideas that illustrate 

diverse ways in which technology could respond to that playful potential; and (3) multi-

stakeholder perspectives on those play potentials and speculative ideas, which foreground 
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important considerations designers might want to make when developing playful interventions 

targeting those spaces. Overall, my domain specific contribution can be powerful support for 

designers interested in developing bottom-up, contextually meaningful playful interventions in 

Human-Food Interaction and Playable Smart City design. 

The three contributions of my doctoral research are part of an ongoing, long-term research 

agenda. My work is by no means the first to explore the design space of mundane, everyday 

play design, nor does it present the ultimate guidelines for supporting these kinds of design 

practices—if there can even be such a thing.  I see it as an exciting step further in that 

direction, one that provides bottom-up, imaginative tools for supporting contextually and 

socio-emotionally sensitive play design. In the future, I intend to continue working on making 

this design and research agenda more actionable, looking at it from the perspective of both 

methodology and practical implementation. I am committed to continue exploring how my 

design methods and agenda can add value in diverse areas of human life. Overall, I see this 

doctoral project as the seed that will grow and flourish into an exciting design research career 

focused on investigating and leveraging the many possibilities of playful technology design. 
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Appendix A 

SUMMARY OF PUBLICATIONS 

Title Venue Contribution First 
author 

DOI 

C M DS 

Co-Imagining the Future of Playable Cities: A Bottom-Up, 
Multi-Stakeholder Speculative Inquiry into the Playful 
Potential of Urban Technology 

CHI ’22 
full paper 

    *conditionally accepted by the time this 
dissertation was archived 

Designerly Tele-Experiences: a New Approach to Remote 
Yet Still Situated Co-Design 

ToCHI article     *under review by the time this dissertation 
was archived 

The Playful Potential of Shared Mealtime: A Speculative 
Catalog of Playful Technologies for Day-to-day Social 
Eating Experiences 

CHI Play ’21 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3474694  

Through the Zoom Glass: Drawing Design Inspiration from 
Mediated Playful Interactions with Food and Child 
Personas 

CHI Play ’21 
rapid comm. 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3450337.3483452  

A Catalog of Speculative Playful Urban Technology Ideas: 
Exploring the Playful Potential of Smart Cities 

Mindtrek ’21 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3464327.3464374  

Chasing Play on TikTok from Populations with Disabilities 
to Inspire Playful and Inclusive Technology Design 

CHI ’21 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3411764  

Drawing From Social Media to Inspire Increasingly Playful 
and Social Drone Futures 

DIS ’21 
pictorial 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3461778.3462020  

Technology for Situated and Emergent Play: A Bridging 
Concept and Design Agenda 

CHI ’20 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3313831.3376859  

Chasing Play with Instagram: How Can We Capture 
Mundane Play Potentials to Inspire Interaction Design? 

CHI ’20 
late-breaking work 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3334480.3382913  

Chasing Play Potentials in Food Culture: Learning from 
Traditions to Inspire Future Human-Food Interaction 
Design 

DIS ’20 
pictorial 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3357236.3395575  

Disrupting (More-than-) Human-Food Interaction: 
Experimental Design, Tangibles and Food-Tech Futures 

DIS ’20 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3357236.3395437  

Feeding the Futures of Human-Food Interaction interactions article     https://doi.org/10.1145/3414471  

Chasing Play Potentials: Towards an Increasingly Situated 
and Emergent Approach to Everyday Play Design 

DIS ’19 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3322276.3322325  

Making Sense of Human-Food Interaction CHI ’19 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3290605.3300908  

Playful Human-Food Interaction Research: State of the Art 
and Future Directions 

CHI Play ‘19 
full paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3311350.3347155  

Designing for Play that Permeates Everyday Life: Towards 
New Methods for Situated Play Design 

HttF ‘19 
short paper 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3363384.3363400  

Visualising the landscape of Human-Food Interaction 
research 

DIS ‘18 
work-in-progress 

    https://doi.org/10.1145/3197391.3205443 

Table 1. Shortlist of the papers I published during my PhD. For each paper, I note: (1) the title, (2) the venue where it 
was published and the type of publication, (3) the contribution(s) it speaks to, i.e., conceptual, methodological, or 
domain specific, (4) whether I served as first or secondary author, and (5) the DOI, so it can be easily accessed. The 
papers featured on the list relate directly to the contribution presented in this thesis; additional papers I published 
during my PhD studies can be found on my personal website: http://www.ferranaltarriba.com 
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